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As was recognized by same of the most reputable physicists of the 
world such as Galilee and Einstein, the basic laws of physics must 
inevitably be founded upon invariance principles. Galilean and special 
relativity stand as historical landmarks that emphasize this message. 
J------TJ..1~0----WOnder-+ha.Lthe-gxeat-dave.lcq;ment·s____oLmo_dern_:__ph_y:si.c.s_(s_uch_as, ______ _ 
those in elementary particle physics) have been keyed upon this concept. 
The modern funnulation of classical mechanics (see Abraham and 
Marsden [1]) is based upon "qualitative" or geometric analysis. This 
is primarily due to the works of Poincare. Poincare showed the value 
of such geometric analysis in the solution of otherwise insoluble 
problems in stability theory. It seems that the insights of Poincare 
have proven fruitful by the now famous works of Kolmogorov, Arnold, and 
Moser. The concepts used in this geometric theory are again based upon 
invariance principles, or symmetries. 
The work of Sophus Lie .from 1873 to 1893 laid the groundwork for the 
analysis of invariance or symmetry principles in modern physics. His 
primary studies were those of partial differential equations. This led 
him to the study of the theory of transfurmations and inevitably to the 
analysis of abstract groups and differenti:al geometry. Here we show 
same further applications of Lie group theory throUJh the use of 
transformation groups. We emphasize the use of transformation invariance 
to find conservation laws and dynamical properties in chemical physics. 
II. Basic Theory 
2-1. Abstract Groups 
An abstract group is a set of "points" g, E G for i=O, ••• ,n, 
]. 
such that, under group "multiplication", we have for i, j ,k = 0, •.. ,n 
(a) g. •g. = gk closure ]. J 
(b) g,•{g,•g) ]. " J k "' (gi•gj)•gk associativity 
(c) go•gi = gi = for g. •g ]. 0 all gi identity 
(d) -1 -1 unique inverse. go = gi•gi = gi•gk = gk•gi gk - gi 
A continuous (or topological) group is one in which there exists a 
2 
(1) 
topological manifold (T) with an algebraic group structure such that 
the mappings : * 
(a) 41: 
(b) lj!: 
(J X T + O'T 
-1 
T -+ T 
are continuous. 
cr;r E T 
(2) 
To facilitate the study of the global properties of groups, it is 
helpful to define the "building blocks" of the global groups -- Lie groups. 
Consider a connected component of a continuous group containing the 
identity element (g
0
) and any other element gk. Then the connectivity 
/ 
requirement implies that any group operation gk can be built up by 
products of "infinitesimal" group operations og,, i.e. ]. 
(3) 
* Gilmore, Robert, Lie Groups, Lie Algebras and Some of 'l'h.eir Applications, 
pg.63. 
where gi and gi+l lie 
a common neighborhood 
on a line connecting g
0 
and gk and are within 
-1 (thus gi+l•gi lies near the identity). A Lie 
group is a connected component of a continuous group, and a local Lie 
group is a Lie group in the neighborhood of the identity. 
Lie's three theorems and their converses, along with Taylor's 
3 
theorem, establish an equivalence between Lie groups and Lie algebras. 
In his three theorems, Lie: (1) connects infinitesimal generators of 
the structure constants to the topological group composition function $ , 
and (3) shows that the structure constants for a Lie 'algebra provide a 
matrix representation for the algebra~ Taylor's theorem then provides 
the mapping between the Lie algebra and Lie group -- the exponential 
map: 
au 
au + e (4) 
where U is the element of a Lie algebra. With these connections, then, 
it becomes apparent that we need only study the Lie algebras (through 
the use of transformation groups) to detennine- the structure o:f- our local 
Lie group. For our studies of physical systems in this thesis, we will 
examine the invariance Lie group transformations admitted by our equa-
tions of motion and the manifolds upon which they are defined. In this 
way we shall determine the local Lie groups- ailmitt~d ·by the- s:ystem: 
~----·~ -----
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2-2. A Continuous Group of Infinitesimal Transformations 
Consider a transformation T(a)parameterized by a whose topological 
space tis R1 ,·which maps ann-dimensional geometric space Gn onto Gn, i.e. 
~--+++ l$ = g(~, a) (1) 
where (x 1 2 3 n Gn (Gn, differentiable '!!' = ,x 
' 
X ' .... ,x ) ; ~~~ E a 
-1 -2 (x ,x , ~3 -n , ..... ,x). manifold) 
'.S = X 
T(a) satisfies the following relations: 
T(af) T(aj) = T(ak); i,j,k = 0,1, .•. ,"' 
[T(ai) T(aj)) T(ak) = T(ai) [T(Cij) T(ak)) 
T(a0 ) T(ai) = T(ai) T\a0 r = T(ai) 
i -1 i -1 i i 0 T(a ) T (a ) = T (a ) T(a ) = T(a ) 
closure 




where a takes on the values ~~"'~.a _<O_.'f«> • Then T(a) is said to form 
a ~-parameter continuous group of transformations. Furthermore, our 
group is a Lie group since the topological space is defined as R1 
If we now impose a local condition (requiring a + oa) on the 
topological space (parameter space) T of T(a), then our transformation 
(which we shall now denote by T(oa)) is said to form a one-parameter 
continuous Lie Group of infinitesimal transformations consisting of a 
topological group in the topological space T and a geometric space Gn 
* ** upon which the transformation T(oa) acts. ' The general form for 
such a transformation is: 
·*~ Gilmore, Lie Groups, Lie Algebras, and Some of Their Applications, pg. 64. 
** Campbell, Continuous Groups, pg. 6. 
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i -i i i 1 n 
X +->->- X = X + ca.l; (X , ••• ,X ) (3) 
where cc;t is an infinitesimal parameter and thus terms of higher order 
may be neglected. 
-1 -n Consider a function ~(x , ••• ,x ) • This function may be expanded 
in terms of ca. around cci = 0, neglecting terms of O(ca.2) and higher. 
Then we get 
-1 -n -1 -n I I 1-------'<1> llL .... x > - ~ (1L, ••• ,_D 0 _ _ + a , 0 , r <b > _,_ -c '"'c a.,JL_ __________ _ 
-- -·~o--rmr~· uu=u...,.... 
=~clod n, nll 1· 1 n, nl ' ~ X + a.., ' ••• ,x +ua.l; ca.=O +3cJ (x +ua.l; ' ••• ,x +ua.l; ) ca.=O (ua) 
= </>(xl, •.• ,xn) + (3~1</>) (3caxl) loa.=O (ca.) + (35/2</>) (3calt2) lca.=O (ca.) 
+ ••• + (3xn<l>l (30a.xnl lca.=o Coa.) 
= </>(x1, ••• ,xn) + cal; 1 (3xl<l>l loa=O + 
and letting 
i = l, ... ,n 
we have 




* where U is termed the generator of a group of infinitesimal transformations. 
Note that it is the local character of our group which enables us to 
simplify our expansion (4) by evaluating at ca=O. The transformation of 
oa.u (3) can be represented by an operator e where U is defined in (5), 
then (6) becomes: 
* For a more general treatment of the expansion, see Gilmore, pp.87-9l. 
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. -1 -n a au 1 n 
</> ('1!' ' • • • 'X ) = e </> (x , ••• , x ) 
= (1 + aau + O(aa2 )) 1 n </> (x , •• ,x ) ( 7) 
= (1 + oa!;ia i) X <f>(x1, ••• ,xn). 
The composition law of such an exponential operator is 
=1'' ·•)·· 1 n I ~------------'"--.J, "'-'·'ct-lJJ_.,_,_a£-U~-"'fl-<.x~,-·--~x_), ______________________ _ 
(7') 
Thus we note that we have a continuous topological group, and 
furthermore the topological space is R1 (a manifold) including the 
identity element oao = 0. This space is connected as well as simply 
connected, obeying the relations of (2) where the inverse is defined 
on the negative half of R1 . Thus, the topological space obeys all the 
criteria that defines a Lie group •. The operator eoaU is a local 
au Lie group operator; and e (for finite transformations) is a Lie 
group operator. 
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2-3. Local Lie Group Invariance Transformations 
Equation (4) shows the effect of a one-parameter local Lie group 
n 
transformation on an arbitrary function ~(x , ••. ,x ). If we were to 
consider only those transformations which leave the value of our function $ 
invariant ( we can see right away that we must simply require that the 
second term of (4) vanish, i.e. 
~----------~a~a~(2s_1 o~Al~ + + SndX~nL$~)_=~0~------------------------------------------
or (8) 
s 13 1$ + •.• + sn3 ~ = U$ = 0. 
x xn 
Thus, in words, we must require for the invariance of a function, that 
the generator of the transformation annihialate the function. The require-
ment for the invariance of equations is still leas stringent than that 
for a function. 
Consider a generaLequation 
( l n) = f X , ••• ,X l n h (x , ••• , x ) • 
Any such equation can be put into a more general form 
F (x1 , •.. , xn) = 0 
( l n whereFx, ••. ,x) l n l n - f (x , ••• , x ) - h (x , ..• , x ) • 
For invariance, it is obvious that we must require that 
- 1 n llau 1 n F (x , ••• , X ) - e F (x , ••• , X ) = 0 
or 
0 = (1 + aaU) F(xl, ••• ,xn) 





Or more specifically, for invariance on the manifold defined by equation 
(10), this becomes 
- 1 nl 1 nl 0- F(x , ••• ,x ) (lO) + oaUF(x , ••• ,x ) (lO) 
1 n I 
= oaUF(x , ••• ,x) (lO) (12) 
_ 1 n I 
- UF (x , .•• ,x ) (lO) • 
In words, we,must require that the. generator of the. transfbnnation 
annihialate F (x , ••• ,x ) subject to the. condition that F (x , •.• , x' ) = 0. 
--~------ ----·--
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2-4. A Generalization of Continuous Group Transformations 
The transformations of the previous section exemplified a special 
c~ass of transformations called point transformations; that is, those 
transformations whose generators are functions of the dependent and 
independent variables (and not their derivatives). In order to extend 
the theory of continuous invariance transformations to the invariance 
of differential equations, we must consider a more general class of 
trans ormat~ons ca led contact transformat~ons. The generators o t ese 
transformations are funcrtions af derivatives as well as the independent 
\ 
and dependent variables. In foresight, we have for the generators of 
point transformations, U i 1 n ~ = S (X , ••• , X ) a i, and for contact transfor-
X . 
i1 n1 n i1 n1 n 
mations, u = i; (x , •.• ,x ,y , ••• ,y )a i + n (x , ..• ,x ,y , ..• ,y )a i• 
X y 
i 
where the y may now be considered the "dependent" variables. In the 
following sections, we shall show explicitly how these generalizations 
are made and their applications to the invariance of ordinary differential 
equations. 
2-4 .1. Transformation ··of Infini tesirnal Displacements* 
In anticipation of applying this transformation theory to differ-
ential equations, we now consider the infinitesimal transformations of 
infinitesimal displacements. 
Consider the transformation under T(a) 
r -r au r 
X 
_,._,._,. X = e X 
[1 i \az(r;t)za ia i +] r (1·) = + ai; a . + + ... X X~ X X 
r ai;r = X + 
*A good exposition ori the transformation of infinitesimal displacements 
and contact transformations is given by Wulfman (32). 
From (1) it follows that 
-r dx 
and 
aXr- dxr = aaxil;r dxi. 
r r i dx + C!d . I; dx • 
xl. ' 
10 
(sum over i) (2) 
(3) 
The effect of an infinitesimal transformation T(oa) on the infinite-
simal displacement dxr is obtained as a + oct in equation (3) : 
-------~..;-r r r ' . dx - dx~-s-a.a xrF--a><,..._ _____________________ nfl ______ _ 
We now define a generator U' which corresponds to the generator of 
transformations of infinitesimal displacements. Thus, 
-r au• r dx = e·' dx 
where u• 
2-4.2 Contact Transformations 
(5) 
•r r I; - dl; • 
j A Aj A contact transformation· of the variables x ,x ,x leaves invariant 
the Pffafian form 
j = l, .•• ,n, A>n. (6) 
where we have separated the variables into "dependent" (xj) and 
A A. 
"independent" (x ,x J) variables. If, however, a functional relation is 
established between the dependent and independent variables xA and xj 
respectively, and dxA is established as a perfect differential, then 
~~- --------
A. 
it becomes. apparent that the "dependent" variable x] takes on the 
familiar form of a partial derivative 
A. 




= axY • 
11 
(7) 
With this in mind we turn our attention to this "dependent" variable (xAj) 
which, by equation (6), can in general only be said to be the ratio'·.of 
d A . , 
infinitesimal displacements ~j when dxJ = o, (jFj'=l, ••. ,n) and ask how 
this variable transforms. More specifically, we are asking, "What is the 
relation between the ~j 's and the ~A.j 's of the transformationc·with 
generator 
(8) 
In considering the general transformation of equation (6) under 
T(8a), we have, according to equations (1) and (2): 
A" )\ A. ;,.· X J +++XJ = X J + 8a~ J 
A -A A. J. i (sum over i) (9) dx + + + dx = dx + 8aa i~ dx 
X 
dxj 
......... d;cj dx1 j i = + 8aa·-~ dx X~ 
Requiring that T(8a) leave the Pfaffian form invariant, we have 
-A --Aj -j I 




-A -Aj -j I A A i dx - ~x dx = ~(dx + 8aa i~ dx l -J ~ X 
= ~(dxA + 8aa i~Adxi) - E~(xAjdxj + 
~ X ~J 
+ (8al z~Aja i~jdxil I 
X 
(11) 
A A i A 
= Z4[dx + 8a3 iS dx - dx 
~J X 
= 8aZ~ra ·sAdxi- xJ.ja ·sjdxi ~J x1 x1 
!n terms of the original (untransformed) variables dxA,xAj,dxj then, 
the transformation takes the form." 
i k Separating the x variables into dependent (x ; k>n) and independent 
!/, (x ;i~) variables, the right-hand side of (12) becomes 
From (6), we have 
dxk - ~ kid Q, 
- r.x x • 
Substituting this into equation (13) 
12 
(14) 
Q, Enforcing ·the independence of dx for all i, we find that the expression 
within the parenthesis must vanish for each value of Q.: 
(16) 
or, 
H [' <A ' <A kQ. xAjxki, k"j - xAj' "<j] • i; = ~~ oxQ," + cxk-" X - ox" ox"'" (17) 






Defining an operator 
a kja D. = j +X k J X X (19) 
(18) becomes 
(20) 
Thus, the generators of contact transformations take on the form 
~~------------------~-----~* 1~~~--------------------------------------~~----------
u = ~ a xj + ~ a x>c + ~ a x>cj 2 
. A ;\' 
where the variables xJ ,x , x J are defined by the P faffian relation (6) 
and ~Aj satisfies (20). For the restricted case in which ~j.~A and ~Aj 
are functions of xj and xA only, one refers to U above as being the first 
extension of the generator of a point transformation. The first exten-
s.ion is usually designated as U where 
(22) 
-"---'-'---'--'-----'-----'-'------'---------'----~ -- ~-- -----·-------~--'-------
14 
2-5. One-Parameter Lie Groups Admitted by Ordinary Differential Equations 
As shown in the last section, derivatives can be considered as 
• I 
special cases of ratios of infinitesimal displacements (when dxJ = 0), 
In this section, we will con~ider the invariance properties of ordinary 
differential equat±ons. This essentially means that we shall be dealing 
with Pfaffians of one independent variable (n=l). We shall suppose 
there can exist a functional relation between the "dependent" and 
"independent" variables for s ".dependent" variables, i.e. 
). = 2, ••. ,s . (23) 
Then the variables xA 1 are defined as total derivatives 
dxA A 
"' :;::y : ·x dx 1 
(24) 
Extending this notation to the second and higher derivatives, we have 
All d2x A A Alll d 3x 
A A 
X 
- d(xl)2 - xll; X - d (xi) 3 - XllP 0 0 •••• (25) 
We are now in a position to use Lie's theory on continuous groups 
of transformations in application to our studies of differential equations. 
We shall consider differential equations that can be reduced to "normal" 




for each A,m (26) 
A A where x , ••. , x are defined in.equation ( 25) . Then according to ( 21) , 
m 
the generator of the transformation takes on the form 
(27) 
and the invariance condition becomes 
From equation (20), (28) becomes 
Changing dummy indic,es·c·.-where k '=k and making the substitution 
as expressed by the condition, we have 
~ {~~ + ~s~ 








2-6. Many-Parameter Groups 
The previous discussions have focused on the requirements for 
one-parameter groups of in variance transfonnations. Together with the 
Lie commutator which defines the group multiplication, these one-parameter 
groups provide the framework for a Lie algebra -- an algebra of a 
many-parameter group. These groups may be of either finite or infinite 
dimension. If these groups are of infinite dimension, a subset of these 
may usually be found to close. Throu;rh a study of. the canmutation 
relations and its corresponding structure constants, much information 
can be obtained about the abstract group and its composition function 
(see section 2-1).. Furthermore, the parameter space can then be used 
to fully characterize the global Lie group. 
17 
III. Invariance Properties of Hamiltonian Equations 
3-l. Canonical Transformations and Constants of the Motion 
Canonical transformations can be formulated in Lie theory as those 
continuous groups of transformations which leave the ~oisson bracket 
relations invar~ant, i.e. 
i ;_ 
q ,q" J {p; ,pj1 __ =--o---------------------------------------------------------
aF aG 
where {F,G} = apk aqk 
i,j,k = l, ... ,n (l) 
8au Thus, under the infini~esimal transformation T(8a) with operator e 
we hav~ to first order in 8a, 
i -i i i q -+-++q = q + 8aQ 
i 
-i i i p -+-+-+p = p + 8ap 
where u = gia . ql. + Pia pi 




{ i j} i, j I U[ P ,'1 - 8 ] {pi,qj}=8ij = 0 
{Uqi,qj} + {qi,Uqj}j = 0 
{Qi,qj} + {qi,Qj}l = 0 







{Upi,pj} + {p i , Upj} I = 0 
{Pi,pj} + {p i ,Pj} I 0 = (4b) 
i a .pj 
-a ·P + = 0 qJ q~ 
{Upi,qj} + {p i ,uqj} I = 0 
{Pi,qj} + {l,Qj}l = 0 (4c) 
i a ·Qj a ·P + =· () . pJ q~ 
Each canonical transformation is derivable from a "characteristic function" 
G(q,p) such that 
i a Q = ·G p~ 
pi 
= -a ·G q~ 
(5) 
In terms of G, U takes the form 
U = {G• } = (6) 
Note that for the special case where the characteristic function is 
the Hamiltonian of the dynamical system, we have for the generator (V) 
of the canonical transformation 
V = {H• } = 
•i 
where q 




where the time (t) takes on the role as the parameter of the continuous 
transformation. 
. . i i Operat~ng on p and q , we have 
.. ::.:: .. ~------ ·- ----
19 
atv ± -i i •i •i i 
e q = q = q + at (q a i + P a ilq q p (9a) i atqi = q + 
a tv i -i i •i ·i i 
e p = p = p + at(q a i + P a . l p q pl. (9b) i atpi = p + . 
Thus, it can be seen that the effect of the transformation is to move 
the points (qi,pi) along its trajectory in phase space. For this reason, 
the operator is termed the "evolution operator", and its generator V, 
the "evolution generator". Furthermore, an invariant function of the 
evolution transformation can be seen to be a "first integral" or 
"constant of the motion". The requirement for a constant of the motion 
i .i 
K(q ,p ) then, is 
atv < i il e K q ,p = - -i -i K (q 'p ) i i =K(q,p) 
or, more specifically, for a given manifold upon which our "flow" in 
phase space is defined, we may require invariance of the function. on 
that particular manifold. Then (10) becomes 
or 
atv i i 
e K(q ,p l lw=o = i i I K(q ,p ) W=O 
i i i i I i i I K(q ,p ) + OtVK(q ,p ) ·= K(q ,p ) 




This can be seen to be in full agreement with the classical theory of 
Hamiltonian mechanics, where (11) can be rewritten as 
i i I {H• }K(q ,p ) W=O 




3-2. Continuous Group Transformations Admitted by Hamilton's Equations 
When Pj_ = {H,qi} and qi = {H,pi} are Hamilton:ls equations, they define 
a flow characterized by the Hamiltonian H(qi,pi) (the characteristic 
function of the evolution generator) in the phase space. · In order to 
find the groups of continuous contact transformations which are admitted 
by . the flow, we must require that U annihilate the equations of motion 
and the Hamiltonian which defines the space (see fig.l) 
A 0' 
{H,l}Jiq.,;.{H,qi} U[q~ - = 0 
A . ~ 
U[pi 
- {H,p~}] lpi={H,p~} = 0 
i i I UH(q ,p) W=O = 0 
~ i i ~i hi 
where u = Q a . + p a . + Q a . + p a . q~ p~ q~ p~ 
i i 





a iQ a kH I = o p p 
(14c) 
Thus, the conditions for the most general continuous groups of contact 
transformations admitted by Hamilton's equations on the manifold defined 
by w=O are given by (14). 
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To find the canonical transformations, a subset of the most general 
contact transformations admitted by Hamilton's equations, we must enforce 
the invariance of the Poisson bracket relations on equation (14) as given 
by equation (4). Thus, we have for the invariance conditions of the 
continuous groups of canonical transformations: 
0 (lSa) 
= 0 (lSb) 
0 • 
The effect of the canonical requirements (d-e) is to require that each 
term in the parenthesis in equations (a-c) vanish independently. More 
explicitly, they establish a canonical relationship between equations 
(lSa) and (lSb), and consequently, they express an independence of the 
•k •k 
canonical variables q and p as can be seen if we rewrite Uhese as 
a i (UHl I = o p 






Furthermore, at first glance, it appears as though the last terms in the 
equations above vanish trivially as a consequence of equation (lSc); 
however, as was shown by Wulfman and Surni,* these terms are physically 
significant as they express a stability condition for the system. It 
follows from this, that 
*Wulfman, Surni, "New, Locally Stable, Sylllllletries of Keplerian Systems", 
Atomic Scattering Theory, edited by J. Nuttall, pp. 197. 
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THEOREM: 
The generator of a canonical or M-canonical (where M defines the 
manifold of flow) .transformation that leaves invariant Hamilton's 
equations of motion on M is locally stable about M. 
Thus we ha~ for a transformation to be canonical and leave invariant 
Hamil ton's eqUations: 
a Qi qk + kl a .p . . P~ £q~ ..Hlu~,.HJ = 0 (17a) 
i kl (17b) a kP - a .p . . = 0 S! q~ {q~,H};{p~,H} 
i kl (17c) apkQ - a . . . = 0 p~Q {qL;H}; {p~ ,H} 0 
aqi (UHl I {qi ,H} ;{pi ,H} = 0 (17d) (.'' 
' 
a pi (UHJ I {qi,H};{pi,H} = 0 (17e) 
UHj ~ 
W=O 0 . (17f) 
------- ----'-'------
:23 
3-3. Dynamical Degeneracy and Dynamical Groups 
To obtain the many-parameter Lie groups which are admitted by a 
Hamiltonian system of given energy E = constant (dynamical degeneracy 
group), the transformations must be required to leave invariant the 
i i 
manifold of constant energy H(q ,p ) = E. We define a new function we 
shall call the ~extended Hamiltonian" 
W( i i E t) H(qi,pi.,t) - E. q ,p , , = (18) 
Then the manifold of constant energy is defined by 
i i W(q ,p ,t) = 0 (19) 
for a fixed value of E. The conditions for invariance are obtained 
from (14) by replacing the Hamiltonian with the "extended Hamiltonian" 
and requiring thA annihilation of the expression only on the manifold 
W $ 0. Then (14) becomes 
i k i k 
api(UW) l{qi,W}=O;W=O= O ca kQ + a · P l apkw - ca kQ - a . Q l a kw -q pl.·. p pl. q 
k k ca pi k a . cuwl I . = o (a kp - a ·P )apkw- + a iQ l a kw + q ql. pk q q ql. {pl.,W}=O;W=O 
uwlw=o = 0 
and similarly for the canonical transformations of equation (17). 
For the dynamical groups of continuous transformations, equation (20) 




variables, and a new parameter (T) introduced to parameterize the evolution 
group. Then in equations (20),one may simply redefine the phase space 
to encompass the time and energy (termed thA "·extended phase space") 
and allow the indices to run from 1 to n+l, where 
n+l n+l q - t; p - E. (21) 
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IV. Program DETERMININGEQNS 
DETERMININGEQNS is a computer program written by the author in 
Pascal. This program will approximate, through a power series expansion 
inn variables, the generators U(z1 , •.. ,zn) of the contact transformations 
that leave invariant a given system of autonomous ordinary differential 
equations as well as arbitrary 'functions of the n variables expressed 
in a power series expansion. As such, DETERMININGEQNS has the flexibility 
to handle either Hamiltonian or non-Hamiltonian systems, with or without 
conditions of constraint. Furthermore, it is capable of Obtaining such 
generators which are invariance generators only upon evaluation on the 
manifolds Mi of constraint, i.e. 
1 n •i U(z , ••. ,z )[z 
and 
1 n j 1 n 1 U(z , ••• , z ) F (z , ••• , z ) # = 0 
for j\ = l, ... ,n j=O, ••• ,f k = l, ... ,m. 
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4-1. Systematic Derivation of the Determining Equations 
Given a system of ordinary differential equations 
dxi 
--= dw 
i 1 n f (x , .... ,x ,w); i==l, ... ,n (l) 
where w is the parameter of the evolution group operator, we seek to 
find the generators U of continuous groups of contact transformations 
which leave this system of ordinary differential equations invariant. 
In order to simplify the notation, we introduce the new variables 
•i 
X 
Then (l) becomes 
•i i 1 n 
X = f (X , • • •, X , ) • 
(2) 
(3) 
Since u is the generator of contact transformations, U takes the form 
"( · n • ~j( 1 n)" U=H;W,x, ..... ,x)o00 +.<, w,x, ... ,x axj 
and its extension is 
"'j 1 n 
u = u + ~ (w,x , .•. ,x )o~j 
where 
For invariance, we require 
•R, D=o +xo,. 
W X" 
,. •i 





---- ~~--·~ -~ 
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or 
Qo fi - ~ja .fil = o 
w xJ 
( 8) 
+ xjaxj~i - ~i(awQ + xjaxjQ) - Qawfi - ~jaxjfil = 0 (9) 
HoweYer, for our purposes, we shall be interested only in autonomous 
ordinary differential equations and we will not consider transformations 
of our parameter w. This restriction implies 
and our determining equations become 
(11) 
that is, 
cja .fi = 0 
.., xJ • (12) 
If we define our evolution generator 
(13) 
then, from (4), (10), and (13), equation (12) becomes 
[U,V] = 0. (14) 
Thus, the invariance generators are simply those generators which 
commute with the evolution operator. 
DETERMININGEQNS utilizes equations (12). The generators U are 
approximated by a power series expansion 
(15) 
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such that the determining equations become 
The functions fi can also be written as a power series 
(17) 
Substituting (17) into (16), we have 
1}------'-----=";·-,----.,=.l_J.l ~-n ; , ko.:1~~~n~k~--n~------------
c" 1 n (x · J - .. • (x J - a · [a 1 n (x"T • • • (x J l ~ ••• ~ xJ k ••• k 
j k 1 n kn i ~ 1 n ~n 
- a- 1 n (x1) • • • (x ) a · [c 1 n (x 1) • • ·;(:x ) l = 0 (18) 
K ••• k xJ ~ ••• ~ 
Collecting terms, we have: 
= 0 • (20) 
Changing indices, let ps = ks + ~s , then (20) becomes 
therefore, require 
i 
Thus, we have a system of linear equations in the variables ak1 ••• kn 




4-2.1. Invariance of Differential Equations Defined on a Manifold 
Incorporated in the program is an option to impose further restric-
tions on the generators by requiring that the transformations they 
generate leave certain manifolds· of constraint invariant. Thus, for 
the manifolds defined by Wi(x) = 0, one may require 
where 
and (23) becomes 
0 • 
Collecting terms, 








To find a larger group of generators which leave a given system 
invariant, we can generalize our definition of invariance such that it 
is subject to the evaluation on the manifold, i.e., require 
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[u, Vllwi=o = o (30) 
and 
(31) 
This "conditional" invariance is a further generalization on equations 
(21) and (28). Here, we make the substitution of variables as dictated 
by w = o. i Thus, we have for any non-zero c 1 r .. . rn 
Define ~(j,k,a) and S(j,k,a) such that 
i 
~ 1 . p .•• pJ-1. •• pn 
i j 
x c 1 1 n n "oc1 n (p -k ) ••• (p -k ) . k ••. k 
i s1 · ...n-P ••• pJ-L • • .,--
,k i k 
J-D.1 ·n·a( 1_ ·1) ( n_·n) • J ••• J p J .•• p J , 
Then equations (21) and (28) can be rewritten 
Substituting (34) into (37) and (38), we have: 
i 
[ i c~1 ••• R<n -~ 1 n x ; r ... r ... 
i 
Hl 1 r .... rn 
c 1 n r ... r 
i 
Cg;l ••• R;n 
X 
i 





= 0 I (39) 
(40) 
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Thus, the full system of equations which determine the generators which 
leave the system and a given manifold of constraint invariant,subject 
to the evaluation ori the manifold,are given in equations (39) and (40). 
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4-3. Technical Aspects of DETERMININGEQNS 
One goal of this research was to develop a reasonably efficient· 
computer program which could obtain (set up) and solve the determining 
equations for a given set of ordinary differential equations. This 
essentially meant that the program must. use . equation (11) of the· previous 
section- to explici.tly derive and.· solve .the detemining . equations. 
It was apparent then, that what was needed was a symbol manipulation 
program which could perform the basic operations of addi t~on, s tracti»onn-:-,-----
multiplication, and differentiation of polynomials. In addition, this 
program must also be capable of collecting terms on common variables. 
It must be recognized that equation (16) contains three different 
types of data structures as can be seen in equation (18): 
(i) real number coefficients--- cj 
R- 1 oo•R..n 
(ii) variable· coefficients--- <{ k 
10 • 0•"11 
(iii) dynamical variables--- xi. 
We were thus faced with the problem of finding a computer data structure 
which could satisfactorily manipulate these coefficients and variables 
as cohesive units (which we will label as "terms") in an algebraic expres-
sion~ Such a data structure was found in PASCAL. This language was very 
easy to learn and contained data structures called "records." The primary 
advantage of the record structure is the efficiency with which it can be 
manipulated. 
4-3.1 Representation of Polynomials 
The terms of a polynomial are represented by records. These records 







II I III I rv I + + + + + ,_I_I_' _ __,__ __ I_I_' _ _,___I_I_I_'.LI_rv--'• I + + + 
real coefficient field (ci 
JI.1···JI.n 
variable coefficient field (a~ Jl. ) 
1• ~ • n 
dynamical variable field (xjlxjz•••xjn) 1 2 n · 
pointer address field. 
The first three fields identify the coefficients and dynamical variables 
. . . 
of the term. The fourth field "points" to the next term in the polynomial 
(i.e., contains the address.of the term whi~h is to follow). In this way, 
an ordered chain of records represents an ordered polynomial. As an example, 
the polynomial 
would be represented as the strinq of records: 
1 2 3 
It will be noted that the variables in these terms can be uniquely iden-
ti.fied by specifying their indices. The polynomial can then be represented 
by numbers such as 
i Here, the variable ajklm is represented by a real number whose integral·" 
digit represents the superscript (i) of "a" and whose decimal digits 
represent the subscr~pts. (k1 k 2k 3k 4) of "a". The dynamical variable 
• 
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digit of the integer specifies the exponent of the corresponding ith va-
riable x. , i. e. 
~ 
i = i.k k k k ~lk2k3k4 1 2 3 4 
xj 1xj 2xj 3xj 4 - J' J' J. J' 1234-1234 
( 3') 
With this representation we are now in a position to manipulate large 
(4 words per term). 
4-3.2 Algorithms of Operations 
(i) Addition of Polynomials 
In our representation, the addition of two polynomials is trivial. 
It simply requires the redirecting of the pOinter of the last term in the 
first polynomial such that it "points" to the first term of the second 
polynomial. For example,consider the addition of A + B = C where A,B,C, 
are polynomials 
(4) 
In OUZ' representation, we have: 
A = l2.ol 1.00001 22001 + l-3.01 2.00101 01001 H 5.o 1 4.1010 1 oo21 ~ 
+ 
B = 16.01 3.uul 30101 + f4.0 12.1001 loon I l+l.o 1 1.2010 11000 ~I 
c = l2.ol 1.ooool 22ool + l-3.0] 2.oo1ol o1ool H 5.o 1 4.lolo 1 oo21 1 
(.:;f6-.~~- ;:1~1~~ 3;1;1_1 _ _: 14~o-l~~;o~ -~~;1-~ li-LO 11.2010 flOOD iia --------------
To complete the addition, we must collect terms on common dynamical varia-
bles. This procedure of "collecting terms" is simply a sorting procedure 
which sorts the polynomial, compares for "like" variables coefficients in 
(5) 
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terms of "like" dynamical variables, and adds the real coefficient if 
such "common terms" are found. Thus, in the last example, C becomes: 
c =I s.o I 4.1010 I 002111 +I 4.0 I 2.1001 I 0021 II +I f-3.0 I 2.0010 I 0100 I L;<GJ 
/ ,... - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - -----
~ + + 1-L 0 I.L 2010 I 1000 11+1 2. 0 I 1. 0000 I 220cj I + I 6. 0 I 3.1111 I 3010 @ 
C - (Sa4 + 4a2 )x2x - 3a2 x - a1 x + 2a1 x2x2 + 6a3 x3x 
- 1010 1001 3 4 0010 2 2010 1 0000 1 2 1111 1 3 
(ii) Subtraction of Polynomials 
The o eration of subtraction requires that the coefficients of 
the second polynomial be multiplied by (-1) before addition. 
(iii) Multiplication of Polynomials 
Tb multiply two polynomials (A x B) we follow the standard multi-
plication scheme, taking each term in polynomial A and multiplying it by 
each term in polynomial B, and finally, collecting terms. 
that the coefficients be multiplied and the exponents of the variables 
be added. Note in equation (1-16), that we shall always be multiplying 
coefficients of the fi and si expansions. This presents no problem in our 
i 
representation scheme since the terms of the f eXPansion contain no 
"variable coefficients" 
si expansion are always 
two polynomials f 1, s 3 
X 
a! k , then the variable coefficients of the 
1•. • n 
multiplied by unity. For example, consider the 
(7) 
·~~~~- ------------------- ------ . - ---~~~-
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fn our representation, we have: 
f 1 = I 2.0 I 2101 II+ i -16.0 I 0031 II+ 18.0 I 0121 f01 (8) 
~ 3 =I 8.0 12.1001 ! 1001 II+ 1-3.0 11.1111 I 0101 II+ 14.0 ,2.0010 11010!'11 
f = 116.0 2.1001 i 3102: II+ 1-6.0 11.1111 12202 II+ 18.0 12,0010 131111 I 3 
- - - ---- - - - --
' 
, ... 1-128:o t 2.1oo1 ! 1o32 ; 1 ... l48.o 11.1111 1 o234 i 1 ... l-64.o p.oo1o 11o4111 ~ 
' r ---------- ----..-.- ------ - - ----
- ... I 64.0 I 2.1001 11122 ! I+! -24.0 11.1111 I 0222 II+ 132.0 12.0010 11121 &! 
(iv) Derivatives of Polynomials 
Taking the derivative· 0f' polynomials is straightforward. It 
simply requires one to "find" the exponent of the variable x. which we are 
l. 
taking the derivative with respect to, multiplying the real coefficient 
,i' 
by that exponent, and lowering that exponent by one. Thus we have from 
the example above 
_d __ ~3 = -3a1 x 
<dx2 1111 4 
= ! -3.0 J1.1111 i 0001 ~ 
(v) Sorting of Polynomials 
The sorting method used to collect terms was that of the RADIX 
sort. Initially, it was thought that the sorting procedure required a 
sort on several "keys''. (the number of keys being equal to the dimension 
of the problem). Since then, however, it became apparent that all that 
was needed was a sorting procedure which would simply recognize and col-
lect common terms. This part of the program has not yet been simplified. 
At present the program essentially sorts the polynomials on the expon_ent 
field of the dynamical variables such that the polynomial is put in order • 
from smalles~ exponent number to the largest exponent number. For exam-
ple 
l2ooo H+ l1.o I 0 2 oo II + .1..:11:.:.; .:;_0 ~1..::.10:...:4c:..O -"f;::"-'2 
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becom.es 
A modification of the sorting procedure could reduce the Proces.sing time 
slightlY; however the amount of t.i..me saved would probably be insignificant 
considering the size of the polynomials sorted. 
4-3.3 Linear Equation Solver 
Once the determining equations have been obtained, the linear equa.,;. 
tions are S<;!t into a matrix. The size of the matri.'x is limited by the 
computer system. On the Burrough's B6.700, the .matrix size is limited to 
1023 x 1023. The linear equations· ·are solved using a sUbroutine called 
MFGR whi.ch is part of an IBM package of matrix .manipulating techniques. 
This sub.routine was· translated f~om Fortran to Pascal and moclified to 
handle two-dimensional arrays inorder to allow matrices of m\,}ch larger 
dimensions than the program was initially intended foro 
This linear equation solver is presently the- slow step in the 
DETERMININGEQNS program. It was recognized by the author only recently 
that a more efficient p:to9'ram could be written which would take into ac-
COU!lt the. fact that the matrices de.alt with in the program are "spar~e" 
matrices. A method to deal. with sp<U"s.e matrices was found in f'undarneri.,. 
tals of Data Structures bv Horowitz and Sahni. Thus, the subrqut.ine '1>1FGR 
could be considerably· modified . S\lCh that the searching titrie required in 
MFGR could be greatly reduced. '!he only handicap seen by the author is 
the sizes of the matri,X allowed in this case. It seems that according 
to this "revised" method, the number of non-zero matrix elements will be 
limited to t:he nW11Per of rows or columns ·allowed in a two-dimensional 
array peeuliar to the computer svst.em. wsed (therefore. on the B6700, we 
would be limited to 1,023 non~zero elements in our matrix). 
4-3.4 Truncation Scheme 
Consider an n-dimensional _problem where 
i - 1.~· .n 
i 






+ ••• + .J. :i o • • • I 
n 
f \'ihere a .. . are arbitrarily unknown. coefficients. 1\].so, w.e ~ave a 
J 1• • ·)n 
given evolution generi:'ltor (V} 
i "" i ..• n {3) 
· \'lhere the fi are known functions 
t + j + .• + j = s .~.m • 1 2 n .0 v 
Thl.lS our task is to make an approximation for u such :hat 
[U,.V] • W _.vu = 0 (5) 
ia i _x..a :k _k () k i~ i 
= ~ tax f- ;ax - f · ;ax ~ /4x :k -= ·1 •.•• n 
(2) 
() ,.. {a~ . (x ) j 1. • • (xn) jnJa/axi [b~ (.. -) ~~ • ·• • (xnl t n1 ~ /'ibtk (6 > 
J ~.~) kl·· · 1 · n n 
k . 1 i1 . .{ n} V.] :1/ 'l k{ i ·. .., 1 )._j 1 • •· • (.:x n) j :ti.) )/ ~-' 
- [b <x } · ..... x --n . t>X · a . . . . .... J 
.. t • • • 1. . . J • ;. · J 
1 n 1 
for i,k = 1_ ••• n 
jl + ••• + j . ; 0 ... ·t 
.. n:. u 
£.1 + •• ~+· t = so. .m :n , v 
...... 
Chang:ing indice.$ in the second termi we have 
= [fti· '>(a~ . • b~ , ) - (j . l(a~ . ., b! " )J 
l:t••··)n "'1···)Vn 1 Jr···Jn "'l···"'n· 
J. j1+R-1·· i j•+t·-1 . n . i H ... · .. k 
·x [(X .) ·. ·· . • • • (X ) 1 l. • • • (X ) · n nJ c/~X • 
Let m . = j
1
. + t. 1 then 
l. l. . 
0 C .. ( ii ., .. . •. i . k ) . ) ( k i } ."1 :::: ·-·.· N. (:a _-~· . •b-f)._ R, - (J. a. ~ b 1 R: J. Jl•· ·Jn "'1• ~· n l. ll• • •Jn 1• · · n 
·[ ·( · ·l)m1 .. . . ( . .i)rnl.·-1 ( n)mn1· ~/" k · · X · ·~ •: • ' l( . . . . • ··• · • · X . . .·· o · o~ • 
Frt.:rn this, we have for the tot:al power in.. each tenn (m) is 
m "" .f m. - I. J.=l .• l. 
= j 1 + tl + .. .; • + j . + t. + • • • + j + t - 1 
1. 1 n n 
mt .. = CJ1 + ••• + j . ) + (£.1 + •.. + . ~ l -1 
n m_ax n max 
= m + m - 1. 
u v 








'!bus the rang-e of m is 
'= (so - 1} •-· • 
Xf we. let 
pk = jl + ..... + 
p . .... jl + ' '!• ,. "!' + 
~ 
(m + m - 1.). 
· u ·v 
j ; rk = .. P. 1 + 
· n 
j - l; r. = n l,. 
. .... . + i - 1 n 
~1 + • .. . + t 
rt 




equations on t, where t is greater than the S\Jn o .f thf;'! m~imun value of 
t:. > P-v.ax. + r 
"m kmin 
(14) 
then we will introduce an error into ou:( equatiqns, in that w.e ~ooTil.i %'lOt 
have a sufficient "pawer" in same terms, as if we were neg~ecting the 
lower orders of tho ; expansion (likewise for the ~i expc:uision if we 
are considEfrinq the p. and r tenns). 'l'llus# we note that we must 
.linin ±max 
have 
·t ~ p~ . . . + r:~, . 
"max ·1n1.n 
""P. + r . 
l.min ~ax · 
qr 




4-3.5 Instructions for DETERMININGEQNS 
A flow chart for the use of DETERMININGEQNS is given in Appendix II. 
In this section we will briefly explain the meanings of the questions 
asked in the program and the format in which the questions must be answered. 
Unless the format is strictly adhered to, many complications could arise. 
The flow chart should be referred to to help understand the following 
explanations. 
The first auestion (1) asked in the program refers to the number of 
dynamical variables in the problem. Thus, if we were dealing with, for 
example, the planar Kepler problem, we would have two degrees of freedom. 
Hamilton's equations, however, involve four dynamical variables. The 
dimension of the problem then, is four. The dimension should be entered 
as an integer (i.e. no decimal numbers allowed). 
The second question (2) asks whether the user has a 8 expansion 
i (U = 8 axi' U: the generator of the general transformation) already on 
file (Dl) which he would like to use, or whether he would like to have a 
new 8 expansion to work with. This option was incorporated in order to 
save the user some time if he were running similar problems successively. 
The user must answer either "Y" o-r 11 N" for "Yes 11 or "No 11 , respectively. 
An answer of "Yes" or "NO" would result in some complications. This 
restriction must be followed throughout the program in.response to any 
Yes or No questions. The only character acceptable other than "Y" or "N" 
is the blank character " " to which the computer will not respond. 
Question (3) assumes that the user wants to change his 8 expansion. 
It asks whether the user would like.to enter his own 8 expansion (in a 
specified format to be discussed later) or if he wants the computer to 
th 
systematically enter a 8 expansion from zero order to some given order 
in each variable or to some total order in all variables. 
nd ~· 2 Total Order 
e = a 000 +a x 100 1 +a x 010 2 
+ a x 
001 3 
or 
nd 2 Order in Each Variable 
e a 000 + a 100X + a010x2 1 + a001x3 
+ a x2 + a x2 + a x2 









+ a X X + a X X + a X X + a x2x + a x2x + a x x2 101 1 3 110 1 2 011 2 3 201 1 3 210 1 2 120 1 2 
+ a x2x + a x x2 + a x x2 + a x2x2 + a x2x2 + a x2x2 021 2 3 102 1 3 012 2 3 220 1 2 202 1 3 022 2 3 
+ a x2x2x2 222 1 2 3 
The user must answer 11 Y11 or 11 N11 • 
Question (4) assumes the user would like to enter his own e expan-
sion. Note that the e expansion must be entered as an n-digit integer for 
an n-dimensional problem as explained in section II. Each "term" of the 
expansion must be separated by a blank. 
nd 
eg. As in the last example for "2 Total Order", the computer will 
print 
"ENTER THE THETA EXPANSION:" 
The user must then enter the expansion as 
000 100 010 001 200 020 002 101 110 011 -1 
Note that in order to signal the computer that you have entered the last 
term of the expansion, the last entry must be a negative integer. 
Question (5) assumes that the user wants the computer to automatically 
enter a e expansion for him. The question then, is whether he wants the. 
e expansion truncated at a total power in all variables as explained in 
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question (3). If a total maximum power is desired, the user must reply 
"Y". If a maximum power in each variable is desired, the user must reply 
"N". No other option is allowed. 
Question (6) asks for the maximum power referred to in question (S)o 
The maximum power must be a positive integer less than 10. 
Question (7) asks if the user would like to enter some new functions 
(fi) as de.fined in section 4-1, equation (1) on the systematic derivation 
i . 
of the determining equations, or if the function (f ) are already on file 
(D2,D3) in the same manner as the e expansion. 
Question (8) assumes the user wants to enter new functions (fi). 
The functions must be entered as in the representation specified in sec-
tion III (Technical Aspects of DETERMININGEQNS), equation (3 1 ). The real 
coefficient, then the dynamical variable must be entered (as a pair)o 
eg. Consider a polynomial 
This must be entered as 





Note that the last two entries must be a real number ~ 5El0 and a nega-
tive integer, respectively. 
Question (9) asks whether there are any mainfolds which the user 
would also like to be left invariant. The operator again answers "Y" or 
Question (10) assumes that the user wants some manifolds left inva-
riant. The question is, "HOW MANY MANIFOLDS DO YOU WANT LEFT INVARIANT?" o 
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The reply must be an integer. 
Questions (11), (12) and (13) are repeated m times, where m is the 
number of manifold restrictions requesj:ed in question (10). In question 
(11) the user must specify what the maximum power or "order" of each mani-
fold expression is. That is, "WHAT IS THE ORDER OF I'I(I) ?". Question (12) 
asks whether or not the restrictions should be subject~d to the conditions 
of the manifold (i.e. do you want UW = 0 or uwlw=O = 0, where U is the 
invariance qenerator) • If the user wants UW W -=~O~,~t=h~e=n~h~e~m~u==st=-=a~n=s~w~e=r ________ __ o-
"Y". 
Question (13) is simply a directive to the user telling him to enter 
the ~quation for the i th manifold Wi in the same manner as the functions 
fi were entered in question (7), however, with the additional requirements 
that the user enter the highest order term first. In the case where 
there are two or more terms that could be considered as the "highest order", 
either will suffice. 
Question (14) asks what ultimate order of approximation to the qene-
rator U the user wants. Note that the order of the 9 eXPansion asked for 
in question (6) is not qenerally.the order· of approximation to the genera-
tor U one seeks. The relation is described in section 4-3.4 on the 
"':truncation Scheme 11 • 
The final question (15) is an option for the user to see the determ-
ining equations. This option is especially useful in troubleshooting 
problems that may arise in the equations. The user again must reply "Y" 
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4-3.6. The Limit Cycle - An EKample Problem 
The limit cycle serves as a good example to show how DETERMININGEQNS 
may be used to approxliruate the generators admitted by a system of autono-




we may obtain a 4th order approximation to the generators ui i = e a;ax. 
. J. 
by truncating our e expansion.on R = 4 and T = R + s0 - 1 = 3 (see u u u 
section· 4-3.4, "Truncation Scheme"). The input/output is shown on the 
following page; from which we obtain the following lO.independent generators: 
u 1 = - !. (1 + x2 + !. x~ - 3xfx2 + !. x~ + !. x~) a;ax1 4 3 2 6-. 24 
1 (1 + q, + !. q,2 - 3r2q, + !. q,3 + ! q,4) a;ar 
3 2 6 24 = 
1 (1 + x - 3x2 +. !_ x2 +! x3 • l x?x2 + 214 x24) a;ax1 3 2 1 2 2 3 2 212 ( 3) 
1 (1 + q, - 3r2 + !_ q,2 + !. q,3 
3 2 3 = 
u~ = a;ax2 = a;aq, 
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THE LIMIT CYCLE - AN EXAMPLE PROBLEM 
R DETEilNS7 
IIRUHNING 6414 
UHAT IS THE DIMENSION OF THE PROBLEM? 
II? 
2 
DO YOU ~ISH TO CHANGE YOUR THETA EXPANSION? 
ANSUER Y DR N FOR YES OR NO RESPECTIVELY. 
y 
DO YOU UANT TO ENTER YOUR DUN THETA EXPANSION? 
" DO YOU UANT A TOTAL HAXPUR TRUNCATION? IF NOT, 
UE UtLL TRUNCATE AT A HAXIHUH PDUER OF EACH 
VARIABLE, 
y 
UHAT IS THE TOTAL MAXIMUM PDUER OF YOUR EXPANSION! 
4 
116414 (A015006)D1 REMOVED ON SUAT PK065 , 
0 1 2 3 4 
13 20 21 22 30 
DO YOU UISH TO CHANGE YOUR FUNCTIONS FtiJ? 
y 
ENTER COEFFICIENT AND EXPONENTS OF EACH TERH OF FtiJ 
AS FOLLOUS: 
COEFF EXPONENT 
ENTER THE EXPONENT AS AN INTEGER, EACH DIGIT REPRESENT-
ING THE PO~ER OF AN X-VARIABLE 
URIIINATE UITH A COEFF-FIELD OF 5E10 AND NEGATIVE EXP · 
ENTER TERHS OF FUNCTION Ft 1J: 
1 .o 10 
-1.0 30 
5E10 -1 
ENTER TERHS OF FUNCTION F( 2l: 
1.0 00 
SE10 -1 
116414 (A015006lD2 REMOVED ON SUAT PK065 • 
116414 (A015006lD3 REMOVED ON SUAT PK065 
ECHO DATA: 
'THE FUNCTION F [ 
1 
-1 







DO YOU UANT TO 
N 







UHAT TOTAL MAXIMUM POUER DO YOU UISH TO TRUNCATE ON? 
3 
DO YOU UANT THE DETERMINING EQUATIONS PRINTED OUT? 
N 
REPLY IS:N 
'THE SIZE OF THE MATRIX IS: 20 X 30= 600 
MET=2:21.7 PT=S.B 10=4.2 
R 11FGRDE"TEGNS7 
MRUNNING 6418 
UHAT IS THE DIMENSION OF THE PROBLEM? 
M? 
2 
IS THIS A NEU PROBLEM? 
46 
~--------~Y!--------------------------------------------------------------
THE SIZE OF THE MATRIX IS: 20X 30= 600 
HOU MANY ITERATIONS DO YOU UANT? 
30 
THE RANK IS: 20 
THE GENERATORS ARE: 
U[ 1J = <A 1.211 + -0,013888888889<A 1.04) + -0.055555555556!A 1.03) + 
-0.333333333334!A 11 + ·0,333333333334!A 1.011 + -0.166666666668!A 1.02 
) + 
U[ 2J = !A 2.11 l + O.l66666666666!A 2.131 + -0.33333J333J34!A 2.3) + -Oo:l! 
<A 2.121 + -1<A 2.1l + 
U[ JJ =<A 1.21 + -0.013888888889(A 1.04) + -O.OS5555555556!A 1.031 + 
•0.333333333334!A 1) + ·0,333333333334(A 1.011 + -0,166666666668(A 1.02 
l + O.S<A 1.221 + 
UC 4l = <A 2) + 
UC 5J = <A 1.311 + -O,S!A 1.31· + 
U[ 6J = (A 1 .4) + 
• U[ 7J = !A 2.221 + O.S<A 2.2) + -1<A 2.211 + 
U[ BJ = <A 1 ,1) + -1!A 1. 31 + 
IJ[ 9J = !A.2.31l+ -0.333333333334<A 2.3) + 
IJ[ 1 OJ = !A 2.4) + 
M6418 !A015006lGEN REMOVED ON SUAT PK065 .. 





6 = x 4a;ax = r4il/ilr 1 1 
u~ = ~xf<l- 2x 2 + x~)3/ilx 2 = ~ r 2 (1- 2~ + ~2)il/B~ 
u~ = (x 1 - xi)B/ox 1 = (r- r~)il/Br 
Note that the evolution generator ('if) is given by 
v = u~ + u~. 
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(4) 
Wulfman [ 31] has shown that the most general f<>im. ·of the· generators 
admitted by this system is given by 
(5) 
where ~r is an arbitrary linear combination of the functions (~r = k ~r) C! C! 
<r __ a+l 2 ) 1-~C! ( "') ~ r (r - 1 exp -a~ 1 C! 
(6a) 
and ~~ is an arbitrary linear combination of the functions (~~ = k ~~) e e 
if C! and e are arbitrary parameters. Expanding these functions in 
Taylor series around the origin (r = ~ = 0) 1 (6a) and (6b) become 
~= = (-ll 3a-~m+2.r2a+l. (2a~)m. [l + (l+<i) (Ha-l) (l+a-2) ••• (l+a-n+l) <-lln in1 
a. m! n! 
= <-1 > 3a+2r2a+l I1 + tl+aJ tl+a-1) • •• (l+a-n+1J <-1 Jnln1 
n! 
3 (a+l) 2a+1 _,(.=1..:.+.::al__· _. _. i,;1~+c::a:..-..:;n:..:+.=1l (-·1) nr2nl + (-1) r (2a<j>) [1 + 
n! 
+ (-1) 3a+4 2a+1 -z 2 [ (l+a) ••• (l+a-n+1) (-1) nr2nl 
r 2a .<j> 1 + n! 
+ (-1) 3a+s r2a+l !3 (i3"'3 [1 + (l+a) ••• (l+a-n+1) (-1) nr2nl 
n! 
+ ... + + + 
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(7a) 




li+l · -28 · - 2 2 8 tli-1) • • • tli-n+1) (-1 ) nr2n1 '+ ( -1) r 2S <I> [1 + 1 n. 
+ (- 1 )8+1 r-28 i_ ;;3,3[1 8di-1)•••(Ji-n+l) n 2n . .~ ~ ~ + 1 ( -1) r ] + ••• + + 
"' n. 
· - a - S 
where a=- 2 and s = ~ 2" The fo11owing·correspondences between the 
computer-generated approximations (3) and those of equations (7) can be 
made: 
u4 4 ++- ~:a;a<P 
us r ++ ~-3/3r 4 a 
S=O; 
ct=l; 
a. = -~; 
m=O,l,2,3,4; 
n = 1 




u~ + + ii;~ a;a,p 
u~ 0+ + -s~ a;a,p 
the 5th order appreximation, we. find 
u~ 1 <P - 3r2 + !. ,p2 + !. ,p3 + .1:__ <P" = -- (1 + 3 2 6 24 
u2 5 = _!.r
4 (1-
3 3,P)3/3r 
u3 5 = a;a,p 
u" 
1 
= -- (1 + 5 3 <P + .!. ,p2 + !. ,p3 2 6 - 3r
2<P + .1:__ <P 4 24 
us = .!. r 2 (1 2<P + .!. r2 + 2<P2 -! ,p3)a;a,p 5 2 2 3 
u6 5 = r
5a;ar 
- 3 
Cl = - • m=n=O 2 ' 
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S = -1 1 m=0,1,2 1 n=O 
Cl = 0 (8) 
S = - % ; m=0,1 ; n=O 
S = -2 ; m=n=O 
_ ~ r2,p2 
2 + r" + -
1
- <Psl a;ar 120 
_ .!. r2,p3 1 5 + J.20 <P ) a;ar 6 
(9) 
u7 = r (1 - <P + !. ,p2 _ ! r2 _ .!. ,p3 - .!. r2<P + .1:__ ,p'+J a;a,p 5 2 9 6 3 24 
us = !_ r 3 (1 2$ + 2<P 2)a;ar 5 2 
u9 = ~ r 3 (1 3<P + ~ ,p 2J a;a,p 5 9 2 
u1o 
5 = r(1- r
2 )a;ar 
ull = -.!. r 4 (1 - 4,P)3/il<P 5 4 
ul2 5 = r
5a;acp 
50 
Comparing the generators obtained through the 4th and 5th order approxi-
mations, we have: 
" 1 5 + (r + 120 $ }3/3r 
u~ = u~ 
R DETEONSl 
IIRUNNING 6404 
UHAT IS THE DIMENSION OF THE PROBLEM? 
II? 
2 
DO YOU UISH TO CHANGE YOUR THETA EXPANSION? 
ANSUER Y OR N FOR YES OR NO RESPECTIVELY. 
y 
DO YOU UANT TO ENTER YOUR OUN THETA EXPANSION? 
N 
DO YOU UANT A TOTAL HAXPUR TRUNCATION? IF NOT, 











116405 (A015006lD1 REMOVED ON SUAT PK065 • 
0 1 2 3 4 
12 13 14 20 21 
31 32 40 41 50 
DO YOU UISH TO CHANGE YOUR FUNCTIONS FCIJ? 
N 
ECHO DATA: 
THE FUNCTION F [ 1J IS: 
I 1 0 
-1 30 
THE FUNCTION F [ 2J IS: 
1 0 
DO YOU UANT TO IMPOSE A MANIFOLD RESTRICTION? 
N 
REPLY IS:N 
UHAT TOTAL HAXIHUM POUEk DO YOU UISH TO TRUNCATE ON? 
4 
DO YOU UANT THE DETERMINING EQUATIONS PRINTED OUT? 
N 
REPLY IS:N 
THE SIZE OF THE MATRIX IS: 30 X ·42= 1260 
IIET=1:17.8 PT=6.2 I0=4.6 
R MFGRDETEllNS7 
IIRUNNING 6408 
UHAT IS THE DIMENSION OF THE PROBLEHI 
111 
2 
IS THIS A NEU PROBLEM? 
y 
THE SIZE OF THE MATRIX IS: JOX 42= 









~---- ~~--~----- ------ --~ --
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..•.. -~-----····------·-------- ------"""'--THE RANK IS: 30 
THE GENERATORS ARE:-
U[ 1J = <A 1.2) + -0.00277777777779<A 1.05) + -0.0138B8888889(A 1.04) + 
·0,055555555556(11 1,03> + -0.333333333334<A 1> + ·0,333333333334(11 1,01 
l + -0.3JJ333333334(A 1.4> + ·0.166666666668(A 1.02> + 0.5<A 1.22> + 
ur 21 = <A 1.41> + -o.3J33333333J4<A 1.4> • 
UC 3J • <A 2 l + 
lJ[ 4l " (A 1.21) + - _._0_0.2ZZL2.2.22.22L9.(A~1-~05.)-+--"'0T0-!-39S98989S-91-A-h·04-l-+--
-0.055555555556(A 1.03> + -0.333333333334<A 1 l + -0.333333333J.3HA 1.01 
> • o.166666666668<A 1.23> • -o.1oo66666666B<A 1.02> + 
U[ 3l • (A 2.22> + 0.25(A 2.4) + •0,66666666666<11 2.23) + 0,5(A 2.2) + 
-I<A 2.21l + 
U[ 6l = (A 1 ,5) + 
U[ 7l • <A 2,1) + 0.0416666666665<A 2.14) + ·0.166666666666(A 2.13) + 
0.44444444444J(A 2.3) + ·0,333333333334(A 2.31> + 0,5(A 2.12) + -1(A 
2.11) + 
UC Sl = lA 1.32) + 0.5<A 1.3) + -1(11 1.31> + 
UC 9J • <A 2.32) + 0.222222222223<A 2,3) + -0.66666666666<A 2.31> + 
U[ 10J • <A 1,1) + ·1<A 1.3) + 
lJ[ 11l = <A 2.41) + -0,25<11 2.4> + 
ur 121 = <A 2.5> + 
n6408 <A015006lGEN REHOVED ON SYAT PK065 • 
DO YOU UANT TO SEE THE HATRIXY 
N 
N6408 (A015006lHAT REHOVED ON SUAT PK065 




Making the following correspondences between the 4th 'and 5th order generators 
ul 4 -<- + u4 s u7 4 -<- + us s 
u2 4 -<-+ u7 s us 4 + _,. ulo s 
u3 4 ++ ul s u9 4 + + u9 s (10) 
u4 4 ++ u3 s ulo.,_ _,. ull 4 s 
us 4 -<- + us s ? + + u6 s 
u6 
.4 + + u2 s ? + + ul2 s 
we find upon higher and higher orders of approximation (verified up to 
7th order) that these generators are all stable; and the coefficients 
settle down asymptotically to those calculated from equations (7). 
Although a complete and thorough investigation of the stability of 
the computer-calculated generators has not. been made (e.g. stability 
about various expansion points) , the success . of the approximations for the 
generators of the limit cycle optomistically sugqests that s.uch computer 
methods (irt more sophisticated forms) may be successfully used to system-
atically uncover the symmetry properties of large phl'sical systems. 
This success may at first seem trivial; however, a closer examination of 
the invariance transformations admitted bv this svstem reveals a non-
trivial feature. The trajectories of the limit cycle are not all dif-
feamorphic. There exists the limit cycle trajectory which admits only 
one functionally independent one-parameter compact grouP of transformations 
(U = a;a~). For this reason, it might be expected that hiqher and hiqher 
approximations to the generators would evidence same instability as the 
vector functions s~ and s~ became asymptotically closer to 0 and 1, 
respectively. 
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V. Some One-Parameter Groups Admitted By 
The Two-Dimensional Anisotropic Haxmonic Oscillator 
The first approximation to many physical problems is th~t of the 
n-dimensional anisotropic harmonic oscillator. Such is the case, for 
example, (c.f. section 6-4) in the planar Kepler two-center problem. 
With this motivation, we shall now examine thA group-theoretical proper-
ti~s of the 2D anisotropic harmonic oscillator. The Hamiltonian for the 
2D AHO is 
or, in action-angle variables with the ibrce constant k. (a variable 
~ 
parameter), the Hamiltonian can be expressed as 
H = ~(w1J1 't W2J2) 
= ~(B.l + H2) 
Hl = wl (Jl) 
H2 = (1)2 (J2) 
1 ~ 
where w1·= kf and w2 = k2• 
(1) 
( 2) 
In this four-dimensional phase space (we consider the enerqy as a 
parameter), we have three constants of the motion, namely 
H = H1 + H2 
(3) 
where 1/! 1 and 1/! 2 are the angle w.riables conjugate to J1 and J2, respective-
ly. Physically, H, D, and K are interpreted as 
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(a) H, the total energy 
(b) D, the energy difference between the two-dimensional oscillators 
(c) K, an angular phase type variable between the two oscillators. 
These constants of the motion may serve as kernels for the generators of 
canonical transfonnations. Following Suni and Wulfman [ 33 ] , we may 
define 
K = Wzl/Jt w11/Jz lor- 1 1 xl = - Yl = - Jl +- Jzl wz Wl 
xz = _-h .. +~ Y2 w (w1J1 + wzJz) - E (lJ Wl Wz 
X3 = t Y3 = E 
where x. and y. are coniugate coordinate and momenta respectively. Then 
~ ~ . 
xl•YlrVS are constants of the motion. and fOr anv analytic function 
f(XlrYlrY3l, we have 
u = {f •} (5) -
where f is a constant of the motion and U is the generator of a canonical 
transfonnation. Furthennore, if we define 
k k Jl. 
g = YZ'Xz; 
then for .F 
U = {F •} 
(6) 
(7) 
is the more general form of all M-canonical transfOrmation-generators of 
one-parameter degeneracY groups. It follows that these generators fonn 
a Lie Algebra 
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xi, Y,l ~ pi' Qi I 
X. 0 0 0 X. I X. I z .. ' X •. ' ~ ~ ~ ~J ~J 
Y. 0 Y. I 0 y • I Y, . ' zijl ~ ~ ~ ~J 
X .. 0 Z, 'I X,.' * * ~J ~J ~J 
Y .. 0 yij I ~J * * (8) 
z .. z .. , P.l Qil ~J ~J ~ 
P, 0 * ~ 
Qi 0 
where 
X = a;ax. = {y .• } 
i ~ ~ 
Y. = a;ay. = -{x. •} 
~ ~ ~ 
X .. = y. a;ax. + y,3/3x. = {yiyj•} ~J . ~ J J ~ 
Y .. =.xi3/3yj - y,3/3y, = -{x.x.•} (9) ~J J ~ ~ J 
z .. = x.3/3x. - y,3/3y, = {xiyj•} ~J ~ J J ~ 
Pi .. = x•y3/3y, - x.A = -{ (x y)x. •} ~ ~ ~ 
Qi = x•y3/3x. ~ + y,A = {(x y)yi•} ~ 
Note, however, th~t the dimensions of our closed algebras (corresponding 
to those of Sumi and Wulfrnan) are smaller, in that the indices i,j run 
over a smaller range. 
Our Hamiltonian can be rescaled such that 








where w = ~· Then our constants of the motion can be written with their 
1 
corresoondina generators aR 
(12) 
Dulock and Mcintosh [ 13] have shown that the anisotropic harmonic 
oscillator has a Lie algebra which· corresponds to that of the three 
dimensional rotation group. They obtain fbur constants of the motion 
labeled H, D, L, and K (of which the first. two correspond to our constants 












Using oroc:rrams DF.TERMININGEQNS and COMMUTATOR •. we haw found the 
f<!lll:ow:ing· ten-parameter group of contact trans fbrmations which acts 
transitively on the manifold 
u21 = -wa;aJ1 + a;aJ2 
U51 = Jz3/3¢z 
u53 = -J23/3J1 + J 2a;aw + J 2¢13;aw2 
u2o = 3/3¢1 (13} 
u,1 = 3/3¢2 
u,, = -J23/3J1 + 3/3w + ¢13/a¢2 
u49 = Jl 3/3Jl + a;aw + w¢ 13/3¢2 
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u47 = w3/31jJ 2 
u42 = J 1 3/3J 1 + w3/3w + 1/!23/31/!2 
u46 = J1 3/3J1 + J. 3/3J 2 2 • 
and whose commutation relations are 
U21 Us1 U<;g Uze u4!l u4!1 U49 U42 U42 U45 
u21 0 -u41 -u., .. 0 0 0 0 0 0 -U21 
Us1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -us1 Us1 
Us3 0 -us1 0 0 ··Uss Us1 -Uss Uss 
u2o 0 0 u.,1 U47 0 0 0 
U41 0 0 0 0 -u41 0 
u .... 0 U44 U41 -u44 0 
U49 0 U47 0 0 
U47 0 0 0 
U42 0 0 
U45 0 
from which we obtain the fullowing subalgebras 
Ao = U21 + U45 + U2o + u.,1 + u .... + U49 + U47 + U42 
A1 = u2o + U41 + u .... + U42 
A2 = U2o + U41 + u., .. + U49 
Ag = U2o + U41 + u., .. + U47 + U49 
(14) 
A4 = U2o + U41 + u., .. + u42 + U49 
As = U2o + U41 + u .... + U42 + U47 + U49 
A5 = Uzo + U41 + u., .. 
A7 = u., .. + U49 A9 = U21 + U45 
As = U41 + U42 A1o= U47 + U49 
I 
II 
~ I I 
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We find, however, that 
(15) 
for the metric tensor g0A of the Lie algebra, where 
q - g = c' cp OA - Acr crp AT 
and thus we do not have a semi-simple Lie alae!Dra. Note that: A5-A10 are 
the smallest non-trivial subalgebras. Az is the smallest semi-simole 
algebra that almost act:s transitively (it acts .transitively on the sub-
manifold J1•""1/11,1/1 2). ·By adding Ag we have a group that acts transitively 




























VI. The Planar Two-Center Problem 
Here we attempt to uncover the Lie groups admitted by the classical 
planar two-center problem. The techniques used are those discussed in 
the previous sections. Furthermore, it was found that a geometric 
analysis provides us with a tremendous visual aid which we use to guide 
our search. 
The incentive for this group-theoretical analysis was provided by 
Fock [14] in his work on the hydrogen atom. Fock has shown in a very 
clever way that the accidental degeneracy of the hydrogen atom can be 
/' 
explained by the existence of a four-dimensional rotational symmetry 
in an "extended" momentum space. Through the use of group theory, it 
is possible to show in a straighforward manner how the four-dimensional 
rotation group 80(4} is admitted by the system. 
In more complicated systems, exact solutions are often impossible. 
It becomes difficult in such systems then, to analytically explain or 
predict important physical phenomena. It is here, then that group 
theory can be used as a powerful tool to aid in uncovering important 
symmetry features of the system (such as conservation laws in classical 
systems or degeneracies in quantal systems}. Once the group properties 
of a quantum mechanical system are known, approximate wave functions 
may be obtained through the use of the representation theory of groups. 
Shift operators may readily be found which then provides the researcher 
with all the tools needed to easily derive the full spectrum of quantum 




6-1. A Historical Survey of the Quantum-Mechanical 
Two-Center Problem 
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The problem of one electron moving in the field of two fixed nuclei 
(the restricted three-body problem) plays the same central role in mol-
ecular physics as the centrql potential problem plays in atomic physicso 
The hydrogen molecular ion serves as the simplest model for this quantum 
mechanical restricted three-body problem. Wolfgang Pauii was the first 
to treat this system in his Munich dissertatiaD.* In terms of the old 





and obtained several molecular parameters for th~ H; system which proved 
to be quite unsatisfactoiy. Since the advent of modern quantum mechanics, 
many authors have successfully treated this problem. 
The Hamiltonian for this system is 
(2) 
are defined in figure 1. Thus, the Schroedinger equation 
becomes 
zl 
<::r + r 
2 
z )''' = ;?-'"' E!l/J. (3) 
It was realized that this equation is separable in prolate spheroidal 
coordinates s~~~~ where 
t;l= rl + r2 (1 c:_ t;lc:_ oo) (4a) 
R 
~;2= rl + r2 (-1~ ~;2_:s 1) (4b) 
R 
~ = ~ (0 ~ ~ ~ 211) (4c) 






~ = -1.0 
2 
Fig.2 
Prolate Spheroidal Coordinates 
.64 
The surfaces ~ 1 = constant, ~ 2 = constant are respectively ellipsoids 
and hyperboloids about the molecular axis. It is instructive to note at 
this point, that the prolate spheroidal coordinates reduce to the spheri-
cal polar system (r,6,~) in the limit in which R = 0 such that 
cos e = lim ~ 2 • 
In terms of these coordinates then, Schroedinger's equation is 
1 ~ ·~ a ~ <~ 2f2Th-z. R2[(~1)2 _ ( ~2) 2] {~[ (~")" - l]w + aer1-a~ a~ ( 5) 
1 1 a2 2m 
+ [(~1)2 + ( ~z) 2l3q0:}1J! + j}7[E - V]ljJ = 0 
- 1 l 
On multiplying through by 
wave equation becomes 
{~~r [(~1>2- ll~~r + ~~z[l- <~2l2l~~z + r,~rl~- 1 + 1 
(6) 
_ p2[(~1)2 _ (~2)2 1 + R[z1 + z2J~1 _ R[z1 _ z2J~2}1J! = 0 
where p2 = -!:zER2 • Equation (6) is now separable if we·.assume our solution 
we get 
Y(~2)<1i(Q>J:~~r[(~1)2- ll~~rxc~ll + X(s1l<H~l~~z[l- (~2l2l~~zY(~2l (7al 
1 2 1 1 a2 
+ x<~ lY<~ > r,~r>z 1 + 1 _ ,~z>zlw ~<<1>> + 
{-p2[(~1)2 _ (~2)2] + R[z1 + z2]~1 _ R[z1 _ z2]~2} X(~l)y(~2)~(~) = O 
{a' 2 2 a } 2 a~z-[1 - (~ ) ]~ Y(~ ) 




We note that (7c) is separable in w(~) if we introduce the separation 




In comparing (Sa) to the separated Schroedinger equation of the hydrogen 
atom, we can see that this equation takes on the same form as that of the 
q) (~) wave function for the hydrogen atom. Thus we have 
w ( ~) = e im~ m = 0,±1,±2, ••• (9) 
Again, we can define a component of the angular momentum operator 
(10) 
where, however, unlike the hydrogen atom, the choice of the z-axis is not 
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arbitrary, but rather, is fixed by the orientation of the molecular axis 
as is seen in figure 1. The separation constant "m" can again be inter-
preted as th<> "magnetic quantum number" (remembering the restriction of 
the orientation of the molecule). 
(11) 
showing that .~e angular momentum along the molecular axis (z-axis) is 
j quantized. 
Equation (8b) can now be separated, introdu9ing a second separation 
constant "A11 • 
(12 
It is precisely at this stage of the problem that the complications m~ke 
themselves apparent. As can be seen in the t;l and t; 2 equations (12a) and 
{12b) , each of the two equations involve the energy (p2 = -~R2 ) and the 
separation constant "A". This makes the problem much more difficult to 
handle than the customary one in which each eigenvalue equation involves 
just one eigenvalue as is the case for the hydrogen atom. 
Much work has been done by Wilson[30],Jaffe[20], and Baber and Hass~[4] 
in an attempt to find exact solutions to these equations. The result has 
been solutions in the fomm of (1) ascending power series in either odd or 
even powers of t; 1 or t; 2; (2) a series expansion in terms of associated 
Legendre polynomials; and (3) a power series solution in {1 ± t; 1J or 
(1 ± t; 2). Unfortunately, howeve~all three of these types of solutions 
lead to three-term recurrence relations for the coefficients 'of the 
67 
expansion which require the evaluation of an infinite continued fraction 
to determine the allowed values of the separation constant "A" and al-
lowed energy eigenvalues "E" as a function of the internuclear separation 
"R". The problem of evaluating this continued fraction and its associated 
recurrence· relation proves to be a laborious task~ _ Bates, Ledshiun, 
and Stewart I 5] have tabulated the sets of parameters needed to derive 
the wave functions for H2+. 
il---------"'"-·ny_ap_proximation_metho.ds_s_uchc.as_r.CAo_,_lJA_(..Uni.t_ed_Atol!Lap_pr_o_ximationL'----
the variational method, and perturbation theory have been applied to the 
hydrogen molecular ion problem. They are-most·usefull for R << 1 or 
R>>l. A quasiclassical description of the two-center problem by means of 
the WKB approximation has met with considerable success by employing the 
cannonically invariant Keller-Maslov quantization conditions. Work has 
been done in this area by Gershtein, Ponomarev, and Puzynina [16] and 
Strand and Reinhardt [27]. 
The classical two-center problem was shown by Euler I ] to have a 
general integi:al cof th"' motion. Erikson and Hill IlSl. showed this general 
integral to be of the form 
(13) 
in terms of the classical system, where L' and L" are the orbital angular 
momentum of the electron as referred to the two nuclei 1 and 2. The 
angles el and e2 are as defined in figure l. The quantum analog of this 
constant of the motion was shown to.· .be 
(14) 
where y _ 2me2cJt2 = 2c/ao and ao is the Bohr radius. 





- 1] av} 
Ui;ll 2- ll .L..: { [1- <~2l2l a } 
I(i;I) 2 _ (i;2) 2] 3i;" . ~ 3V 
+ 
1 1 a2 
1 _ (i;z,zl a¥ 
- 1] 
AA A _'ba 
It is seen that H,~, and Lz = i ~-form a complete set of commuting observ-
ables defining the stationary state of the system. Defining the operator 
A A ' 
A = - ~ - 2mc2H/h2 (16) 
we find that 
A 
(17) 
where the eigenvalue "A" is seen to be the separation constant introduced 
in equations (12a) and (12b). Thus we can attribute the separablity of 
these equations to ~. Furthermore, it now becomes apparent that the 
existence of this extra constant of the motion is also responsible for 
the observed crossing of energy levels of the electronic terms in Hz+ 
which were supposedly forbidden by the Von Neumann - Wigner theorem. 
The expression (16) for the op.,rator A of"the eigenvalue "A" is 
rather cumbersome. Coulson and Joseph !111 have given a much more aesthet-
A 
ically pleasing form for the operator ·A 
zl z2 
+ yz (::y - -=z-) 
r r 
(18) 
.. ~7--~~---~--·---··- .. ·-------- ------
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which closely resembles the fo:r:m for the operator of the constant of the 
motion Q. They have also shown that this extra constant of the motion 
persists for the arbitrary n-dimensional two-center problem of the more 
general Eddington potential (of which the harmonic oscillator is a 




6-2. General -FoDRulation· of the Classical Problem 
The two-center problem. was found to be separable in prolate spher-
oidal coordinates. The following is a oonversion of the Hamiltonian 
function from cartesian to prolate spheroidal coordinates. 
Defining the "extended Hamiltonian" W = H - E, we have for the 
two-center Hamiltonian 
1 + + z 1 z 2 zl z2 
W = 2m(p•p) - (~ + ;z> + 2c'"- E~ (1) 
In prolate spheroidal coordinates, we have 
~;3 = cos~ ( 2) 
and the inverse transformation 
(3) 
zl z2 
Thus, vl = -(=r + ~) can be rewritten in terms of prolate spheroidal 
r r 
coordinates 
vl = (4) 
(5) 
and letting al = zl + z2, a2 _ zl - z2 , zlz2 
4 
vl 1 (al~;l _ a21;2) . = c[(I;I)z (1;2)2] (6) 





(all 2· _ (::;2) 2 
Sc 
The conjugate momenta can be calculated from the kinetic energy 
( 7) 






' - dy - ax • 1 . ax • 2 ax • 3 
y - dt· - av s + w ~ + ~ s cla) 
c 
= [ ( I; I) 2 - 1] !"i [1 - (I; 2) 2] t:1 [1 - (I; 3) 2] ~ X 
{1;1~1[1- (1;2)2] [1- (1;3)2] - ~;2~2[(1;1)2- 1][1- (1;3)2] 





(V) 2 = _.l. [~3~1~1B _ ~3~2~2A + ~3AB]2 + _l_ [~1~1BC _ ~2~2AC _ ~3t3AB]2 (13) 
c AB ABC 
+ [~2~1 + ~1~2]2 
•r 2 ·2 2 •3 2 
= J.Ll [A + B] + J.L) [A + B] + J.L) [AB] 
A B G 
Thus, we have for the conjugate momenta 
Pl = ~c2~r!A ~ B] .._ .._ .._ .._ +(p1)2 = ni2c4~1)2[\~ll 2 
p2 = ~c2t2lA; B] .._ .._ .._ .._ +(p2)2 = m2c4~~2IA4;2Bl 2 







and the kinetic energy in terms of prolate spheroidal coordinates and 
their conjugate momenta becomes 
T = 2mc2[(~1)2 = (~2)2] {[(~1)2- ll (p1)2 + ll- (~2)2] (p2)2 (19) 
[l- (~!)2] [(~1)2- (~2)2] (p3)2 
+ [(~1)2 -1][1- (~2)2] } 
Employing a canonical_ transformation on p3, 
(20) 
then (19) becomes 
T = 2mc2 [ (~1~2 - (~2) 2] { [ (~1) 2 - l] (p1) 2 + [l - (~2) 2] (p2) 2 (21) 
w;r> 2 _ <~2> 21 <P3> 2 
+ [(~1)2- l] [l- (~2)2]}. 
Equations (16) , (17) , and (18) are then 
P
1- 2"1[(1;1)2- (i;2)2] 
-me I; [(1;1)2 _ l] 
P
2- 2"?[(1;1)2- (1;2)2] 
- me !; [l _ (1;2) 21 
and our Hamil ton.i.an is 
W = H- E 
= p ~ 





- l [a1t;1- a21;2] + ..l.rca1)2- ca2)2] - E (25) 
e[(l;l)2 _ (1;2)2] Be 
= [(1;1)2 = (~;2)2] [H1 + H2] + 8le[(a1)2- (a2)2] - E 
where H1=b{[(t;1)2 - l] (p1) 2 + ci?> 
2 
_ a11;1 
2me [(1;1)2 - l] e 
H2 l Il - ( t;2) 2] (p2) 2 + ci?> 
2 
_ a21;2 
= 2me2 [l - <sL> 2l e 
This Hamiltonian is undefined for 1; 1=±1;2 • Multiplying through by 
(26) 
where 
-1 l . { 1 2 1 2 (~ 3 ) 2 
w = 2m [(I; ) - ll (p ) + [(I; I) - l] 
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which is well defined everywhere. Setting 




This can be expressed in tenns of trigonometric and hyperbolic functions 
under the transfonnation 
1 -1 1 ~ +++~=cosh (~ ); 
and our Hamiltonian functions become 
- -
w = w + we ~. 
w = ...!__ [p2 
~ 2m ~ 
we· = ...!__ [pz 2m e 
(29) 
o ~ e < 11 
= 
(30) 
system, we may then study the Lie. algebras admitted by the diffeomorphic 
manifold defined by W = 0. In this way we may uncover the group sym-
metries admitted by the flow defined by Hamilton's equations on the 
original manifold W = 0. 
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6-3. Topology 
For the purpose of a group-theoretical analysis, the Hamiltonian 
of interest for the planar Kepler two-center problem (p 3 = 0) is given 
by (28) or (30) of the previous section as 
w = wl + w2 
wl l [(t;l)2.:. l] (pl) 2 (t;l) 2y calt;l =- + 2m (U>) l w2 =- [l - (t;2) 2] (p2) 2 (t;2)2y + ca2t;2 2m 
for l_:st;l<oo ; -l<t;2<l 
or, in terms of trigonometric and hyperbolic functions (p$ = 0) 
- - -W=W + we )l 
w = l 2 + ycosh2Jl ca1cosh)J )l 2m P)J 
we 
l 2 ycos 2e + ca2cos6 =-p 2m e 
(lb) 
for O~<oo 0~6~1To 




It is instructive to examine the topology of these functions. 
Figures 6-l to 6-7 show the 3D plots of wl and w2 (m=c=l) where the 
nuclear repulsion term is omitted (i.e. y + y' = -Ec2 = -E). The special 
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cases considered are the hydrogen molecular ion and the hydroge~ atom. 
For H~ (a1 = z 1 + z2 = 2; a 2 = z 1 - z2 = 0) we have 
for E<O (bound) 
w1 = l,(p1)2[(1;1)2- 1] + (1;1)2 21;1 (3a) 
wz = l,(p2) 2 [1 - (1;2)2] ~ ( ~;2) (Jb) 
for E>O (unbound) 
w1 = l,(pl)2[(1;1)2- 1] (1;1)2_ 21;1 (4a) 
w2 = l,(p2-)2 [1 - < s"Pl + ( ~;2]2 
and for the hydrogen atom (z2 = 0 + a1 = z1=1; a 2 = z1 = 1) we have 
for E<O (bound) 
(Sa) 
(Sb) 
and for E>O (unbound) 
(Gal 
(6b) 
Equation (Sa) and (6a) are not plotted, in that they are almost identical 
to (3a) and (4a) respectively. 
The effective potential is plotted in figures 6-8 to 6-13, for 
various values of the parameters z1 and z2 which also encompasses the 
special cases of H~ ;.z1 = z 2 = 1) and the hydrogen atom (Z2 = 0). In 
these following cases: 
E<O (bound) 
Veff = cosh2~ - 2cosh~ - cos28 
veff = cosh2~ - 3cosh~ - cos 2e - cesS 
z1 = z2 = 1 (7a) 





= cosh211 - 3cosh]l - cos2e + cose zl = 2, z2 = 1 (7c) 
E>O (unbound) 
veff = _ 
cosh211 - 2cosh]l + cos 2e zl = z2 = 1 (Sa) 
veff 
= - cosh211 - 3cosh]l + cos 2e - cose ; zl = 1, z2 = 2 (Bb) 
veff 
= - cosh211 - 3cosh]l + cos 2e + cesS zl = 2, z2 = 1 (Be) 
there seem to be no significant changes in the topology. All surfaces 
are diffeomorphic to the plane in 3-space. Furthennore, it can be seen 
that in the region of extrema, these surfaces resemble parabaloids. 
Since parabaloids are characteristic of the cross-sectional surfaces for 
the Hamiltonian of the two-dimensional hannonic oscillator (H = ~[(p1 ) 2 
esc 
+ (p2)2 + kl(ql)2 + k2(q2)2]), these graphs suggest that, with a proper 
choice of origin, the hannonic oscillator may se~e: as a' good· approximation 
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6-4. The Planar Two-Center Problem 
As a Two-Dimensional Anisotropic Oscillator 
Any Hamiltonian function possessing a critical point mav be expanded 
around that point and made to resemble a harmonic oscillator. Through a 
study of the topology. of our Hamiltonian, we have found such a point at 
the origin (~ = e = 0). We may obtain a second order approximation which 
resembles a harmonic oscillator through an expansion of the hyperbolic ' 
cosine and cosine functions 
Then to second order, our Hamiltonian becomes 
wapprox = w:pprox + w:pprox 
W-approx 1 2 2 =-p +ycosh)l ~ 2m ~ - ca1cosh~ 
= l:.... [p2 + K ~2] + ![K - ca1l 2m~~ ;J~ 
-approx 
we . 
1 2 2 
= 2m Pe -· .ycos 6 + ca.2cose 
(1) 
(2) 
-ca 1 ca2 where K~ = 2(Y- 2 ).and Ke = 2(Y- 2 ) when m = 1. Thus w~ and we 
take the form of two independent harmonic oscillators with force constants 
KJl arid Ke,. respectively·. Depending uoon the relative values of the 
parameters (c,Zl,Zz, and E), these oscillators may be either repulsive 
or attractive. Their relations are given explicitly by 
K = c(Z1Z2 - 2Ec - Z1 - Zz) 
ll 
KS = c(Z1Z2 - 2Ec - Z1 + Zz) 
Thus, for a repulsive 2D oscillatoi<l, we have 
0 > K and 0 > 
ll Ke 
0 > c(Z1Z2 - 2Ec - zl - Zz) 0 > c(z1z2 
1 E > 




E > ~(z2 - 1) 2c 
1 
2c(ZlZ2 
and similarly, we have for an attractive oscillator 




- 2Ec - zl + Zz) 
(4) 
- zl + Zz) 
(5) 
It is interesting to note that in the special cases Zz = 1 or Z1 = 0, 
this approximation coincides nicely with the two-dimensional harmonic 
oscillator where energies leSs than zero give an attractive oscillator 
and energies greater than zero give a repulsive oscillator. Furthermore, 
we note the parameters c; Z1 , and Zz are non-negative. This suggests 
that fbr Zz >, 1, the oscillator will be attractive for a range of positive 
as well as negati~ energies. 
The Hamiltonian can be written in action-angle variables by employ-
ing the following canonical transformation 
i ' p]J +++ J = ~ + IK llz ]J /K ]J ]J 
2 
Pe +++ Je = ~ + .£ e2 6 6 (6) 
]J +++ 1/J]J = arctan ~ ]J \l 
6 + + + l/!6 = arctan 6~ 
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and w corresponds to the frequency of the oscillator. Our approximate 
Hamiltonian thus admits the constants of the motions as described in 
----·--chapte-~-V----- ---- ----------------------
.H = w J + weJe )l )l 
D = w J. 
- weJe (8) )l )l 
K = w .p 
- wJl.Pe· e Jl 
we mentioned earlier (at the end of section 6-1) that the work of 
Coulson and Joseph.showed a relation between the Keeler two-center 
problem and the harmonic oscil~ator through the extra constant of the 
mo.tion n. It has now been explicitly shown how such a connection can 
be made through this approximation. 
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6-5. A Second Order Approximation 
Expandinq the cosine and hyoerbolic cosine functions in equations 
(lb) of section 6-3 to fourth order in ll and 8, we qet fur the next hiqh-
er aoproximation to W 
-approx -approx + w-approx W =W ll 6 
" 2 " W-approx. 1 2 2 ll ll ll = -;;:p + Y(l + l.l + -) - cctr(l + -·- + -) ll 2 ll 3 2 24 (10) 
M r---------- -- --=-~-(p~-=..-wej]2c)-F~(we - -cctr) + t !.1 4 (we + t cctll ··--- ----------
~ Wapprox = k2- y(l - 62 + ~) + Cct2(1- ~ + ~) 
~ 6 2 6 3 2 24 
~ = ~(p~ + (1)~6 2 ) - ~(W~ - Cct2) - t 6'+ (W~ + f Cct2) • 
Employing the canonical transfonnations of equation (6) , where 
!a Jla simp ll = J cosljJ p]l = ll )l )l )l 
6 !a Jla sin1/J6 = J 6 cos1/J 6 P6 = 6 
we have to third order in the action-angle variables 
W-approx 1 2 2 1 2 •· o 3 = -[J sin 1/J + w J cos 1/J l + ~ J cos~l/1 [w'· + -4 cct1l )l 2 ll ll ll )l . )l 6 ll )l )l 
+ .!.rw2 - cct1l 2 )l 
= .!.[J (1/J - .Pi + ••• +) 2 + (I) J (1 - .Pi + ••• +) 2] 
2]l]l 2 ]ll.l 2 (12a) 
+ ~ Je(l- ~+ ••• +) 4 (we+ f cctr) - e)l 
1 1 2 3 21 2 
= = J + -(w + - cct1l J + -(1 - w ) J 1/J - ~ 2 )l )l 6 ll 4 )l . 2 ll )l ll ll 
(12b) 
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Let us consider for now, only those teims of up to second order in 
these variables. We then have 
wapprox 1 1 
=-wJ + -(w 
ll 2 ll ll 6 ll 
wapprox 1 1 
= 2 weJe - -(w e 6 e 
or, reexpressing the ~·s in terms of the w's and E's, this becomes 
W:pprox = ~ WllJil + t(Wil + f We + t Ell) J~ - Ell 









2 ll ll 
1 
= 2 weJe 
+ k J2- [4kll 2 ll(l +fwll)J -- w ll ll 3 
2 
+ keJe - !4ke 
2 





Completing the squares on the J' s and employing a camnical transformation, 
we obtain 
-approx !~]2 k (! ~)2 [4k 2 3 w . = k [J + 4 k - - w (1 +4wll)] ll ll ll ll 4 k . ll 3 ll ll ll 
- -
= v J - e: 
ll ll ll (17) 
wapprox ! !!!.fl_l2 
- k (! !!!.a) 2 !4k6 
2 3 
= ke!Je - + 3 we (1 + 4 we) l e + 4 k e 4 ke e 
- -
= veJe - e:e 
where 
v = )l 
e: = )l 
e:e = 
and 
Yk· )l ' 
k c.!.~> 2 )l 4 k)l 
k c.!.~> 2 
e 4 ke 
+ 4k - l w Cl )l 3 )l 
2 
+ 4ke + 3 we (1 
wapprox = wapprox + wapprox 
)l e 
ve = ike 
+ l w ) 4 )l 
3 




Thus, we again have an anisotropic hannonic oscillator where our constants 
of the motion are now 
H' = v )JJJl + veJe 
-D' = v )JJ)l - veJe C20) 
K' -~= v~~Jl - v ~e· )J· 
We see that this. approximauion sophisticates the generators, but 
does not alter the Lie algebra admitted by the system. As we shall see 
in the following section, there is a theorem by Birkoff which generalizes 
this. 
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6-6. Stability of the Algebras 
In his studies of dynamical systems, Georqe Birkoff [ 6 ] established 
the following theorem: 
Let. there be given a Hamiltonian system at' equations 
i.e., 
do./dt = -aH/3.qi 
:L 
---------------- -dz~/-d-t-=--fH--.z-;-}---- --- ----- ------
1 1 
which pos.sesses a critical point zo 
-Then there exists a canonical transformation q + q, p + p 




in which detl~ .. l ~ 0, and such that, in terms. of the new coordinates, 
1] 
the equations (!)·become 
[q./dt = c q 
1 i i dp-./dt = -c p 1. -.ii. 
In terms of the new coordinates. the ·Hamiltonian is 
H=Ecpq i i i 
It follows immediately that 
(4) 
(5) 
1.. Every Hamiltonian system of n-degrees of freedom with a critical 
]point admits the same abstract Lie algebras with qenerators 
U = 0. il/ilq. + P, il/ilp. + C, il/ilc .• 
1 ~ 1 1 1 1 
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2. Every such Hamiltonian system admits the same abstract Lie 
subalgebras in which the crenerators u leave the c. invariant, 
l. 
that is the same algebras with qenerators in which the C. = 0. 
l. 
In our analysis, we expand H or W in power series about a critical 
noint and write 
w - w - w0 = w2 + w3 + w,. + ... + + = o. (6) 
Here W is a polynomial of degree m. From the previous discussion, it is 
m 
--·--· __ ap_par~nt_ that_thj: __ Lie __ g_enerators_and _ connnutation __ relati onR .obt-.ained when __ ----
W = W2 can be expected to persist as successive terms W are allowed in 
m 
the approximation to w. As the aporoximation to W becomes more sophis-
·ticated. the functional dependence of the coefficients c. ,Q,P. in the 
l. l. l. 
generators U upon the original dynamical variables c,,p,,q, will, in 
l. l. l. 
general, become more sophisticated. 
This stability of the Lie alqebraic propertiAs of our system is of 
course extremely cnnvenient from a computational standpoint. However, 
it must be recocrnized that a great deal of the physics of the system 
dePends upon the particular functional form taken on by the C's,P's. 
and Q's. 
__ .. _ - ~ - ---· 





DETERMININGEQNS, MFGR, COMMUTATOR, MFGRB, and DETERMININGEQNSB 
-- --- -- -=--=.~.::_:___..::_.__:.:_·_· _·. -·. 
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Use of DETERMININGEQNS For Large Prol;>lems 
We consider problems of matrix dimensions larger than lOOxlOO as 
large problems. It is approximately at this point that the program 
MFGRDETEQNS7 begins to Uake up approximately 30,000 words or more of 
core memory. As the regular user on. the B6700 system here is allowed 
to run a top maximun job of 30,000 words, it is wise to usually run 
at 20,000 or less words for any problem taking more than 5 minutes of 
user should 
use program DETEQNS7B and MFGRDETEQNS7B.· This alternate version of 
DETERMININGEQNS uses packed arrays; thus the data structure used is 
somewhat different than in the original version. For example, on page 
2 of section 4-3 we note that the first field of a "term" ( the coef-
ficient field} is a real nunber. In order to pack the matrix of 
coefficients (MAT} which we must eventually diagonalize, these coefficients 
must all be of integer data types. This presents the first problem then, 
as the program must be able to somehow determine wha·t part of the integral 
nunber represents the decimal portion. We circunvent this problem by 
introducing the parameter SIGDIG (line #10350 of .DETEQNS7B and line 
#10500 of MFGRDETEQNS7B} which will set the nunber of S:ign:llficant digits 
to the right of the decimal. Thus, this parameter must be adjusted to 
the user's specification for various degrees of accuracy before he runs 
the program. Furthermore, in order to make the program more efficient, 
another parameter (NODIGITS} was introduced which specifies the largest 
integer value that the coefficients will have. 
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Note: The integral number represents both the decimal and whole 
fraction of the coefficient. For example, let us assune 
that the largest coefficient to be set in the matrix is 
100.5; then the value to be set for.NODIGITS would be 1005, 
and SIGDIG must be set at 1 (i.e. NODIGITS = 1005; SIGDIG = 1). 
However, we must now consider the si:gn of the coefficient (:1:). Since 
the data type we must use does not include the sign, we must reserve 
~--·--·-anoti~er ___ n; g-i-t--of--the--i-n-teg-z-a-1-- -nur.bel:!-- to 
ficient is positive, we set the last of 
represent:- t..~e -sign-.---~£-- the coef=--------
the integer to l; if it is negative, 
we set it to 0. Thus, we must now allow for an extra digit in NODIGITS. 
e.g. Suppose the largest magnitude of the coefficients in the 
matrix is :1:100.5. Then set NODIGITS = 10051 and SIGDIG = 1. 
One other set of parameters may be adjusted to save core space. 
These.parameters are MROWS and MCOLS (line 10300 in MFGRDETEQNS7 and 
MFGRDETEQNS7B). These parameters simply reserve the neccessary space for 
the coefficient matrix. They should not be set any higher than neccessary 
as specified by the output of DETEQNS7 and DETEQNS7B. 
. -----~--·~- --- ------ ~ ------ ·- -- ---·- ~-
---~=~~~---·--~-~·----,-= ---==---- --=-----
--




1- -- -· --------·------------------
HFILE <A015006)DETEONS7 UN S~AT 
'I ( *fU-*) 
3 (*$ N 064 *) 
S (*$ SPACE 30000•> 
'10000 PROGRAH DETERHININGEONS <INPUT ,OUTPUT>; 
10200 CONST HAXDIH = 8; 
10300 NOTERHS =1023; 
10360 EPS • 1.0E-7; 
10400 TYPE POINTER ~ @TERK; 
10500 TERH = RECORD 
10600 COEFF 









'11100 DATA1FILE =FILE OF INTEGER; 
11200 DATA2FILE • FILE OF REAL; 
11300 DATA3FILE =FILE OF INTEGER; 
'11350 HATRIXFILE =FILE OF REAL; 
11400 UAR C REAL; 
11500 01 : DATA1FILE; 
11600 D2 DATA2FILE; 
11700 D3 DATA3FILE; 
11750 HAT : HATRIXFILE; 
11800 REPLY : CHAR; 
11900 CH 1 CHAR; 
12000 EON: ARRAY C1 •• NOTERIISJ OF POINTER; 
12100 THEAD : ARRAY CO •• IIAXDIHJ OF POINTER; 
12200 REO 1 ARRAY [1 •• 1001 OF POINTER; 
'12300 FHEAD 1 ARRAY [1 •• MAXDIHJ OF POINTER; 
12400 TDHEAD,FDHEAD: ARRAY [ 1 .. HAXDIH, 1 .. HAXDllll OF POINTER; 
12600 HATRIX,COL,ROW 1 ARRAYC1 •• NOTERIISJ OF REAL; 
12700 T, T 1 , I, K, COUNT, E, L ,IIAXP~R, TTLIIAX, TENDlH ,NOEGNS, 
12750 DIH,NU,J,NOCOL,IRANK,TTERHS: INTEGER; 
1276U HAXUih ARRAY[1 •• 10J OF INTEGER; 
12770 IROW,ICOL: ARRAYC1 •• NOTERHSJ OF INTEGER; 
12800 Z1,Z2,Z,PHEAD : POINTER; 
1281 0 PEONS ,HAN I FOLD, TOTALIIXPUR 1 BOOLEAN; 
12815 COND1 ARRAY [1,,10] OF BOOLEAN; 
12820 UU,W,U1 1 ARRAYC1 .. 10J OF POINTER; 
12830 DU 1 ARRAY C1 •• 10,1 •• 11AXDIHJ OF POINTER; 
12840 UTERHS 1 ARRAY C1 .. 10J OF INTEiiER; 
12900 PROCEDURE PRINT1 <HEAD:POINTER;JIINTEGER>; 
13000 UAR-P POINTER; 
13100 I,K : INTEGER; 
13200 BEGIN 
13300 P := HEAD; 
13310 URITELN('EUNC',J:DIII,'l IS:'>; 
13400 URITELN(' COEFF A EXP'),• \~' ----------------------------------~~-------------------
13500 UHILE P<> NIL DO 
13600 BEGIN 
13700 I := TRUNC (P@.Al; 
'13800 K :: TRUNC ((Pf.A- Il '' TENDIH>; 
13900 URITELN (P@.COEFF,P@.A,P@.EXPl; 
14000 P := Pi.PTR; 
14100 END; 
'14200 END; ( * OF PRINT1 *) 
14300 PROCEDURE REHOVE <VAR HEAD POINTER>; 
14400 VAR P,P1 1 POINTER; 
14500 BEGIN 
14510 Pl :: HEAD; 
14600 P : = HEAD; 
'14700 UHILE P <> NIL DO 
14800 BEGIN 
'1490~ P 1= Pfi.PTR; 
----------- ·-l-5000---D-l-SPOSE-<-P-1->-;- ---
'15100 PI 1= I'; 
'15200 END; 
15250 HEAD 1• NIL; 
15300 END; <• OF REMOVE *l 
15600 PROCEDURE NEGATE <VAR HEAD POINTER>; 
15700 VAR P : POINTER; 
15800 BEGIN 
15900 P := HEAD; 
16000 WHILE P<>NIL DO 
'161 00 BEGIN 
16200 P@.COEFF := -PI.COEFF; 
16300 P := PI.PTR; 
16400 END; 
'16500 END; <• OF NEGATE *). 
16600 PROCEDURE. ADD <HEAD I ,HEAD2:POINTER l; 
16700 VAR Pl POINTER; 
16800 BElliN 
'16900 P := HEAD1; 
17000 UHILE P@.PTR <> NIL DO P := PI.PTR; 
17100 PI.PTR := HEAD2; 
17200 END; (* OF ADD *l 
17300 PROCEDURE CREATETHETA <VAR THEAD : POINTER; I 
17400 VAR A 1 INTEGER; 
17500 P,PI : POINTER; 
17600 BEGIN 
17700 P1 := NIL; P:= NIL; 
17800 RESET <Dtl; 
17900 UHILE NOT EOF <Oil DO 
18000 BEGIN 
18100 A:= D19; GET <D1l; 
18200 NEW<P>; 
18JOC P9.EXP := A; 
18400 P@.A := A/TENDIH +I; 
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INTEGER>; 
18600 P@.PTR := NIL; 
"18700 IF Pt<>NIL THEN P1@.PTR := P 
18800 ELSE THEAD := P; 
18900 PI := P; 
19000 END; 
19100 END; <* OF CREA"TETHETA •> 
19200 PROCEDURE CREATEF < VAR FHEAD : POINTER I 1 INTEGER); 
19300 VAR ~ REAL; 
19400 P,P1 1 POINTER; 
19500 COUNT ,E : INTEGER; 
19600 BEGIN 
"19700 P :=NIL; PI :=NIL; 
19800 RESET <D2l; RESET <D3>; 
19900 COUNT := 1; C := 0.0; E := o; 
20000 IIHILE COUNT < I DO 
I 20100 BEGIN -
r-----r-~~i~~-~~fl~~~~ll2ll<5£T0)AND(D3fl>=Ol l:IO 
~ I 20400 GET (D2l; . 
II 20500 GET < DJ l; 
~ I 20600 END; ! i 20700 GET <D2lj GET <DJlj 
. 20.800 COUNT := COUNT + 1; 
20900 END; 
21000 IIHILE <D29<5E10l AND (DJ9>=0l DO 
21100 BEGIN 
21200 NEll ( P l; 
21300 C := 029; GET (02l; 
21400 P9.COEFF := C; 
21500 E := Dl<lj GET (OJ)j 
21600 Pt.EXP := E; 
21700 P9.PTR := NILj 
21800 IF FHEAD·= NIL THEN FHEAD := P 
21900 ELSE Pt@.PTR := P; 
22000 PI := P; 
22100 END; 
22200 END; ( * OF CREATEF *l 
22300 PROCEDURE DERIV <HEAD :POINTER; VAR DHEAD POINTER; K :\ 
.\INTEGER>; 
22400 LABEL I 00; 
22500 VAR P,G,OI : POINTER; 
22600 H,I : INTEGER; 
22700 BEGIN 
22800 P :=HEAD; G := NIL; 01 :=NIL; 
22900 IIHILE P<>NIL DO 
23000 BEGIN 
231 00 NEU <a l; 




















H 1 = H MOD t 0 j 
COEFF := Pll.COEFF*Hi 





H 1= tj 
FOR I:•t TO !DIH-Kl DO H := H•IOj 
EXP := PII.EXP - H; 
A := P9.Aj 
PTR 1= NIL; 
END i ' 
IF DHEAD = NIL THEN DHEAD :• Q 
ELSE Q19.PTR := o; 
' 25t 00 Qt :=0; ~-·---;--2.!520010ll;._::____-_.P'"":~=P=~t~.P~T=R~;.-i 25300 END; : 25400 END; <• OF DERIV *l 
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25500 PROCEDURE MULTPOLYS!VAR HEADF,HEADT:POlNTER;VAR PHEAD1POINTER;i'tAX 
2550t :INTEGERlj 
25600 LABEL tto; 
25700 VAR P,O,R,R1,Pt 1 POINTER; 
25800 H,Ht,H2,SUM,Gt,G2,I,J,K INTEGER; 
25900 BEGIN 
26000 P := HEADF;PI:•HEADF; 
26100 R :• PHEAD; 
26200 0 :• HEADT; 
26300 IF R<>NIL THEN UHILE RII.PTR <>NIL DO R1• Rll.PTR; 
26400 Rt 1• R; 
26500 UHILE <P<>NILl DO 
26600 BEGIN 
26700 Q := HEADTj 
26800 UHILE O<>NIL DO 
26900 BEGIN 
27000 H 1= Oj SUH := Oj 61 := Pll.EXP; G2 ,,. OII.EXPj 
27t00 FOR I 1• t ro· DIM DO 
27200 BEGIN 
27300 HI := Gt MOD to; Gt := Gl DIV 10; 
27400 H2 :• G2 MOD tO; 02 := 62 Dill 10; 
27500 HI := HI + H2; 
27600 SUh 1= SUM+ Hlj 
27700 IF SUI'!> MAX THEN GOTO t10j 
27800 J ,. lj 
27900 FOR K := 1 TO !I-ll DO J := J•to; 
28000 H := H + !HI • J)j 
28100 END; 
28200 NEU!Rl; 
28300 UITH Rll DO 
28400 BEGIN 












COEFF := P@.COEFF • QII.COEFF; 
EXP := H; 
PTR := NIL; 
END; 
IF RII.COEFF • 0 THEN 
BEGIN 
DISPOSE <Rl i 
GOTO 110; 
END; 
IF PHEAD = NIL THEN PHEAD := R 
ELSE R10.PTR := R; 
2V700 R1 :• R; 
29800 110: 0 I" llii.PTRi 
29900 END; 
29990 p 11 =P; 
30000 P i= PII.PTR; 
-Jolo-o--END_; ______ ---
30200 END; (* OF HULTPOLYS oto) 
30300 PROCEDURE SORT <UAR HEAD:POINTER;KlND:BOOLEANlj 
:J0400 UAR R,F 1 ARRAY [0, .VJ OF POINTER; 
30500 P,P1,PREU 1 POINTER; 
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30600 I,J,K,L,LI 1 INTEGER; (* KIND=TRUE IF SORTING ON X'S *l 
30700 (* KIND=FALSE IF SORTING ON A'S \ 
,., 
30800 BEGIN 
30900 FOR J := 1 TO DIH DO 
31000 BEGIN 
31100 FOR I := 0 TO 9 DO <• INITIALIZE POCKETS *l 
31200 BEGIN 
31300 FCIJ 1= NIL; RCIJ 1• NIL; 
31400 END j 
31500 P := HEAD; 
31600 UHILE P<>NIL DO 
31700 BEGIN 
31800 L := 1; 
31900 FOR L1 := I TO J-1 DO L :• L * to; 
32000· IF KIND THEN K 1• <PII.EXP DIU ILl) HOD 10 
32100 ELSE 
32200 BEGIN 
32300 K :• <TRUNC (PI.A * TENDIH•IOl DIV <Lll HOD IOj 
32400 END; 
32500 PI 1• PI.PTR; 
32600 IF RCKJ = NIL 
32700 THEN 
:12800 BEGIN 
32900 RCKJ := P; 




.I \.~-___ 3_3_4o_o _______ R_C_KJ_&_._PT_R __ := __ P;~--------------------------------=----
33500 RCKJ := P; 
33600 END; 
33700 Plt.PTR := NIL; 
33800 P := P1; 
33900 END; 
34000 K 1= 0; <* CONCATENATE THE POCKETS *l 
34100 (* FIND FIRST NON-EHPTY POCKET *l 
34200 IIHILE( FCKl = NIL> AND (1<<91 DO K:=K+1; 
34300 HEAD 1= FtKl; 
34400 IF K<9 
34500 THEN 
34600 FOR I 1= <K+1 I TO 9 DO 
34700 BEGIN 
34800 PREV 1= RCI-11; 
34900 IF R[Il <> NIL 
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:35100 ELSE Rti l 1= PREV; 
35200 END; 
:35300 END; <• OF FOR J *l 
:35400 END; (>to OF SORT 
35500 PROCEDURE PRINT <HEAD 1 POINTER>; 
35600 LABEL 5; 
35700 VAR P 
35800 I,J 
35900 BEGIN 
36000 P 1= HEAD; 
1 POINTER; 
1 INTEGER; 
36100 51 IIHILE P<>NIL DO 
36200 BEGIN 
36300 I := TRUNC<P9.AI; 
36400 J := TRUHC ((P@.A-Il • TENDIHI; 
36500 IIRITE ('+(', P@.COEFF:612,'At',I:2,',',J:DIK,'l)'l; 
36600 P 1= P@.PTR; 
36700 END; 
36800 IIRITELN (• * (' ,HEAD1t.EXP:2, ') = O'l; 
36900 END; <* OF PRINT *I 
37000 PROCEDURE STORETHE'TA ( DIH,HAXPUR: INTEGER; VAR D1 :DATAl FILE I; 
37100 LABEL 10; 
37200 VAR COUNT ,EXPONENT,DIGH ,POIIER,SUK,I,N,J,H,E: INTEGER; 
37300 BEGIN 
37400 REIIRITE<D11; 
;37500 COUNT 1 = 0; EXPONENT := 0; 
37600 D11t :=EXPONENT; PUT (011; 
37700 10: IIHILE COUNT<DIK DO 
37800 BEGIN 
37900 EXPONENT := EXPONENT + 1; 
38000 N := 1; 
38100 FOR I := 1 TO COUNT DO N := N*10; 
38200 DIGIT := <EXPONENT DIV Nl KOD 10; 
38300 IF DIGIT <= KAXPIIR 
38400 'THEN 
38500 BEGIN 




38510 IF NOT 'TOTALHXPUR 
38520 THEN 
38530 BEGIN 
38531 POUER := EXPONENT; 
38532 FOR J := 1 TO DIM DO 
38533 BEGIN 
:38534 H : = POUER MOD 10; 
:38535 POYER := POUER DIU 10; 
38536 IF H > MAXPUil THEN GOTO 10;C*EXIT*) 
38537 END; 





-~38~6,~00~-----':P~O;'O'IIE._.,R._.: = EXPONElil;_ 
38700 SUM :• 0; 
38900 FOR J:=1 TO DIH DO 
38900 BEGIN 
39000 H 1• POUER HOD 10; 
39100 SUH := SUH + H; 
39200 END; 
39300 IF SUM <= HAXPUR 
39400 THEN 
39600 BEGIN 
39700 D1@ := EXPONENT; 






40300 COUNT :=COUNT+!; 
40500 EXPONENT := (10•11> ~ 1; 
40600 END; 
40700 END; <* OF UHILE •> 
40800 END; <• OF STORETHETA *> 
POUER := POUER DIU 10; 
40900 PROCEDURE SEPERATETERMSCPOLYNOHIAL: POINTER>; 
41000 LABEL 25; 
41100- VAR Z,Z1: POINTER; 
41200 BEGIN 
41300 NOEQNS := O; 
41400 UHILE POLYNOHIAL <> NIL DO 
41500 BEGIN 
41600 NOEQNS := NOEQNS+1 ;. T := 1+1; 
41700 EQNCTJ := POLYNOMIAL; 
41750 ROUCTJ := EQN[TJ9.EXP; 
41800 IF EQN[TJ9.PTR <> NIL 
41900 THEN 
42000 BEGIN 











48400 ENDi<* OF CREATEHATRIX *> 
48500 
48600 PROCEDURE SUBSTITUTE ( VAR HEAD1: POINTER; HEAD2: POINTER); 
48700 LABEL 70, 10.0; 
48800 VAR P ,P1 ,Z,HEADJ,0,01 ,P2,P3: POINTER; 
48900 BEGIN 
49000 IF HEAD2 = NIL THEN 
49100 BEGIN 
49200 URITELN<'HANIFOLD INVALID'>; 
4UOO GOTO 100; <*EXIH>; 
49400 END; 
49500 IF HEAD1 = NIL THEN 
49600 BEGIN 
49700 URI TELN <'EMPTY POLYNOMIAL'): _____ ·-- --··----- --·-· __ _ 
49800 liOTO 100; <•EXIT*> . 
49900 END; 
49950 Pl := HEADII 
50000 WHILE P1i.EXP <> HEAD21.EXP DO 
50100 BEGIN 
502~0 P2 1 = P 1 i /' 
50300 .P1 := P11!.PTR; 
50400 IF P1 = NIL THEN GOTO 100; <•EXIT*> 
50500 END; 
50600 Z := HEAD21!.PTR; 
50700 HEADJ := NIL; 
50800 WHILE Z <> NIL DO 
50900 BEGIN 
51000 P :=PI; 
51100 WHILE P@.EXP = HEAD2U.EXP DO 
51200 BEGIN 
51300 NEW <Ol; 
51400 WITH Q@ DO 
51500 BEGIN 
51600 COEFF := -PI!.COEFF * ZII.COEFF/HEAD29.COEFF; 
51650 A :• Pt.A; 
51700 EXP := Zi.EXP; 
51800 PTR :• NIL; 
51900 END; 
52000 IF HEADJ =NIL THEN HEADJ :=a 
52100 ELSE 01i.PTR := Q; 
52200 01 ·== a; 
52300 P3 :• P; 
52400 P := Pi.PTR; 
52500 IF P = NIL THEN GOTO 70; 
52600 END; 
52700 70: Z :r: Zti.PTR; 
52800 END;. 
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52900 P2i.PTR := HEAD3; 
\I~--5~-3~0~00~·~0~@~.P~T~R_:~=~PJ~@~·~PT~R~;--------------------------------------
42200 UHILfEON(flll.E-XP = Zll.EXP DO 
42300 IF Zll,PTR <> NIL 
42400 THEN BEGIN 
42500 z1 := z; 
42600 Z :• Zll.PTR; 
42700 END 
42800 ELSE BEGIN 
42900 POLYNOMIAL := NIL; 
43000 GOTO 25; 
43100 END; 
43200 Z1i.PTR := NIL; 
43300 POLYNOMIAL := z; 
43400 25: END 
43500 ELSE POLYNOMIAL := NIL; 
43510 IF PEONS THEN PRlNT1<EGNtTJ,T>; 
43600 EHD; ____ ____ _ _ ____________ _ 
43700 END; <* OF SEPERATETERHS *l 
43800 PROCEDURE CREATEMATRIX <NOROUSIINTEGERlj 
43900 VAR I,LI INTEGER; 
44000 Z,Z1,POLYNOHIALI POINTER; 
44100 BEGIN 
45300 FOR I := <T-NOROYS+1l TOT DO (* SORT AND PRINT EQNCIJ •> 
45400 BEGIN 
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'*) FOR L := 1 TO NOCOL.DO HATRIXCLJ :• 0.0; 
UHILE POLYNOMIAL <> NIL DO 
BEGIN 
Z := POLYNOMIALfl.PTR; Z1 := POLYNOMIAL; 
YHILE Z <> NIL DO 
BEGIN 
IF ZI.A = POLYNOKIALfl.A 
THEN 
BEGIN 
POLYNOHIAL<J.COEFF := POLYNOMIAL<J.COEFF + Zll.COEFF; 
Z11l.PTR := ZI.PTR; 
DISPOSE <Zl 
END 
ELSE Z1 := z; 
Z := Z11l.PTR; 
END; 
L I • 1 j 
WHILE <POLYNOMIALI!.A <> COLtLJl DO L:=L+1; 
MATRIX Cll :• POLYNOHIAL@.COEFF; 
POLYNOMIAL := POLYNOMIAL@.PTRj 
END; 
FOR L := 1 TO NOCOL DO 
BEGIN 




53100 P3@.PTR := NIL; 
53150 IF HEAD! = PI THEN HEAD! := HEAD3; 
53200 REMOVE <Pil; 
53300 1 00 1 END; ( * OF SUBSTITUTE •*l 
53400 PROCEDURE TRUNKHARK<HEADI POINTER; I,M1 INTEGER; 
53500 VAR Z1 ARRAYC1. .IOOJ OF POINTER; VAR N1 INTEGER); 
53600 LABEL 100; 
53700 VAk SUH,G,H1K 1 INTEGER; 
53800 P,PI 1 POINTER; 
53900 BEGIN 
54000 P 1 = HEAD; PI := HEAD; N I'" 0; 
54100 WHILE P <> NIL DO 
54200 BEGIN 
54300 G 1= P@.EXP; 
54400 SUM 1= 0; 
_----""54""5_..,00 FOR K := 1 TUl_H DO _________________ _ 
5.4600 BEGIN 
~4700 H i= G MOD 10; 
54800 G 1• G DlV 101 
54900 SUM := SUH + H; 
55000 END; 
55100 IF SUM ) M THEN 
55200 BEGIN 
55300 IF HEAD = P THEN REMOVE <HEADl 
55400 ELSE 
55500 BEGIN 
55600 REMOVE <Pl; 
55700 Pli.PTR := NIL; 
55800 END; 
55900 GOTO 100; 
56000 END; 
56100 N 1= N + 1; 
56200 HNJ 1= P; 
56300 FOR K := 1 TO W'fERHSCil DO 
56400 BEGIN 
56500 PI 1• P; 
56600 P := Pi.PTR; 
56700 END; 
56750 PI@.PTR 1= NIL; 
56800 END; 
56900 100: END; (* OF TRUNK MARK *l 
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- . ---------
63300 (*I I ! ! !! ! ! ! !! !! I !! ! ! !! ! ! ! ! !! !! !! I ! !! ! ! !! ! ! ! I ! I !! !I ! I II I! I I I!* l 
63400 BEGIN (*!lll!I!!!!HAINLINE!! I! 1!1!!1 II I!! !*l 
63500 TENDIH := 1; 
63510 UR!TELN( ·'UHAT IS THE DIMENSION OF THE PROBLEH1' l; 
63520 READ<DIHl; 
63600 FOR I 1= 1 TO DIK DO TENDIH :: TENDIM * 10; 
63700 URITELN <'DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE YOUR THETA EXPANSIONT'l; 
63710 WRITELN ('ANSWER Y DR N FOR YES OR NO RESPECTIVELY.'); 
63790 REPLY :• ' 'i 
63800 UH!LE REPLY=' ' DO READ<REPLYli 
.~. .. a.-..a ... ·---·. 
63900 IF <REPLY='Y'l THEN 
64000 BEGIN 
64005 URITELN<'DO YOU WANT TO ENTER YOUR OWN·THETA.EXPAHSION?'li 
64010 REPLY :=' 'i WHILE REPLY=' 'DO READ<REPLYl; 
64015 IF REPLY = 'Y' 
64020 THEN 
64025 BEGIN 
64030 URITELN (·'ENTER THE. THETA EXPANSION. TERMINATE WITH'>; 
64035 UR ITELN <'A N~GATI VE VALUE.'); 
64040 REURITE<DI)jREAD<Diilj 








64100 TOTALHXPWR := FALSE; 
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64110 URITELN<'DO Y~U WANT A TOTAL HAXPWR TRUNCATION? IF NOT 1 'lj 
64120 URITELN('UE UILL TRUNCATE AT A HAXIHUH POWER OF EACH'lj 
64130 WRITELN< 'VARIABLE.' l i 
64140 REPLY : • ' '; UH ILE REPLY • ' ' DO READ ( REPL Yl; 
64150 IF REPLY • •y• THEN TOTALKXPUR :: fRUEj 
64160 URITELN ('WHAT IS THE TOTAL HAXIKUK POUER OF YOUR EXPANSION\ 
\1') ; 




64500 RESET <D1 >; 
64550 TTERHS := 0; 
64600 UHILE NOT EOF <DilDO 
64700 BEGIN 
64750 TTERKS :• TTERKS + 1; 
64800 E := D1@j GET <Dil; 
64900 WRITE <E>; 
65000 END; 
65100 URITELN; 
65110 URITELN<'DO YOU UISHTD CHANGE YOUR FUNCTIONS FtiJ1'>; 
65120 REPLY := ·' 'i WHILE REPLY = ' ' DO READ< REPLY>; 
65130 IF REPLY = 'Y' THEN 
65140 BEGIN 
65200 URITELN ('ENTER COEFFICIENT AND EXPONENTS OF EACH TERH OF FCI\ 
\) ')j 
65300 URITELN <'AS FOLLOWS:') i 
65400 URITELN <' CDEFF EXPONENT'li 
65500 URITELN; 
65600 URITELN ('ENTER THE EXPONENT AS AN INTEGER, EACH DIGIT\ 
I \ REPRESENT-'); 
\ ____ 6_5_7o_o ___ u_R~I~TE~L~N ___ <_'I~N~G_T_H_E_P~O~W~ER __ O_F_A~N_X~--V~AR~I~A~BL~E_'_li~----------------
1- 65800 URITELN 
\ EXP'l; 
65900 REURITE IDZ>; REURITE IDJ>; 
66000 FOR I:= 1 TO DIM DO 
66100 BEGIN 
66200 URITELN (·'ENH£R TERMS OF FUNCTION Ft',I:2,'J:'l; 
66Joo c := o.o; E := o; 
66400 REPEAT 
66500 READ ICl; READ IE>; 
66600 D2@ := C; PUT ID2l; 
66700 DJ@ := E; PUT ID3l; 
66800 UNTIL IE<O>; 
66900 END; 
66910 END; 
67000 RESET ( ll2 l; RESET I D3); 
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______ ,6,_,7_,1_..0.._0_.U..,R~I._,TE_.L..,N I'ECHO DATAI'l; ____________________________________________________ _ 
67200 FOR I := 1 TO DIK DO 
61300 BEGIN 
6~400 URITELN ('THE FUNCTION F t•,I:2•'J lSI'>·; 
o7500 IIHILE ID211<5E10l AND ID3i:>=Ol DO 
67600 BEGIN 
67700 C : = D21l; GET I D2 l; 
67800 E := DJa; GET <DJl; 
67900 YRITELN IC,El; 
68000 END;. 
68100 GET ID2l; GET IDJ>; 
68200 END; 
68210 MANIFOLD := FALSE; 
68220 YRITELNI'DO YOU YANT TO IHPOSE A HANIFOLD RESTRICTION?'>; 
68221 REPLY := ' '; 
68230 UHI.LE REPLY•' ' DO READ IREPL Yl; 
68235 URITELNI'REPLY IS:',REPLYl; 
68240 IF <REPLY = 'Y') THEN MANIFOLD := TRUE; 
68250 IF HANIFOLD = TRUE THEN 
68260 BEGIN 
68262 URITELNI'HOU MANY MANIFOLD RESTRICTIONS DO YOU YANH'l; 
68264 READINUl; 
68265 FOR I := 1 TO NU DO 
68266 BEGIN 
68270 YRITELNI'UHAT IS THE HAXPUR OF Ut',I:2,'J?'l; 
68271 READ(HAXUUtiJl; 
68272 URITELNI'HIIXULI[',I:2,'J =',HAXUU[lJl; 
68273 ·coNDtiJ := FALSE; 








REPLY := ' ';UHILE REPLY=' ' DO READIREPLYl; 
URITELNI'REPLY IS:',REPLYl; 
IF REPLY= 'Y'' THEN COND[IJ :=TRUE; 
URITELN <'ENTER THE EXPRESSION FOR THE MANIFOLD U[',I:2,'l'>; 
URITELNI'UITH THE HIGHEST KAXPUR TERH FIRST.'l; 
U[ I J: =NIL ;z 1 :=NIL; Z: =NI L;UTERMS[IJ: =0; . _ _ _ __ _ 
\ 
READ <C,El; 
UHILE CC < 5E10l AND (E >= Ol DO 
BEGIN 
UTERKSCIJ := UTERKSCIJ + 1; 
NEU<Z l; 
Z@.COEFF := Cj Zi.EXP := E; Zi.PTR :• NIL; 
IF UCIJ=NIL THEN UtiJ :• Z 
ELSE Z1i.PTR := Z; 
Z1 :• Z; READ<C,El; 
END; 
URITELN ('ECHO DATA'>; 
URITELNjURITELNI'THE ENTERED U[',I:2,'l IS:'l; 



















69700 (!iii I!!!!! I! I I!!! I!! !SOLVE FDRJljJf:BMJIU_I!_G_EQUAliONSUULULILI!-!L\-------
---,, ! !! * ) ; 
69800 URITELN ('UHAT TOTAL KAXIHUH POWER DO YOU UISH TO TRUNCATE ON?'li 
69900 READ ChAXPURl; 
69910 FOR I := 1 TO NU DO 
69920 BEGIN 
69950 HAXUUCIJ := KAXUUCIJ + HAXPUR - 1; 
69954 URITELH< 'KAXPUR =·· ,KAXPURl; 
69955 URITELNC'HAXUUC',l:2,'J •',HAXUU[IJl; 
69960 END; 
?0000 URITELN I 'DO YOU UANT THE EQUATIONS PRINTED OUT?' l; # 
70080 REPLY := ' 'i 
70090 UHILE REPLY=' ' DO READ <REPLYlj 
70100 URITELH('REPLY IS:',REPLYl; 
70101 PEONS := FALSE; 
70102 IF REPLY = 'Y' THEN PEONS :• TRUE; 
?0105 NOCOL:=o; I* INITIALIZE COLUHN HEADS *l 
70110 FOR I:=1 TO DiH Dtl 
)0115 BEGIN 
70120 RESET<D1l; 
?0125 WHILE NOT EOF<D1l DO 
70130 BEGIN 
70135 NOCOL:=NOCOL+1; 
70140 COL(NOCOLl := I+(D1i/TENDIKlj 
70145 GET <Dllj 
/0150 END; 
?0155 END; 
?0200 r .:= o; 
70300 FOR I := 1 TO NU DO 
70310 BEGIN 
?0320 UU[IJ := NIL; UtriJ := NIL; 
70330 END; 
70340 REURITE<HAT>; 
70400 FOR I := 1 TO DIH DO 
70500 BEGIN 



























































~~~ ~-- ~~-~-----·--~------, URITELN <'DET. EONS FOR I =' ,I:2,' ARE :'l; ....,. 
RESET <D2l;RESET(Dll; 
THEA DC IJ : = NIL; 
CREATET HEl A ITHEADCI l, I l; 
PHEAD := NIL; 
FOR K:• 1 TO DIM DO 
BEGIN 
TDHEADCI,Kl := NIL; 
DERIV <THEADCIJ,TDHEADti,KJ,K>; 
FHEADCKl := NIL; 





IF MANIFOLD THEN __ _ 




REHOVE ( DUCJ, Ill; 
END; 
REMOVE <THEADCill; 
FHEADCIJ := NIL; 
CREATEF (FHEADC!l,I>; 
NEGATE <FHEADCill; 
FOR K := 1 TO DIM DO 
BEGIN 
DERIV <FHEADCIJ,FDHEADCI,KJ,Kl; 
THEADCKJ := NIL; 






SORT <PHEAD,TRUElj (* SORT ON X'S *l 
CREATETHETACTHEADCOJ,Ol; 
FOR J := 1 TO NU DO 
IF CONDCJJ THEN 
BEGIN 
HULTPOL YS ITHEADCOJ, WCJl ,UHJJ, 1 OOl ; 
TRUNKHARKCU1[JJ,J,HAXPUR,REQ 1Ll; 





UlCJl := NIL; 
SORT<PHEAD,TRUE>; 
END; 
,,vvv ~~r~n"•~•~nn~ \rn~HuJ, 
74100 CREATEHATRIX <NOEQNSI; 
74200 END; 
1'4290 IF MANIFOLD = TRUE THEN 
74292 FOR J := 1 TO NU DO 
74295 BEGIN 
74300 SORT <UUtJl, TRUE I; 
74400 WRITELN;WRITELN;URITELN; 
/4500 WRITELNI'THE CONfJiiiON FOR Wt' ,J:2,'l"'O IS:'l; 




75100 TRUNKHARK!Ul [JJ ,J, HAXUUtJl ,REO ,L I; 
75200 FOR K := 1 TO L DO 
75300 BEGIN 
75400 SUBSTITUTE<UUtJl ,REQ[Kll j-
/5500 ~EHOVEIREQtKJl; 
75600 END; 








79860 K := T* NOCOL; 
-- - -- -












MFILE <A015006lHFGRDETEGNS7 ON SUAT 
1 (HU-•J 
10000 PROGRAM ltFGR <INPUT ,OUTPUT>; 
10100 LABEL 5.00; 
10300 CONST MROUS = 89; HCOLS = 140; 
10500 EPS = 1.0E-1; 
10550 TYPE REALFILE = FIL,E OF REAL; 
10560 INTEGERFILE = FILE OF INTEGER; 
10600 VAR HAT 1 REALFILE; 
'10650 GEN: REALFILE; 
10700 D1: INTEGERFILE; 
1 071 0 RVAR: REALFI LE; 
132 
10720 IVAR: INTEGERFILE; , 
~--~------'-'10'-"7-"30"---'- ROUVECTOR: IttlEGERI'JLE; ______________________ _ 
10740 COLVECTOR: INTEGt::RFILE; 
10800 COL: ARRAYt1.,MCOLSJ OF REAL; 
12000 REPLY 1 CHAR; 
'121 00 DONE : BOOLEAN; 
12900 T,T1,N,Q,COUNT,E,HAXPUR,TTLHAX,TENDIM,NOEONS: INTEGER; 
13000 H,ROUNfiS 1NOCOL,IRANK,DIH : INTEGER; 
13100 MATRIX: ARRAY[1 •• HROYS,1 •• HCOLSl OF REAL; 
13200 IROYI ARRAYC1.,HROUSJ OF INTEGER; 
'13250 ICOL: ARRAYC1 .. HCOLS1 OF INTEGER; 
13300 PIV,HOLD,TOL,SAVE: REAL; 
13400 I, II ,J, JJ, K, Kt< ,L ,LL, IR ,IC,NH ,HH,NCOL ,P: INTEGER; 
48600 PROCEDURE HFGR(VAR A: ARRAY[1,,HROUS,1,,MCOLSJ OF REAL; 
48700 HI INTEGER>; 
48800 LABEL 5,10.25,100; 
49100 BEGIN 
49150 IF <H >= 1) AND <H <= NOCOL> THEN GOTO 5; 
49160 H := 1; 
49200 <* TEST OF SPECIFIED DIMENSIONS *l 
49300 IF <K<~Ol OR <NOCOL<=O) THEN 
49400 BEGIN <* RETURN IN CASE OF FORMAL ERRORS *> 
49500 IRANK := -1; 
49600 URITELN<'ERROR IN MATRIX DIMENSIONS! !I'>; 




50100 <* INITIALIZE COLUMN INDEX IJECTOR •> 
50200 <* SEARCH FIRST PIVOT ELEMENT *) 
50300 !RANK := 0; 
50400 PIV := 0.0; 
505oo JJ := o; 
50600 FOR J := 1 TO NOCOL DO 
~)0700 BEG! N 
50800 lCOL[Jl := J; 







HOLD := ACI,JJ; 
IF (ABS!PIVl-ABS<HOLDll < 
BEGIN 
PIV := HOLD; 
51600 lR := I; 





52100 '* 52200 FOR l : = 
INITIALIZE ROU INDEX VECTOR*) 





SE'f UP INTERNAL TOLERANCE*l 
:= ABS<EPS*PIVl; 
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~~--~~'52700-l * lNlTIAtiZE-ELIHlNl\TIDN tOOPl=T- - ---- - ---- ---- ------
52900 5: FOR NCOL := H TO NOCOL DO 
53000 BEGIN<* TEST FOR FEASIBILITY OF PIVOT ELEHENT *l 
53100 IF ROUNDS <• INCOL·Hl THEN OOTO 100; 
53200 IF <ABS<PIVl·TOLl <= 0 
53300 THEN GOTO 10 
53400 ELSE 
53500 BEGIN 


























IF <IR> IRANIO THEN (* INTERCHANGE ROllS IF\ 
\ NECESSARY *l 
BEGIN 
FOR J := 1 TO NOCOL DO 
BEGIN 
SAVE := ACIRANK,JJ; 
ACIRANK,JJ := ACIR,Jl~ 
ACIR,Jl := SAVE; 
END; 
UPDATE. ROW INDEX VECTOR 
JJ := IRO~[lRl; 
IROYCIRl := IROU[lRANKl; 
IROUCIRANKJ := JJ; 
END; 
IHTERCHIINGE COLUMNS IF NECESSIIRY*l 
IF <IC>IRANK) THEN 
BEGIN 
FOR J := 1 TO H DO 
BEGIN 
SAVE := ACJ,IRANKJ; 
ACJ,IRANKl := ACJ,ICJ; 
ACJ,ICl := SAVE; 
END; 
UPDATE COLUMN INDEX VECTOR 













ICOLCICJ := ICOLCIRANKl; 
ICOLCIRANKl := JJ; 
END; 
KK := !RANK + 1; 
IF (I RANK >= 10 THEN GOTO 25; ( * TEST FOR LAST ROU * l 
<* TRANSFORM CURRENT SUBHATRIX AND SEARCH NEXT PIVOT *l 
58100 SAVE := PIV; 
58200 PIV := 0.0; 
:i8300 FOR J := KK TO K DO 
58400 BEGIN 
58600 HOLD := ACJ,IRANKJ/SAVE; 
1---~--Sil?Cro·----,rc-~t;tRANKJ:=--ffOLD;----- --------------- --------
END; 
< * 'rEST FOR LAST COLUMN *l 
IF IIRANK<NOCOLl THEN 
BEGIN 
FOR I := KK TO NOCDL DO 
BEGIN 
ACJ,Il := ACJ,IJ - HOLD*ACIRANK,Il; 
IF <ABSIACJ,Ill·ABSIPIVll > 0 THEN 
BEGIN 
PIU := ACJ, IJ; 
IR : = J; 
























61000 (* SET UP MATRIX EXPRESSING ROU DEPENDENCIES 
'*) 
61050 10: DONE := TRUE; 
61100 IF IIRANK(1l THEN 
61200 BEGIN 
61300 URITELNI'FORHAL ERROR RANK<I'); 
61400 GOTO 1 00; <* EXIT *l 
61500 END; 
61600 IF <I RANK = 1) THEN GOTO 25; 
61700 IR := IRANK; 
61800 FOR J := 2 TO !RANK DO 
61900 BEGIN 
62000 IR := IR- 1; 
62200 JJ := I RANK; 


















Mh := !RANK; 
IC :• !RANK; 
FOR L : = 1 TO ( J-1) 00 
BEGIN 
HOLD :=HOLD+ <ACJJ,HMl*ACIC,IRJ>; 
IC:=IC-1; 
MH := "" - 1 ; 
END; 
A[JJ,MMJ := ACJJ,HHJ - HOLD; 
END; 
END; 
63800 ( * TESl FOR COLUIIN REGULARITY* l 
63900 25 : IF <NOCOL-IRANKl <= 0 THEN 
i----------~6~4~0~00~ .~B~E~GI~N~.~~~ 
64100 URITELN (··ERROR I ! COLUMN IRREGULARITY,'); 
64200 GDTO 100;<• EXIT *) 
64300 END; 
64310 DONE := TRUE; 
64400. 
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6<4500 <* SET UP MATRIX EXPRESSING BASIC VARIABLES IN TERMS OF FREE *) 
64600 <* PARAMETERS (HOMOGENEOUS SOLUTION), *) 
64800 IR :• !RANK; 
64900 FOR J := 1 TO !RANK DO 
65000 BEGIN 
65200 FOR I := <IRANK + 11 TO NOCOL DO 
65300 BEGIN 
65400 JJ :• IRANK; 
65500 LL := !RANK; 
65600 HOLD := 0,0; 
65800 FOR II := (J- 1) DOUiHO 1 DO 
65900 BEGIN 
66000 HOLD := HOLD-ACIR,JJJ*ACLL,IJ; 
66100 JJ == JJ- 1; 
66200 LL := LL- 1; 
66400 END; 
66500 ACLL,lJ := <HOLD-ACLL,IJI/AtiR,JJJ; 
66700 END; 
66800 lR := £R- 1; 
66900 END; 
67000 100: END; <* OF HFGR *> 
.m 00 < *! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !I ! ! ! !! !! ! !! ! !! ! ! !! !! ! I ! !! ! ! !! ! I I! !.1 ! I !! !I !! ! I !! * l 
69700BEGIN 
69710 TENDIH := 1;DONE :=FALSE; 
69711 URITELN(·'UHAT IS THE DIHENSION OF THE PROBLEM!'); 
69712 READ<DIHI; 
69713 FOR N := 1 TO DIM DO TENDIH := TENDIM * 10; 
69714 URITELN<'IS THIS A NEU PROBLEH1'1; 
69715 READ<REPLY>; WHILE REPLY= ' ' DO READ<REPLYI; 
69716 IF (REPLY = 'N'l THEN 
" • • ou .. o\ 
69717 BEGIN 
69718 RESETCIVARI; 
69719 I ;= IVARi; GETClVARI; 
69720 J := IVARi; GETCIVARI; 
69721 K := IVARi; GETCIVARI; 
69722 L := IVAR9; GETCIVARI; 
69723 IR := IVARi; GET<IVARI; 
69724 Nit := IVARI!; GET<IVARI; 
69725 H := IVARB; GET<IVARij 
69726 NOCOL :• IVAR9; GET<IVARI; 
69727 T := IVAR@; GETI!VARI; 
69728 RESETCRVARI; 
69l29 PIV := RVAR9; GET<RVARJ; 
69730 TOL :• RVAR9; GETCRVARJ; 
: 69750 RESET<ROUVECTORJ; 
e ____ ) J..D.,c:., ~nr.._u_. ___ f_ ... _,.,~ .. __ yo,,. ________________ _ 
,,_ ,--"'rrv~---..-ul\ '' ;- I IU I UU 
69754 BEGIN 




69760 FUR N := 1 TO NOCOL DO 
69762 BEGIN 




II := IVARI!; GET<IVARI; 
JJ :~ IVARI!j GET<IVARI; 
KK := IVAR@j GET<IVARJ; 
LL := IVARI!;, GET< IVAI~ I; 
IC := IVAR@; GETCIVARI; 
ltH := IVAR!!; GET<IVARJ; 
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P := lVAR!!; GETCIVARI; 
IRANK := IVAR9; GETCIVARI; 
HOLD I" RVARI!; GET<RVARJ; 
SAVE := RVARI!; GET<RVARJ; 
69800 NO COL: =0; ( * IN IT! ALIZE COLUMN HEADS * J 
69900 FOR N:=l TO DIM DO 
1'0000 BEGIN 
10100 RESETID11; 
70200 UHILE NOT EOF<D1l DO 
70300 BEGIN 
70400 NOCOL :=NOCOL+ 1; 
70500 COLCNOCOLl := N+ID11!/TENDIKI; 




713oo r := o; 
71400 YHILE NOT EOFIHATJ DO 
71410 BEGIN 
71420 T := T + 1; 
71500 FOR N := 1 TO NOCOL DO 
71600 BEGIN 




71915 T1 := T * NOCOL; 
':Z_tJ;l.2d_JJ.Q.TTt'1 *1/,•_T.tir .nT'7r- ,.. ...... , .. ,... .. ,.. ..... ~. -- · -
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••r~v wK&ItLN\"NUW MAHf lltKAIIUNS DO YOU UANT?'I; 
71960 WEAD<ROUNDSI; 
72000 MFGR<HATRIX,TI; 
72100 IF NOT DONE THEN 
72200 BEGIN 
72300 REURITE<IVARI; 
72400 IVAR@ := I; PUT<IVARI; 
72500 IVARQ := J; PUT(IVARI; 
72600 IVAR@ :• K; PUT<IVARI; 
72700 IVARi := L; PUT(lVARI; 
72800 IVAR@ :• IR; PUTIIVARI; 
72900 IVAR@ := NH; PUT<IVARI; 
73000 IVAR@ :• NCOL; PUT<IVARI; 
73100 IVARi := NOCOL; PUTIIVARI; 









:• II; PUT<lVARl; 
:= JJj PUHIVARI; 
:= KK; PUT<IVARij 
:= LL; PUT<IVARI; 
:= ICj PUT<IVARI; 
:= HM; PUT<IVARlj 
:= P; PUT<IVARij 
:• !RANK; PUT<IVARii 
/3300 RESET<IVARI; 
/3400 ~EURITEIRVARl; 
------------- ------ --- ----------
73500 RVARa :• PIV; PUT<RVARI; 
73600 RVAR@ :• TOL; PUT<RVARl; 
73700 RESET<RVARl; 
73800 REIIRI H ( ROIIVECTOR I; 
73900 FOR N := 1 TO T DO 
74000 BEGIN 




74500 REURITE (CULVECTOR I; 
74600 FOR N := 1 TO NOCOL DO 
74700 BEGIN 
74800 COL VECTOR!! := ICOLOI]; 
74900 PUT<COLVECTORI; 
75000 END; 
75100 RESET (COL VECTOR l; 
75110 REIIRITE01ATI;. 
75120 FOR Q := 1 TO T DO 
75130 FOR N := 1 TO NOCOL DO 
75140 BEGIN 
75150 HAT~ := HATRIXCG,NJ; 
75160 PUT<HAT>; 
75170 END; 
75180 RESET< HAn; 
75200 GOTO 500; (*EXIT*I 
75300 END; 
79000 URITELN(·'THE RANK IS:·' ,IRANKI; 
RVAR@ 1• HOLD; PUT<RVARl ;· 
RVARG := SAVE;. PUT<RVARI; 
79100 URITELN('THE RELATION VECTOR IS:'I; ~ 
79200 FOR N := 1 TO NOCOL DO IJRITEIICOL[Nl:5l;"" 
79800 IJRITELN; 
79900 URITELN<"""THE kESULTING EQUATIONS ARE:'>; .. 
BOOOO URITELN; URITELN; IJRITELN; URITELN; v 
aotoo couNT := o; 
i>UIIV KI:.WH! IEIGI!N)j 
80200 FOR N := <IRANK t 11 TO NOCOL DO 
80210 BEGIN 
80220 IF COLCICOLCNJJ >= 1 THEN 
130300 BEGIN 
80400 COUNT:= COUNT+ 1; 
80500 URITE('UC',COUNT:4,'l • <A',COLCICOLCNJJ:5,') + 'lj 
80510 GEN~:= 1.0; PUT<GENij 
80520 GEN@:• COLCICOLCNJJj PUT<GENI; 
80600 FOR Q := 1 TO IRANK DO 
80700 BEGIN 
80800 IF IABSIMATRIXCG,NJI > 1E-51 THEN 
80810 BEGIN 
80900 U~ITE<MATRIXCG,NJ:5,'1A',COLCICOLCGJJ:5,') + 'lj 










81600 URITELNI'DO YOU UANT TO SEE THE MATRIX"I'Ij 
81700 REPLY := ' •; 
81800 UHILE REPLY= ·' ·' DO READ <REPLY>; 
81900 IF IREPLY•'Y'l THEN 
82000 BEGIN 
82100 UFdTELNC·'THE INPUT KATRIX UAS:'lj 
82110 RESETIHATlj 
B2200 FOR N := 1 TO NO COL DO URITE ICOLCNJ :51; 
82300 URllELN; 
82310 FOR N :• 
82400 FOR Q : = 
82500 BEIJIN 
TO NOCOL DO URITEI'*****'l;IJRITELN; 
TO T DO 
ll2600 FOR .H : = 1 TO NOCOL DO 
82610 BEGIN 
82620 URITEIHAT@:51; 





83100 URITELNI'THE PROCESSED MATRIX IS:' I; 
83200 URITELNjURITELNI'L•U IS:'Ij 
83300 FOR a := 1 TO !RANK DO 
83400 BEGIN 
83500 FOR N := 1 TO IRANK DO 
83600 BEGIN 
83800 URITEIMATRIXCQ,NJ:51; 
83900 END; ____ _ 
!- 84000 URITELN; 
84100 END; 
84200 URITELN;URllELNI'C MATRIX IS:' I;. 
84300 FOR N := 1 TO !RANK DO URITE IIROUCNJ:5l; 
84400 URITELN; 
84410 FOR N := 1 TO IRANK DO URITEI'*****'I;URITELN; 
84500 FOR 0 := llRANK + 11 TO T DO 
84600 BEGIN 





85300 · END; 
85400 URITELNI'THE IROU VECTOR IS:'I; 
95500 FOR N := 1 TOT DO URlTE IIROUCN}J~); ____________ _ 
85600 URITELNiU~ITELN;URITELN; 
85700 URITELNI'THE HOMOGENOUS SOLN MATRIX IS:'>; 
85800 FOR N := IIRANK + 11 TO NOCOL DO URITEICOLUCOLtNlll5l; 
85900 UR ITELN; 
85910 FOR N := IIRANK + 11 TO NOCOL DO URITEI'*****'l; URITELN; 
86000 FOR 0 := 1 TO IRAHK DO 
86100 BEGIN 









86930 REURITEI IVARI; 
I* DISPOSE Of DISK SPACE *l 
86940 REURITEIROUVECTORI; 
86950 REURITE <COL VECTOR I; 







HFILE <A015006lCOMMUTATOR2 ON SUAT 
1 (*$ H 064 *) 
5 ( *t SPACE 30000*·> 
10000 '*' u- *> 
10100 PROGRAM COMMUTATOR (INPUT,OUTPUT>; 
10150 CONST NOGEN = 500j 
10200 TYPE POINTER = 9TERM; 
10300 TERH = RECORD 













































VAR GEN: REALFILE; 
U: ARRAYt1 •• NOGENJ OF POINTER; 
NGEN,I,DIM,H,J,TENDIM: INTEGER; 
P,PROD: POINTER; 
DU: ARRAY (I •• NOGEN, 1 •• SJ 01' POIN'fER; 
G: REAL; 
B: ARRAYCO •• NOGENJ OF ItHEGER; 
REPLY 1 CHAR; 
PROCEDURE PRINT<HEAD: POINTER>; 
VAR P: POINTER; 
BEGIN 
P· I" HEAD; 
UHILE P<>NIL DO 
BEGIN 
URITECPG.COEFF:·5,~<A',PI.A:5,~) + 'l; 
P 1= Pt.PTR; 
END; 
YRITELN;URITELNjURITELN; 
END; ( ·~ OF PRINT * ) 
PROCEDURE CRE~TEU; 
VAR P1,P2: POINTER; 
I : INTEGER; 
BEGIN 
RESET< GEN >; 
I : = o; 
UHILE NOT EOFlGENl DO 
BEGIN 
I 1= 1+1; UCIJ := NIL; PI 1= UCIJ; 
BtiJ 1= r; 
liHILE GENi < 5E10 DO 
BEGIN 
NEIHP2l; 
P21!.COEFF I'" GENI!; 
GET<GEN>; 
P21! .~ 1 = GENI!; 
G :=J'~~,A - TRUNClP21LA>; 
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. - ---· ----
' 
,L.___ .. ----- --~-c---.,.-,::-=c:-::c,------~ 14600 G : = G>TEND IK; 
14700 P2i.EXP := ROUNDIGI; 
14800 P2@.PTR :• NIL; 













ELSE U[IJ := P2; 





NGEN := I; 
END j 
PROCEDURE CREATEU2 j . 
VAR PI,P2: POINTER; 
I,J,K : INTEGER; 
BEGIN 
RESETI GEN); 
FOR I := 1 TO NGEN DO 
BEIUN 






















FOR J I• B[Kl TO (B[Il- "1) DO 
BEGIN 
WHILE GENii < 5E10 DO GETIGENlj 
END; 
U[IJ 1• NIL; PI := NIL; 
WHILE GENI < 5E10 DO 
BEGIN 
NELI<P21; 
P2Q,COEfF := GENQj 
GET<GENl; 
P21!.A := GEHij 
G := P2i.A- TRUNCIP2i.Alj 
G := O•TENDIM; 
P29.EXP := ROUNDIGI; 
P2i.PTR a= NIL; 
IF PI <> NIL THEN Pli.PTR := P2 
ELSE Util := P2; 





18800 PROCEDURE REMOVE I VAR HEAD 
"18900 VAR P : POINTER j 
19000 BEGIN 
l91 00 P : = HEAD; 
"19200 WHILE HEAD <> NIL DO 
19300 BEGIN 
"19400 HEAD := HEADil'. PTR; 
19500 DISPOSEIPl; 





'19800 ENIJ; ( * OF REMOVE * l 
19900 PROCEDURE SORT<VAR HEAD: POINTER>; 
20000 LABEL 10; 
20100 VAR P,D,R,P1: POINTER; 
20200 BEGIN 
20300 10: P := HEAD; 
20400 UHILE P 0 NIL DO 
20500 'BEGIN 
20600 R := P; Q := PO.PTR; 
20700 WHILE Q <> NIL DO 
20800 IF QO.A = PO.A 
20900 THEN 
21000 BEGlN 
21100 PO.COEFF := PO.COEFF + QO.COEFF; 
!--- _j_ __ ?J-2-0-0-·---R-!-.-P-T-R-:-~-!l~-.-P-lR--;-c-------------
\ 
21300 DlSPOSE!Dli 




21800 If:= RILPTR; 
21900 Q := Di.PTR; 
22000 END; 
22100 IF ABS!PO.COEFFl <= 1E-10 THEN 
22200 BEGIN 
22300 IF P = HEAD THEN 
22400 BEGIN 
22500 HEAD := HEAD&.PTRj 
22600 DISPOSE!Pl; 
22700 GOTO 10; 
22800 END; 
22900 PI@.PTR :• Pt.PTR; 
23000 DISPOSE!Pl; 
23100 P := Plj 
23200 END; 
23300 PI := P; 
23400 P := Pi.PTR; 
23500 END; 
23600 END; (* OF SORT *l 








241 00 BEGIN 
24200 P := HEAD; Q ;:o NIL; 
24300 UHILE P<>NIL DO 
24400 BEGIN 
24500 NEU(Ql; 
24600 UITH Q@ DO 
POINTER; 
: INTEGER; 
Q1 := NIL; 
143 
POINTER; K :\ 
24700 BEGIN 
24800 H := PI!.EXP; 
24900 FOR 1 := t TO <DIK- Kl DOH := H DIV tO; 
25000 H := H HOD to; 
25t00 COEFF := PI!.COEFF*Hi 
25200 IF COEFF = 0.0 TH~N 
25300 BEGIN 
25400 DISPOSE <al 
25500 GOTO toO; 
25600 END; 
25700 H := t; 
25800 FOR I:=l TD <DIH-Kl DOH := H*lO; 
25900 EXP := P&.EXP - H; 
26000 ~ := TRUNC<P9.Al + (EXP/TEHDIHJ; 
26100 PTR := NIL; 
26200 END i 1
-------'--- 2o)o-o-n·-DHEAll--=-Mtr-THEN -liHEllo- :=--a----------------- -----
' 1: 
26400 ELSE all!. PTR 1 = a; 
26500 01 :=o; 
26600 100: P:=Pi,PTR; 
26700 END; 
26800 END; <* OF DERIV *l 
26900 PROCEDURE HULTPOLYS(HEADF,HEADT:PDINTER; VAR PHEAD:POINTERl; 
27000 LABEL 110; 
27100 VAR P,a,R,R1,P1 : POINTER; 
27200 H,Ht,H2,SUK,Gt,62,I,J,K 1 INTEGER; 
27300 BEGIN 
27400 P := HEADF;Pt:2HEADF; 
27500 R := PHEAD; 
27600 Q := HEADT; 
27700 IF R<>NIL THEN UHILE RI!.PTR <>NIL DO 
27800 BEGIN 
27900 R : = k@ .PTR; 
28000 END; 
28100 Rt := R; 
28200 a : = HEADT; 
28300 UHILE O<>NIL no 
28400 BEGIN 
28500 H := 0; SUH := o; Gt := P9.EXP; 62 := Q@,EXP;. 
28600 FOR I := 1 TO DIM DO 
28700 ~EGIN 
28800 HI := G1 MOD 10; G1 := Gt DIU 10; 









Hl := HI + H2; 
J : = 1 ; 
FOH K := 1 TO <I-1) DO J := J•tO; 
H := H + <H1 * J); 
END; 
NEU (R l; 















A := IKUNt.;Wl!.~l •IMII!OftlHnli 
COEFF := P@.COEFF * Q@.COEFF; 
EXP := H; 
PTR := NIL; 
END; 





IF PHEAD = NIL THEN PHEAD := R 
ELSE Rli.PTR := R; 
31000 Rl := R; 
31100 itO: Q := G@.PTR; 
31200 END; 
JHOO-E NR; __ (_ .. __ OE'-MULJJ>QLYS---*'--- -- --- ------ -- ------------
145 




31800 URITELN(·'WHAT IS THE DIMENSION OF THE PROBLEM?') j 
31900 READ<biMlj 
32000 TENDIM := 1; 
:12100 FOR I := 1 TO DIH DO TENDIH 1= TENDIH *10; 
32200 URITELN( 'DO YOU UANT THE COMMUTATORS OF ALL GENERATORS?' l; 
:32300 REPLY- 1 = ·' '; 
32400 UHILE REPLY = ' ' DO READ <REPLY>; 
32500 IF REPLY = 'Y' 
32600 THEN CREATEU 
:32700 ELSE 
32800 BEGIN 
32900 URITELN ( 'HOU MANY GENERATORS DO YOU UANl?' l; 
33000 READ<NGENlj 
33100 URITELN<'ENTER THE liS OF THE GENERATORS'lj 
33200 B[OJ := 1; 
33300 FOR I := 1 TO NGEN DO READ<BCIJl; 
33400 CREATEU2;· 
33500 END; 
33600 FOR I := 1 TO NGEN DO <* URITE GENERATORS *> 
:13700. BEGIN 




:14200 URI TELN < '****************"**********************'~*****'•********~) i 
3t300 <• CALCULATE DERIVATIVES OF ALL GENERATORS *) 
34400 FOR I := 1 TO NGEN DO 
34500 BEGIN 









35200 (* CALCULATE COHHUTIITORS *l 
35300 FOR I := 1 TO NGEN DO 
35400 BEGIN 
35500 FOR J := 1+1 TO NGEN DO 
;15600 BEGIN 
35700 URITE<'CU<',BCIJ:2,'l,U(',B[JJ:2,'ll = 'I; 
35800 P := UC!Jj 
35900 UHILE P <> NIL DO 
36000 BEGIN 
36100 H := TRUNC<Pi.Aij 
36200 HULTPOLYS <P,DUCJ,HJ,PRODI; 
36300 P := Pi.PTR; 
~------:1MOO END;, ___ ~ 
----------------------
3650.0 P := UCJJ; 
:16600 UHILE P <> NIL DO 
36700 BEGIN 
:36800 H : = TRUNC< P9 .A l; 
36900 P@.COEFF := -Pi.COEFFj 
37000 HULTPOLYS(P,DUCI,HJ,PRODlj 
















HFILE CA015006)DETEONS7B ON SUAT 
·1 <HU-*) 
3 ( *S N 064 *) 
5 <*S SPACE 30000*) 
10000 PROGRAH DETERMININGEGNSB(IHPUT,OUTPUT>; 
10200 CONST HAXDIH = B; 
10300 NOTERHS =1023; (* NOTERHS = <MAXPUR+1)**HAXD1H *) 
10350 SIGDIG = 2; <* I OF SIGNIFICANT DIGITS •> 
10360 EPS = 1.0E-7; 
10370 NODIGITS = 10000000; 
10400 TYPE POINTER • iTERH; 
10450 COEFFICIENTS = O •• NODIGITS; 
10500 TERM • RECORD 
10600 COEFF : COEFFICIENTS; 
10700 A : REAL; 
10_8_0_0 __________ EXI'_ ___ : __ COEFI'lClEtU_S; ______ _ 
10900 PTR : POINTER; 
11000 END; 
m 00 DA.TA1 f'IL£ • FILE OF INTEGER; 
11200 DATA2FILE • FILE OF REAL; 
11300 DATA3FILE = FILE OF INTEGER; 
11350 HATRIXFILE = FILE OF COEFFICIENTS; 
11400 VAR C,B,B1,B2,BJ :REAL; 
11500 D1 : DATA1FILE; 
t1600 D2 : DATA2FILE; 
11700 DJ : DATA3FILE; 
11750 HATB : HATRlXFILE; 
11800 REPLY : CHAR; 
·t1900 CH 1 CHAR; 
11950 HATRIX:PACKED ARRAYC1 •• NOTERHSJ OF COEFFICIENTS; 
12000 EON: ARRAY C1 .. NOTERHSJ OF POINTER; 
12100 THEAD 1 ARRAY CO .. HAXDIIIJ OF POINTER; 
12200 REO 1 ARRAY t1 •• 100J OF POINTER; 
12300 FHEAD : ARRAV tl .. HAXDIHJ OF POINTER; 
12400 TDHEAD,FDHEAD: ARRAY t1 •• HAXDIH,1 •• HAXDIHJ OF POINTER; 
121100 COL,RO~ : ARRAYC1 .. NOTERHSJ OF REAL; 
12700 T,Tt,I,K,COUNT,E,L,HAXPUR,TTLHAX,TENDIH,NO~ONS, 
12750 SD,SD1,DIII,NU,J,NOCOL,IRANK,TTERHS~ INTEGER; 
12760 HAXUII: ARRA H 1 .. 1 OJ OF 1 NTEGER; 
12770 IROII,ICOL: .ARRAYC1 .. NOTERitSJ OF INTEGER; 
12800 Zl ,Z2,Z,PHEAD : POINTER; 
12810 PEQNS,HANIFOLD,TOTALHXPUR : BOOLEAN; 
12815 COND: ARRAY C1 •• 10J OF BOOLEAN; 
12820 UU,U,UI 1 ARRAYC1 •• 10J OF POiNTER; 
-t2830 Dll : ARRAY [1 .. 1 O, 1 .. HAXDIHJ OF POINTER; 
12840 UTERHS 1 ARRAY C1 •• 10J OF INTEGER;. 
12900 PROCEDURE PRINT1 !HEAD:POINTER;J:INTEGERl; 
13000 VAR P POINTER; 
131 00 I, K INTEGER; 
13200 BElliN 
\ ---~~.<>() P. := HEAD; 
lJJlO W~lTELN('EQNC',J:DIH,'l IS:•r; 
13400 URITELN<' COEFF A 
13500 UHILE P<> NIL DO 
13600 BEGIN 
13700 CASE ( P@. COEFF HOD 10 l OF . 
13750 0: B1 := <P@.COEFF DIV 101/SD; 
'13800 1: B1 := -<PI!oCOEFF DIV 101/SD; 
13850 END; 
13900 URITELN < 81, Pli.A, Pll.EXP); 
14000 P := Pll.PTR; 
14100 END; . 
14200 END; (* OF PRINT1 *l 
EXP'l; 
'14300 PROCEDURE REMOVE CVAR HEAD POINTER>; 
14400 VAR P,P1 : POINTER; 
14500 BEGIN 
·14510 P1 := HEAD; 
n--~---pn,·oo-p : = HEADT 
14700 UHILE P <> NlL DO 
14800 BEGIN 
14900 p I• P@.PTR; 
15000 DISPOSEIP1l; · 
15100 P1 := P; 
15200 END; 
15250 HEAD := NIL; 
15300 END; I* OF REMOVE *l 
15600 PROCEDURE NEGATE IVAR HEAD POINTER>; 
15700 VAR P : POINTER; 
15800 BEGIN 
·15900 P := HEAD; 
16000 UHILE P<>NIL DO 
·16100 BEGIN 
·16200 CASEIP@.COEFF HOD 10) OF 
16210. 01 Pll.COEFF :• P@.COEFF + 1; 
16220 1: P@.COEFI" := P@.COEFF - 1; 
16230 END; 
16300 P : = P9 .PTR; 
16400 END; 
16500 END; <* OF NEGATE *l 
16600 PROCEDURE ADD<HEAD1,HEAD2:POINTERI; 
16700 VAR P: POINTER; 
· 16800 BEGIN 
16900 P := HEAD1; 
·17000 UHILE PI!.PTR <> NIL DO P := Pi.PTR; 
17100 P8.PTR := HEAD2; 
·17200 END; <* OF ADD *l 
17300 PROCEDURE CREATETHETA IVAR THEAD : PO INTER; I : 
17400 VAR A : INTEGER; 
·17500 P,P1 : POINTER; 
17600 BEGIN 
17700 P1 :=NIL; P:= NIL; 
17800 RESET ID1); 






1790.0 UHILE NOT EOF<Dl) DO 
18.0.00 BEGIN 
'18100 A := D11t; GET !D1 >; 
'18200 NEU<P J; 
18300 P@.EXP := II; 
18400 P@.A := A/TENDIH + I; 
18500 P9.COEFF := SD1; 
18600 Pi.PTR := NIL; 
'18700 IF PH>NIL THEN P18.PTR := P 
18800 ELSE THEAD := P; 
'18900 P1 := P; 
19000 END; 
19100 END; (* OF CREATETHETA *) 
19200 PROCEDURE CREATEF <VAR FHEIID : POINTER ; I : INTEGER>; 
19300 VAR C REAL; 
19400 P,P1 : POINTER; 
19500 COUNT,E : INTEGER; 
'19600 ~EGiN 
19700 P ::: NIL; ~~ I'" NIL; 
19800 RESET ('D2) ; RESET < D3); 
19900 COUNT := 1j C :• 0.0; E :• O; 
20000 UHILE COUNT < I DO 
20100 BEGIN 
20200 UHILE <D2G<5E10l AND <D38>=0) DO. 
20300 BEGIN 
20400 GET <D2); 
20500 GET < D3); 
20600 END; 
20700 GET <D2l; GET <D3)j 
20800 COUNT : = COUNT + 1; 
20900 .END; 
21000 UHILE <D2t!<SE10) AND <D3@>•0) DO 
21100 BEGIN 
21200 NEU<Pi; 
21300 C := D28; GET <D2>; 
21400 IF <C < Oi 
21410 THEN P9.COEFF := ROUND<ABS<C*SD>>•10 + 1 
.21420 ELSE P@.COEFF := ROUND<C•SD>*10; 
21500 E :• DU; GET <D3l; 
21600 P8.EXP := E) 
21700 Pi.PTR := NIL; 
21800 IF FHEAD = NIL THEN FHEAD := P 
21900 ELSE P1i.PTR := P; 
22000 P1 := P; 
22100 END; 
22200 END; <• OF CREATEF •> 
22300 PROCEDURE DERIV <HEAD :POINTER; VAR DHEAD POINTER; K :\ 
\INTEGER>; 
22400 LABEL 100; 
22500 VAR P,0,01 POINTER; 
22600 H.l : IlilEGf:.R: 
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22800 P := HEAD; Q I" NIL; Ill 1" NIL; 
















UITH tl@ DO 
B.EGIN 
H I" PG.EXP; 
FOR I := 1 TO (DIH • K> DO H := H DIV 10; 
H ; = H HOD 10; 
CASE <P8.COEFF HOD 10l OF 
0: COEFF :• P@.COEFF * H; 
1: COEFF := ((P@.CDEFF DIU 10) * Hl * 10 + 1; 
END; 
IF <COEFF DIU 10 " 0) THEN 
BEGIN 
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FOR 1:=1 TO <lliH·K> DO H := H*lO; 
EXP := P8.EXP · H; 
A := Pll.A; 
PTR := NIL; 
END; 
IF DHEAD " NIL THEN DHEAD := G 
ELSE QlG.PTR := a; 
25100 Ql :=G; 
25200 100: P:,.PG.PTR; 
25300 END; 
25400 END; <• OF DERIU *> 
25500 PROCEDURE HULTPOLYS<VAR HEADF,HEADT:POINTER;VAR PHEAD:POINTERjHAX 
25501 :INTEGER>; 
25600 LABEL 110; 
25700 VAR P,O,R,Rl,Pl ; POINTER; 
25800 H,Hl,H2,SUH,G1,G2,I,J,K INTEGER; 
25900 BEGIN 
26000 P := HEADFiPl:=HEADF; 
26100 R 1= PHEAD; 
26200 Q ; = HE AliT; 
26300 .IF RONlL THEN WHILE R&.PTR <>NIL DO R:= RQ.PTR; 
26400 Rl := R; 
26500 UHILE <P<>NIL> DO 
26600 BEGIN 
26700 Q := HEADT; 
26800 UHILE G<>NIL DO 
26900 BEGIN 
27000 H := 0; SUH := o; Gl := PI!.EXP; G2 := Q@,EXP; 
27100 FOR I ;• 1 TO DIH DO 
27200 BEGIN 





































H2 := G2 HOD 10; 62 := 62 DIU 10; 
H 1 : = H 1 + H2; 
SUii := SUM + H1; 
IF SUH >MAX THEN GOTO 110; 
J : = 1; 
FORK :• 1 TO Cl-1) DO J := J•10; 
H : = H + ( H1 * J l; 
END; 
NEU!Rl; 
UITH Rll DO 
BEGIN 
A := Cl@.A; 
CASE !Pl!.COEFF HOD 1 Ol OF 
0: 81 := CP@JCOEFF DIV 10)/SD; 
11 81 := -<P@.COEFF DIV 10)/SD; 
_c-'E'-"N"'D;__ --------
CASE ((J@ •. COEFF HOD 10l OF 
0: B2 := (Q@.COEFF DIV 10l/SD; 
1: B2 1• -(Q@.COEFF DIU 10l/SD; 
END; 
B : = B 1 * 82; 
IF ( 8 < Ol 
THEN CO£FF :~ ROUND<ABSCB*SDll*10 + 1 
ELSE COEFF := ROUND<B*SDl*10; 
EXP := H; 
PTR := NIL; 
END; 





IF PHEAD = NIL THEN PHEAD := R 
ELSE R1G.PTR := R; 
29700 R1 := R; 
29800 110: Q := Qi.PTR; 
29900 END; 
29990 P1 :=P; 
30000 P := P@.PTR; 
30100 END; 
30200 END; < '• OF IIUL TPOL YS * l 
30300 PROCEDURE SORT <VAR HEAD:POINTER;KIHD:BOOLEANl;. 
30400 . VAR R,F : ARRAY tO •• 9J OF POINTER; 
30500 P,PI,PREV : POINTER; 
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30600 I,J,K,L,Lt : INTEGER; (* KIND•TRUE IF SORTING ON X'S *l 
30700 <* KIND=FALSE' IF SORTING ON A'S \ 
'*) 
30800 BEGIN. 
30900 FOR J := 
31000 BEGIN 
31100 FOR I 
1 TO DIM DO 
:= 0 TO 9 DO (* INITIALIZE POCKETS *) 
------------------·-----
~--· --. ~----- --·--··- . 
. -. --··-- -· -·--
31200 n~lH 
31300 F[IJ := NILj RCIJ := NIL; 
31400 END; 
31500 P := HEAD; 
31600 UHILE P<>NIL DO 
31700 BEGIN 
31800 L := 1; 
31900 FOR Ll := 1 TO J-1 DOL := L * 10; 
32000 IF KIND THEN K := <P@.EXP DIU (Ll l HOD 10 
32100 ELSE 
32200 BEGIN 
32300 K := CTRUNC CP@.A * TENDIM•IOl DIU CLll HOD 10; 
32400 END; 
32500 P 1 : = P@. PTR; 
32600 IF RtKl = NIL 
32700 THEN 
32800 BEGIN 
32900 RtKJ :~ P; 




33400 RtKJi.PTR := Pj 
33500 RCKJ := Pj 
33600 END; 
33700 P9.PTR := NIL; 
33800 P :=PI; 
33900 END; 
34000 K := 01 <* CONCATENATE THE POCKETS *l 
34100 <• FIND FIRST NON"EMPTY POCKET *l 
34200 UHILEC FCKJ = NIL> liND .<K<9l DO. K:=K+I; 
34300 HEAD := FtKJ; 
34400 lF K<9 
34500 THEN 
34600 FOR I := C K+l l TO 9 DO 
34700 BEGIN 
34800 PREV := Rti-IJj 
34900 IF Rtfl <> NIL . 
35000 THEN PREV9.PTR := FEll 
35100 ELSE RtiJ := PREV;. 
35200 END; 
35300 END; <* OF FOR J *l 
35400 END; <* OF SORT *l 
37000 PROCEDURE STORETHETII <DIM,HIIXPUR: INTEGER; VIIR' Dl :DATAIFILElj 
37100 LABEL 10; 
37200 VIIR COUNT,EXPONENT,DIGIT,POUER•SUH,I,N,J,H,E: INTEGER; 
37300 BEGIN 
37400 REURITECDilj 
:37500 COUNT := Oj EXPONENT := 0; 
37600 Dl@ :=EXPONENT; PUT (Dllj 

















EXPONENT :=EXPONENT+ 1; 
N : = 1; 
FOR I := 1 TO COUNT DON := N*10; 
DIGIT := <EXPONENT DIV N> HOD 10; 
IF DIGIT <= HAXPUR 
THEN 
BEGIN 
IF NOT TOTALHXPUR 
THEN 
BEGIN 
POWER := EXPONENT; 
FOR J := 1 TO DIH DO 
BEGIN 
H := POWER HOD 10; 
POWER : = POWER D IV 10; 
TI---'---- -38-536.-------1-F--H-~)'-MA-XP-\JR--THE-N--GO-TO -1-G-;-<-:PE-X-I-T-*-)---
\· 
38537 . END; 





. 38600 POWER :=EXPONENT; 
38700 SUH : = 0; 
38800 FOR J:=1 TO DIH DO 
38900 BEGIN 
39000 H 1 = POWER HOD 1 0; POWER : = .POWER DI V 1 o; 
39100 SUH := SUH + H; 
39200 END; 
39300 IF SUH <= HAXPUR 
39400 THEN 
:moOO BEGIN 
39700 D1G := EXPONENT; 






40300 COUNT := COUN'f+1; 
40400 EXPONENT :• EXPONENT - <EXPONENT KOD ( 10*Nll; 
40500 EXPONENT : = EXPONENT + I 1 O*N l - 1 ; 
40600 END; 
40700 END; I* OF WHILE *) 
40800 END; (* OF STORETHETA *> 
40900 PROCEDURE SEPERATETERHSIPOLYNOHIAL: POINTERl; 
41000 LASEL 25; 
41100 VAR Z,Z1: POINTER; 
41200 BEeiN 
41300 NOEQNS :• O; 
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41500 BEGIN 
41600 HOEllNS :: HOEGNS+1; T :: T+1; 
41700 EGNCTJ := POLYNOKIAL; 
41750 ROWCTJ := EQNCTJG.EXP; 
41800 IF EllNCTJ@.PTR <> NIL 
41900 THEN 
42000 BEGIN 
42100 Z := EONCTJ@.PTR; Z1 := EQNCTJ; 
42200 UHILE EONCTJ&.EXP = Z@.EXP DO 
42300 IF Z@.PTR <> NIL 
42400 THEN BEGIN 
42500 Z1 := Z; 
42600 Z := Z8.PTR; 
42700 END 
42800 ELSE BEGIN 
~------42_9_0_0 ----1'-0LYNDHIAL := NIL; - -
43000 GOTO 25; 
43100 END; 
43200 Z1&.PTR := NIL; 
43300 POL YNOH IAL : = Z; 
43400 25: END 
43500 ELSE POLYNOHIAL := NIL; 
43510 IF PEONS THEN PRINT1<EONCTJ,T>; 
43600 END; 
43700 END; <* OF SEPERATETERHS *) 
43800 PROCEDURE CREATEKATRIX <NOROYSIINTEGER>; 
43900 VAR I,L: INTEGER; 
44000 Z,Zl,POLYNOHIAL: POINTER; 
44100 BEGIN 
45300 FOR I := n-NOROUS+1) TO .T DO 
45400 BEGIN 
<* SORT AND PRINT EONCll *l 
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FOR L := 1 TO NOCOL DO HATRIXCLJ := o; 
UHILE PDLYNOHIAL <> NIL DO 
BEGIN 
Z := POLYNOHIALil.PTR; Z1. := P.OLYNOHIAL; 
UHILE Z <> NIL DO 
BEGIN 
IF Z@.l\• = POLYNOHIALG•A 
THEN 
BEGIN 
CASE <POLYNOKIAL@.COEFF HOD 10) OF 
0: 81 := <POLYNOHIALi.COEFF DIV 10l/SD; 
1: 81 := -<POLYNOHIALil.COEFF DIV 10l/SD; 
END; 
CASE <Z@.COEFF HOD 10) OF 
0: B2 := <Z@.COEFF DIV 10)/SD; 
1: 82 := -(Zit.COEFF DIV 10)/SD; 
END; 
·- ·---·- --·---- ~-----
46390 B := 81 + 82; 
46400 IF <B < Ol 
46410 THEN POLYNOMIALi.COEFF :=ROUND (ABS<B*SDll*lO + 
46420 ELSE POLYNOHIALi.COEFF := ROUND<B*SDl*10; 
46500 Zt@.PTR := Z@.PTR; 
46600 DISPOSE <Z> 
46700 END 
46800 ELSE Z1 :>= Z; 
46900 Z := Z1@,PTR; 
47000 END; 
47100 L := 1; 
47200 UHILE <POLYNOMIALfl.A <> COL[LJJ DO L:=L+t; 
47300 HATRII CLJ := POLYNOHIAL@.COEFF; 
47400 POLYNOIIIAL :: POLYNOMIALfl.PTR; 
47500 END; 
" _____ __.42LQO __ EOR-L-:-"--1-TO-NOCOL-DO- ---- -- -- -
47800 BEGIN 




r:• 48300 END; 
48400 END;<* OF CREAIEMATRIX * l 
48500 
48600 PROCEDURE SUBSTITUTE <VAR HEADi: POINTER; HEAD2: POINTER>; 
48700 LABEL 70,100; 
48800 VAR P,P1,Z,HEAD31 Q,01,P2,P3: POINTER; 
48900 JlEGIN 
49000 IF HEAD2 = NIL THEN 
49100 BEGIN 
49200 URITELN<'HANIFOLD INVALID'>; 
49300 GOTO 100; (*EXIT*ll 
49400 END; 
49500 IF HEAD1 = NIL THEN 
49.600 BEGIN 
49700 URITELN < ·'EHPTY POLYNOMIAV l; 
49800 GOTO 100~ <*EXIT*l 
49900 END; · 
49950 P1 := HEADt; 
:50000 UHILE Pli,EXP <> HEAD29.EXP DO 
50100 BEGIN 
50200 P2 := P1; 
50300 PI := P19.PTR; 
50400 If P1 = NIL THEN GOTO 100; (*EXIT*J 
50500 END; 
50510 CASE <HEAD29.COEFF HOD 10l OF 
50520 0: 83 i= <HEAD29.COEFF DIU 10)/SD; 
50530 1: B3 := -<HEAD29.COEFF DIV 10)/SD; 
50540 END; 
50600 Z := HEAD29.PTR; 
50700 HEAD3 •= NIL! 
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P : = P1; 
YHILE PQ.EXP = HEAD29.EXP DO 
BEGIN 
NElJ (G); 
CASE <PG.COEFF HOD 10) OF 
0: Bl := (PQ.COEFF DIV 10l/SD; 
1: B1 := -<Pfl.COEFF DIV 10l/SD; 
END; 
CASE (Zfl,CDEFF MOD 10) OF 
0: B2 := <ZG.COEFF DIV 10l/SD; 
1: 82 := -(Z@.COEFF DIV 10l/SD; 
END; 
8 := -81*82/83; 
IF (8 < Ol ___________________ _ 
THEN Uli.COEFF := ROUND<ABS<B*SDl l*·10 + 
ELSE Qi,COEFF :• ROUND<B*SDl*10; 
WITH Oil DD 
BEGIN 
A := P@.Aj 
EXP := Zfl,EXP; 
PTR := NIL; 
END; 
IF HEAD3 • NIL THEN HEAD3 := Q 
ELSE OU.PTR := a; 
52zoo 01 := a; 
52300 P3 := P; 
52400 P := Pfl.PTR; 
52500 IF P = NIL THEN GDTD 70; 
52600 END; 
52700 70: Z := ZO.PTR; 
52800 END; 
52900 P29.PTR ;: HEADl; 
53000 OQ,PTR := P39.PTR; 
53100 P3i,PTR I" NIL; 
53150 IF HEAD1 = P1 THEN HEAD1 := HEAD3; 
53200 REHOVE <P1l; 
53300 100: END; (* OF SUBSTITUTE *l . 
53400 PROCEDURE TRUMKHARK<HEAD: POINTER; I,H: INTEGER; 
53500 VAR Z: (IRRAH 1 •• 1 00 l OF POINTER; VAR N: INTEGER); 
53600 LABEl 100; 
53700 VAR SUM,G,H,K 1 INTEGER; 
53800 P,P1 : POINTER; 
53900 BEGIN 
54000 P :=HEAD; P1 :=HEAD; N := 0; 
54100 UHILE P <> NIL DO 
54200 BEGIN 
54300 G := P@.EXP; 
54400 SUH := O; 
54500 FOR K := 1 TO. DIM DO 
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54600 BEGIN 
54700 H := G HOD 10; 
54800 G := G DIV 10; 
54900 SUM := SUit + H; 
55000 END; 
55100 IF SUM > H THEN 
55200 BEGIN 
55300 IF HEAD = P THEN REMOVE <HEAD> 
55400 ELSE 
55500 BEGIN 
55600 REMOVE !PI; 










N := N + 1;__ _______________________ _ 
Z(NJ :• P; 
FOR K I" 1 TO UTERMStlJ DO 
BEiilN 
56500 P1 := Pi 
56600 P := P~.PTR; 
56700 END; 
56750 P1@.PTR := NIL; 
56800 END; 
56900 1 001 END; ( * OF TRUNK HARK *I 
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63300 (*!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!I!!!!!!!!!!! I!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! \*I 
63400 BEGIN <*!!!!!!!!!!HAINLINE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1*1 
63500 TENDIH := 1; SD := 1; 
63510 URITELN!'UHAT IS THE. DIMENSION OF THE PROBLEIWl; 
63520 READ<DIHI; 
63600 FOR I := 1 TO Dill DO TENDIIt := TENDIH * 10; 
63650 FOR I:= 1 TO SIGDIG DO SD := SD*10; 
63660 SD1 := SD•10; 
63700 URITELN (·'DO YOU UISH TO CHANGE YOUR THETA EXPANSION'!" I; 
63710 URITELN ('ANSUER Y OR N FOR YES OR NO RESPECTIVELY.'!; 
63790 IEPLY :• ' '; 
63800 UHILE REPLY=' 'DO READ!REPLYI; 
63900 IF <REPLY•'Y'l THEN 
64000 BEGIN 
64005 IJRITELN ('DO YOU UANT TO ENTER YOUR OUN THETA EXPANSION?'); 
64010 REPLY := ' '; UHILE REPLY = ' ' DO READ<REPLYI; 
64015 IF REPLY = 'Y' 
64020 THEN 
64025 BEGIN 
64030 UR!TELN<'ENTER THE THETA EXPANSION. TERHIN/ITE UITWI; 
64035 URITELN!'A NEGATIVE VALUE.'>; 
64040 REURITE<D1);READ(D12l; 









64100 . TOTALMXPUR := FALSE; 
64110 URITELN<'DO YOU UANT A TOTAL MAXPUR TRUNCATION? IF NOT,'l; ~ 
64120 URITELN<'UE UILL TRUNCATE AT A MAXIMUM POIIER OF EACW>; 
64130 URITELN<'VARIABLE.'l; 
64140 REPLY r= 1 'liiHILE REPLY = ' ' DO READ <REPLYlJ 
64150 IF REPLY = 'Y' THEN TOTALHXPUR := TRUE; 
64160 URITELN ('WHAT IS THE TOTAL MAXIMUM POWER OF YOUR EXPANSION\ 
\?'l; 
64200 ~EAD <TTLHAXl; 
64300 STORETHETA<DIH, TTLHAX,D1 l; 
64310 END; 
64400 END; 









64550 TTERHS := o; 
64600 UHILE NOT EOF <D1 l DO 
64700 BEGIN 
64750 TTERHS := TTERHS + 1; 
64800 E := D1~; GET (D1l; 
64900 URITE <E>; 
65000 END; 
65100 URITELN; 
65110 URITELN<'DO YOU lUSH TO CHANGE YOUR FUNCTIONS FtiJ1'l; 
65120 REPLY := ' '; UHILE REPLY = ' ' DO READ<REPLY>; 







('ENTER COEFFICIENT AND EXPONENTS OF EACH TERM OF FCI\ 
<'AS FOLLOWSi'l; 
(' COEFF EXPONENT'>; 
65600 URITELN ('ENTER THE EXPONENT AS AN INTEGER, EACH DIGIT\ 
\ REPRESENT-'>; 
65700 URITELN <'ING THE POUER OF AN X-VARIABLE'>; 














REURITE <D2l; REWRITE (D3l; 
FOR I:• 1 TO DIH DO 
BEGIN 
URITELN ('ENTER TERMS OF FUNCTION Ft···,I:2,.'l:'l; 
c := o .. o;. E := o; 
REPEAT 
READ <Cl; READ <E>; 
D29 := C; PUT (021; 




1""'11-AA _ .... ,.. .. __ ·--·•·--··-·---- ~~~~------~- ·----- ----
~------ -----'"" ---- -----·----~·-- -----·---- ··-- ---- ---
::--,~==o.=_---===='====c-=-·----:-o: 
6/000 tl~ol::l < V2 >; RESET < D3 l; 
67100 URITELN ('ECHO DATA:'>; 
67200 FOR I := 1 TO DIH DO 
67300 BEGIN 
67400 URITELN ('THE FUNCTION F £',1:2,··'] IS:···>; 
67500 UHILE <D2@<5E10l AND (03@)=01 DO 
67600 BEGIN 
67700 C ;; D2flj GET <D2>; 
67800 E := D3Qj GET (DJl; 
67900 URITELN (C,Elj 
68000 END; 
68100 GET <D2>; GET <D31; 
68200 END; 
68210 MANIFOLD := FALSE; 
68220 URITELN <'DO YOU UANT TO IMPOSE A HANlFOLD RESTRICTION?'. l; 
68221 REPLY := ' 'i 
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~'1------6-S-2-3-o-w-H-I-i:E-.RE-PL-I-="'-o~-no-RE-A-D-<-RtPtY->-; ----- -------- ---- --------- ----- -- - -----------------68~35 URITELN<'REPLY lS:',REPLYlj 68240 IF iREPI.Y = 'Y') THEN l'tANIF'OLD := TRUE; 
68250 IF HANlFOL.D • TRUE THEN 
\ 
68260 BEGIN 
68262 URITELN (''HOU MANY MANIFOLD RESTRICTIONS DO YOU UANT?' l; 
68264 READ<NUl; 
68265 FOR I := 1 TO NU DO 
68266 BEGIN 
68270 URITELN('UHAT IS THE HAXPUR OF UC',I:2,'ll'~; 
68271 READ<HAXUUC!Jl; 
68273 CONDCIJ := FALSE; . 
68274 URITELN;URITELN< ·'DO YOU UANT UU=O UITH CONDITION UC', h2, 'J=O\ 
\1'1; 
68275 REPLY := ' •;UHILE:REPLY•' ' DO READ<REPLYI; 
68280 URITELNI'REPLY IS:',REPLYl; 
68285 IF REPLY = 'I" THEN CONDtiJ := TRUE; 
68300 URITELN &'ENTER THE. EXPRESSION FOR THE MANIFOLD Ut',I:2,'J'l; 
68301 URITELN<'UITH THE HIGHEST KAXPUR TERM FIRST~'!; 
68400 UC I J; =NIL; Zl: =NIL j Z; •NIL; UTERHSCI J; =0; 
68500 READ IC,El; 
68600 UHILE <C < 5E10) AND <E >=.Ol DO 
68700 BEGIN 
68900 UTERKSCI l :" UTERHSC IJ + 1 ; 
68900 NEUIZl; 
68910 IF <C < Ol 
68920 THEN l!l.COEFF := ROUND<ABS<C*SDll*10 + 1 · 
68930 ELSE Z@.COEFF :• ROUND<C•SDl•10; 
69000 Z@.EXP := E; ZQ.PTR := NIL; 
69050 IF U[IJ•NIL THEN U[Il :• Z 
69100 ELSE Z19.PTR := z; 
69200 Z1 :• z; READ<C,El; 
69300 END; 
69400 URITELN <'ECHO DATA'>; 










69700 <*!!t!!!!!!I!!!!!!!!SOLVE FOR DETERMINING EDUATIONS!!II!!!!!!!!!!\ 
\!!!!*)i 
69800 WRITELN ('UHAT TOTAL KAXIMUH POUER DU YOU UISH TO TRUNCATE ON?'l; 
69900 READ <HAXPURl; 
69940 FOR I := 1 TO NU DO 
69950 HAXUUC!J := HAXUUU J + HAXPUR - 1; 
70000 URITELN ('DO YOU UANT THE EQUATIONS PRINTED OUT?' l; 
70080 REPLY := ' '; 
70090 UHILE REPLY•' • DO READ <REPLY>; 
70100 URITELN<'REPLY IS:',REPLllj 
/0101 PEONS := FALSE; 
70102 IF REPLY = 'Y' THEN PEONS :=TRUE; 
70105 NOCOL:=O; _(~-----INIUALHLCOLUHN-HEADS-----:!<) ----
70110 FOR 11=1. TO DIH DO 
70115 BEGIN 
;10120 RESEH D1 ) ; 
70125 UHILE NOT EOF<D1) DO 
70130 BEGIN 
70135 NOCOL:=NOCOL+1; 
70140 COLCNOCOLJ := l+(D1@/TENDIHI; 
70145 GtT <DO; 
70150 END; 
70155 END; 
10200 T := o; 
70300 FOR I := 1 TO HU DO 
70310 BEGIN 
70320 UUtiJ := NIL; UftiJ := NIL; 
70330 END; 
70340 REURITE<HATBl; 
70490 FOR I :• 1 TO DIH DO 
70500 BEGIN 
70600 URITELN;URITELN ;URITELN; 
70700 WRITELN <'DET. EQNS FOR I =',1:2,' ARE :•>; 
70800 RESET <D2l;RESET<DJl; 
70900 THEADCIJ :~ NIL; 
71000 CREATETHETA <THEADCIJ,Il; 
71100 PHEAD ~=NIL; 
71200 FOR K:= 1 TO DIH DO 
71300 BEGIN 
71400 TDHEADCI,KJ := NIL; 
71500 DERIV <THEADCIJ,TDHEADCI,KJ,Kl; 
71600 FHEADCKJ := NIL; 
71700 CREATEF (FHEADCKJ,K l; 
71800 HULTPOLYS <FHEADtKJ, TDHEADCI,KJ ,PHEAD,i'tAXPUR); 
71900 REMOVE<FHEADtKll; 
72000 REMOVE <TDHEADti,KJl; 
72100 END; 
/2180 IF MANIFOLD THEN 
\ 
-~-. ·--·-----·· .-
721 82 FOR J : = 1 TO NU DO 





72500 REMOVE ITHEADCIJI; 
72600 FHEADCIJ := NIL; 
72700 CREATEF <FHEADCIJ,II; 
72800 NEGATE 1FHEADCIJ>; 
72900 FOR K := 1 TO DIM DO 
73000 BEGIN 
73100 DERIV IFHEADCIJ,FDHEADCI,KJ,Kl; 
73200 THEADCKJ := NIL; 
73300 CREATETHETA ITHEADCKJ,Kl; 
73400 HULTPOL YS I FDHEAD[ I ,K 1 ,_!H~~DCK_J,P~t:i\Y, 11£1XI'_I.Ijl); __ ·-·---. 
73500 REMOVE I FDHEAD[I, KJTf-
73600 REMOVE <THEADCKll; 
73700 END; 
73800 REMOVE IFHEADCIJl; 
73900 SORT IPHEAD, TRUE); I* SORT ON X'·s *' 
73902 CREATETHETAITHEADtOJ,Ol; 
73905 FOR J i= 1 TO NU DO 
73910 IF COND[JJ TH.EN 
?3915 BEGIN 
/3925 HUL TPOL YSITHEADC OJ ,u [J J, U1 [J l, 1 OOl ; 
73930 TRUNKMARK I U1 CJJ, J, HAXPUR ,REO ,L>; 





l3960 UHJJ := NIL; 
73965 SORT<PHEAD,TRUE>; 
?3970 END; 
74000 SEPERATETERHS (PHEADl; 
74100 CREATEHATRIX INOEQNSl; 
?4200 END; 
74290 IF MANIFOLD = TRUE THEN 
74292 FOR J := 1 TO NU DO 
74295 BEGIN 
74300 SORT IUWCJJ;TRUEl; 
74400 WRITELN; UR ITELN; WR ITELN; 
?4500 URITELNI'THE CONDITION FOR U[',J:2,'J=O IS:'l; 
74700 IF CONDCJJ THEN 
74800 BEGIN 
75000 MUL TPOL YS ITHEADCOJ, IJ[JJ ,U 1 [JJ, 160 I; 
75050 REMOVEIU[JJl; 
75100 TRUNKHARKIU1CJJ,J,MAXUU[JJ,REQ,Ll; 








' Program MFGRB 
\ 
MFILE (A015006JHFGRDETEQNS7B ON SUAT 
1 ('i$U-*I 
10000 PROGRAM CHECKHFGR<INPUT,OUTPUTJ; 
10100 LABEL 500; 
'I 0300 CONST ltROUS = 89; ltCOLS = 140; 
10500 SIGDIG = 2; (* K OF SIGNIFICANT DIGITS *l 
10s1o NODIIllTS = soooooo; 
'10550 TYPE REAI.FILE = FILE OF REALi 
'I 0560 INTEGERF ILE = FILE OF INTEGER; 
10570 COEFFICIENTS = O •• NODIGITSj 
10600 VAR HATB : INTEGERFILE; 
I 0650 GENB2: REALF ILE; 
10700 D1: INTEGERFILEj 
_IE_lQ_ ____ RVAR: _ REA_L£]j.~;__ _ _ ____ _ __ _ 
10720 IVARI INlEGERFILEj 
10730 ROUVECTOR: INTEGERFILE; 
10740 COLVECTOR: lNTEGERFILEj 
10800 COL: ARRAY[ 1 •• HCOLSJ OF REAL; 
'12000 REPLY : CHAR j 
121 00 DONE : BOOLEAN j 
165 
12900 T, T1, N, O, COUNT, E, ltAXPUR, TTLHAX, TENDIH,NOEQNS: INTEGER; 
'13000 H,ROUNDS,NOCOL,IRANK,DIH 1 INTEGER; 
13100 MATRIX: PACKED ARRAH1 •• HROUS,1 •• HCOLSJ OF\ 
\ COEFFICIENTS; 
13200 IROU: ARRAYC1 •• MROUSJ OF INTEGER; 
13250 ICOL: ARRAH1 .. MCOLSJ OF INTEGER; 
13300 SD,SD1,EPS,B,B1,B2,HDLD,TOL: REAL; 
13400 I,II,J,JJ,K,KK,L,LL,IR,IC,NM,MH,NCOL,P: INTEGER; 
13500 PIV,SAVE& INTEGER; 
48600 PROCEDURE ltFGR<VAR A:PACKED ARRAY[! •• HROIIS, 1 .. HCOLSJ OF 
48601 COEFFICIENTS; 
48700 I'll INTEGERl; 
49800 LABEL 51 1Q,25,100; 
49100 BEGIN 
49150 iF <H >= 11 AND <H <= NOCOLI THEN GOTO 5; 
49160 H 1= 1; 
49200 (* TEST OF SPECIFIED DIMENSIONS 
49300 IF <H<=Ol OR <NOCOL<=O) THEN 
49400 BEGIN <• RETURN IN CASE DF FORMAL ERRORS . *I 
49500 IRANK := -1; 
49600 URITELNC'ERROR IN HATRIX DIHENSIONSI !!'l; 




501 00 ( ,i IN IT !ALI ZE COLUMN INDEX VECTOR 
50200 (* SEARCH FIRST PIVOT ELEMENT 
50300 !RANK := o; 
50400 P!V := 0; 
·----·-----------
·-- ·~'-'==='-'-. ~-----
~)05oo JJ := o; 
50600 FOR J := 1 TO NOCOL DO 
50700 BEGIN 
50800 ICOL[JJ := J; 
50900 FOR I :• 1 TO K DO 
51000 BEGIN 
51200 HOLD := ACI,JJ; 
51300 IF (PIV DIV 10) < CTRUNCtHOLD/10)) THEN 
51400 BEGIN 
51500 PIV := TRUNC<HOLD>; 
51600 IR := I; 





52200 FOR I~· 1 to II DO IROUCil:•I; 
52l00 
32400 <•• SET UP INT~RNAL TOLERANCE••> 
52500 TOL 1• EPS*<PIV DIU 10l;. 
52600 
52700 <* INITIALIZE ELIMINATION LOOP*> 
52900 5: FOR NCOL := H TO NOCOL DO 
166 
53000 BEGIN(* TEST FOR FEASIBILITY OF PIVOT ELEHENT *l 
53100 IF ROUNDS <• tNCOL-Hl THEN GOTO 100; 
53200 IF<PIV DIV 10) <= TOL 
53300 THEN GOTO 10 
53400 ELSE 
53500 BEGIN 
53600 !RANK := I RANK +1;. (* UPDATE RANI<* I 
53700 
~53800 IF <IRHRANKl THEN (* INTERCHANGE ROllS IF\ 
\ NECESSARY *) 
53900 BEGIN 
54100 FOR J := 1 TO NOCOL DO 
54200 BEGIN 
5440.0 SAVE := ACIRANK,Jl; 
54500 ACIRANK,JJ := ACIR;JJ; 













UPDATE ROLl INDEX VECTOR *l 
JJ := IROUCIRJ; 
IROUCIRJ := IROLICIRANKJ; 
IROLICIRANKJ := JJ; 
END; 
INTERCHANGE COLUMNS IF NECESSARY*) 
IF <IC>IRANKl THEN 
BEGIN 
FOR J := 1 TO K DO 
BEGIN 


















A[J,IRANKJ := ACJ,ICJ; 
A[J,ICJ := SAVE; 
END; 
UPDATE COLUMN INDEX VECTOR 
JJ := ICOLriCJ; 
ICOLCICJ := ICOL[IRANKJj 
ICOL[IRANKJ := JJ; 
END; 
KK := IRANK + 1; 






<* TRANSFORM CLIRRENT SUBHATRIX AND SEARCH NEXT PIVOT *l 
\---::.a-1-oo-~--s-A-VE--r=---::r-z-v-;-------------------- -------------- - -- ---
i 58200 PIV := o; 
I 58300 FOR J := KK TO H DO 
I 58400 BEGIN 
I 58410 CASE CACJ,IRANKJ HOD IOl OF 
! 58420 0: 81 := ACJ,IRANKJ/SD1j 
i 58430 1: Bl := <-ACJ,IRANKJ DIV 101/SD; 





(SAVE MOD lOl OF 
82 :=~SAVE /SD1; 
82 := (-SAVE DIV 10l /SDj 
58490 HOLD := B1/B2; 
58500 IF <HOLD < Ol 
58510 THEN ACJ,IRANKJ := ROUND<ABS<HOLD>FSDll~~<IO + 1 




















<* TEST FOR LAST COLUMN *l 
IF < IRANK<NOCOLl THEN 
B~GIN 
FOR I :: KK TO NOCOL DO 
BEGIN 
CASE <ACIRANK,IJ IIOD 10l OF 
0,: 81 := A[lRANK,IJ/SD1; 
1: B1 :• <-AtiRANK,IJ OIV 101 /SD; 
END; 
IF ((I[J,IJ MOD 10l > 1 THEN URtTELN<AtJ,Ill; 
CASE <AtJ,Il HOD 10l OF 
0: 82 :• ACJ,IJ /SD1; 
1: 82 := <-A[J,IJ DIV 10l /SD~ 
END; 
B := 82 - CHOLD*B1 l; 
IF < 8 ·< 0 l 
THEN A[J,IJ := ROUND<ABS<B*SDll*IO .+ I 
ELSE AtJ,IJ := ROUND<B*SDl*10' ~ . ~ ~ . .~ .. ··~--- ·~-----~~-L-~·----~~··-·--·--
--~---~-----------·-· -------- --














H· (ALJ,.J.J lJJ.V lVI )' \t"lV UlV IUJ tnt.n 
BEGIN 
PIV := ACJ, IJ; 
IR := J.; 






<* SET UP HATRIX EXPRESSING ROU DEPENDENCIES 
\*) 
61050 10: DONE := TRUE; 




:-----j--61300-wRITECNFFORIII\CERROirT-IUii'Hr<Flf _____ -- -------- ------ -----
·' 61400 GOTO 100; I* EXIT :to) 
j. 61500 END; 
61600 IF <I RANK = 1) THEN GOlO 25; 
61700 IR := !RANK; 
6"1900 FOR J := 2 TO IRANK DO 
61900 BEGIN 
62000 IR := IR- 1; 
62200 JJ := !RANK; 
62300 FOR I : = i<K TO M DO 
62400 BEGIN 
62500 HOLD := 0.0; 
62600 JJ := JJ + 1; 
62700 Hit : = I RANK; 
62800 IC := !RANK; 
62900 FOR L := 1 TO (J-1l DO 
63000 BEGIN 
63010 CASEIA[JJ,HHJ HOD 10l OF 
63020 0: 81 := ACJJ,HHJ /SD1; 
63030 1: B1 := <-AtJJ,Hitl DIV 10l /SD; 
63040 END; 
63050 CASE <ACIC,IRl HOD 10) .OF. 
63060 0: 82 := ~CIC,IRJ /SD1; 
63070 1: 82 := <-ACIC.,IRl DIV 10l /SD; 
63080 END; 
63090 HOLD := HOLD + IB1*B2l; 
63200 IC := IC- 1; 
63300 Hit := tilt - 1; 
63400 END; 
63410 CASE (A(JJ,HHJ HOD 10) OF 
63420 0: B1 := A[JJ,HHJ /SD1; 
63430 1: B1 := 1-A[JJ,IUIJ DIV 10) /SD; 
63440 END; 
63450 B := B1 - HOLD; 





63470 THEN A[JJ,MHJ := ROUNDCABSChSDll*10 + 
63480 ELSE AtJJ,HMJ := ROUNDCB*SD>*10; 
63600 END; 
63700 END; 
63800 (,; TEST FOR COLUMN REGULARITY*) 
63900 25 : IF CNOCOL-IRANKJ <= 0 THEN 
64000 BEGIN 
64100 WRITELN C ·'ERROR! ! COLUMN IRREGULARITY.·· l; 
64200 GOTO 100iC* EXIT *l 
64300 END; 
64310 DONE := TRUE; 
64400 
64500 ( * SET UP MATRIX EXPRESSING BASIC VARIABLES IN 
64600 <• PARAMETERS CHOHOGENEOUS SOLUTION>. 
64800 IR := !RANK; 
64900 FOR J := 1 TO !RANK DO 
--65000-BEGIN------------
65200 FOR I := <I RANK + 1) TO NOCOL DO 
65300 BEGIN 
65400 JJ := !RANK; 
65500 LL := !RANK; 
65600 HOLD := 0.0; 
65800 FOR II := (J -~ 1) DOUNTO 1 DO 
65900 BEGIN 
65920 CASE <AtiR,JJJ MOD 10) OF 
65940 0: B1 := ACIR ,JJJ /SD1; 






CACLL,IJ HOD 10) OF 
B2 := ACLL,IJ /SD1; 
82 := <-A[LL,JJ DIV 
66080 HOLD :=HOLD • CB1*B2l; 
66100 JJ := JJ -1; 
66200 LL := LL- 1; 
66400 END; 
66410 CASE CACLL,IJ MOD 10) OF 
66420 0: B1 := ACLL,Il /SD1i 
10> /SD; 






CACIR,JJJ HOD 10) OF 
B2 := ACIR,JJJ /SD1; 
B2 := <-AriR ,JJJ DIV 1 Ol 
66490 8 :=<HOLD- B1l/B2; 
66500 IF CB<Ol 
lSD; 
66510 THEN ACLL,IJ := ROUNDCABSCB*SDll*10 + 
66520 ELSE A[LL,IJ := ROUND<B•SDl*10; 
66700 END; 
66800 IR := IR - 1; 
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TERMS OF FREE *l 
*) 
170 
. -- 1 
67000 100: END; I* OF HFGR *l 
671 00 I* I II I ! ! I I II I I ! II II !! II I I !! II II ! I II II !! ! I I II I II I ! l !! I ! II ! I !! * l 
6~700 BEGIN 
69800 SD :• 1; TENDIM := 1jDONE :=FALSE; 
69900 URITELNI'UHAT IS THE DIMENSION OF THE PROBLE~?'l; 
70000 READIDIMl; 
70100 FOR N :• 1 TO DIM DO TENDIM :• TENDIH * 10; 
70150 FOR N := 1 TO SIGDIG DO SD := SD•10; 
70160 SD1 := SD*10; EPS :• J/SD; 
70200 URITELNI'IS THIS A NEU PROBLEM?'>; 
70300 READIREPLYl; UHILE REPLY = ' ' DO READIREPLYl; 
70400 IF <REPLY = 'N'l THEN 
70500 BEGIN 
70600 RESETIIVARl; 
70700 I := IVAR@; GETIIVARl; II := IVARij GETIIVARI; 
, ______ . _ _Z_O_&_O_O_J_:~BUlR@-; --GE-T-(-1-VAR-)-;------- -- -----Jcl---:-=--1-VAR@·;-- -se:-r-<-IVA·tn--;----------·-
~ 70900 K := IVAR@; GETIIVARlj KK := IVARi; GETIIVARl; 
~ 71000 L := IVARQ; GET<IVARl; LL :• IVAR9; GETIIVARli 
~ · 71100 IR := IVARi; GETIIVARlj IC := IVARii; GET<IVARl; 
'I , 71200 NH :• IVARI; GETIIVARl; MH := IVAR@j GETIIVARlj I 71300 H := IVAR@; GETIIVARl; p :• IVARQj GETIIVARl; 
, 71400 NOCOL := IVARI; GETIIVARlj !RANK 1• IVARiij GETIIVARlj j 71500 PIV := IVAR@j GETIIVARli 
. 71600 T 1= IVARt; GET<IVARl; 
71700 RESETIRVARl; 
71800 TOL := RVAR@j GETIRVARli 
71900 RESET!ROUVECTORl; 
72000 FOR N := 1 TO T DO 
72100 BEGIN 




72600 FOR N := 1 TD NOCOL DD 
72700 BEGIN 





73300 FOR N:=1 TO DIM DO 
73400 BEGIN 
73500 RESET<Dll; 
7.3600 UHILE NOT EOFID1) DO 
73700 BEGIN 
73800 NOCOL:=NOCOL+1; 
SAVE := IVARI; GET<IVARl; 
HOLD := RVAR@; GETIRVARl; 
INITIALIZE COLUMN. tiEADS •> 
73900 COLCNOCOLJ := N+IDli/TENDIMl; 




74400 T := o;-
74500 IIHILE NOT EOFIHATBI DO 
~74600 BEGIN 
74/00 T:=T+1;· 
74800 FOI N := 1 .TO NOCOL DO 
74900 BEGIN 




75400 Tl := T * NOCOL; 
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75500 URITELNI'THE SIZE OF THE MATRIX IS:',T:4,'X',NOCOL:4,'"'•.T11; 
75600 URITELNI'HOU MANY ITERATIONS DO YOU UANT?'l; 
75700 READIROUNDSl; 
75800 HFIJRIHATRIX,Tl; 
75900 IF NOT DONE THEN 
1'6000 BEGIN 
76100 REURITEIIVARl; 
76200 IVAR& := I; PUTIIVARl; 
76300 IVAR@ := J; PUTIIVARl; · 
76400 IVAR@ := K; PUTIIVARl; 
76500 IVAR@ := L; PUT~IVARl; 
76600 IVAR@ := IR; PUTIIVARl; 
76700 IVAR@ := NK; PUTJIVARI; 
76800 IVAR@ := NCOL; PUTIIVARI; 
76900 IVAR@ := NOCOL; PUTIIVARl; 
77000 IVAR@ := PIV; PUT<IVARl; 
77100 IVAR@ := T; PUTIIVARl; 
77200 RESETIIVARl; 
77300 REURITEJRVARl; 
77400 RVAR@ := TDL; PUTIRVARl; 
77500 RESETIRVARl; 
77 600 REUR ITE<ROIIVECTOR l; 
77700 FOR N := 1 TO T DO 
l7800 BEGIN 




;>BJOO REURITE I COL VECTOR l; 
78400 FOR N := 1 TO NOCOL DO 
78500 BEGIN 
18600 COLVECTOR~ := ICOLCNl; 
?8700 PUT< COL VECTOR I; 
78800 END; 
78900 RESETICOLVECTORl; 
79000 REIIRITE IHATBl; 
79100 FOR Q := 1 TO T DO 
79200 FOR N := 1 TO NOCOL DO 
79300 BEGIN 









:= II; PUT< IVARl; 
:= JJj PUTIIVARlj 
:= KK; PUTIIVARl; 
:= LL; PUTCIVARli 
:• ICj PUTIIUARl; 
: = HM; PUT< IVAR l; 
:= P; PUTIIUARl; 
:= IRANK; PUTIIVARl; 
IVAR@ :.=SAVE; PUTIIVARl; 
RVARI! :=HOLD; PUT<RVARl; 
. I \i 
??500 PUT (liATBl; 
?9600 END; 
?9700 RESET<HATBl; 
?9800 GOTO 500; <*EXIT*) 
?9900 END; 
80000 URITELN('THE RANK IS:',IRANKI; 
80100 URITELN(·'THE RELATION VECTOR IS:' I; 
80200 FOR N := 1 TO NOCOL DO URITE<ICOLCNJ:51; 
ll0300 URITELN; 
80400 URITELN('THE RESULTING EQUATIONS ARE:'I; 
80500 URITELN; URITELN; URITELN; URITELN; 
ll0600 COUNT := o; 
80700 REURITE<GENB21; 
80800 FOR N := <!RANK+ 1l TO NOCOL DO 
80900 BEGIN 
81000 IF COUICOL[IIJJ >= _l_JHEN ____________ -- - -----------
1!1100 BEGIN 
81200 COUNT:= COUNT+ 1; 
81300 URITE<'Ut' 1 COUNT:4 1 'l • <A',COLCICOLCNlJ:5 1 '1 
81400 GENB29:= 1.0; PUT<GENB2lj 
81500 GENB2@:• COLC!COLCNJJj PUT<GEN821; 
81600 FOR Q := 1 TO IRANK DO 
81700 BEGIN 
81800 CASE <HATRIXCU,NJ HOD 101 OF 
81900 0: B := MATR!XCQ,Nl /SD1; 
82000 1: B := <-HATRIXCO,NJ DIU 101 /SD; 
82100 END; 
82200 IF <ABS<BI > 1/SDI THEN 
82300 BEGIN 
82400 URITE<B:5 1 ' (A·' ,COL[JCOL[QJJ:5,') + 'lj 
82500 GENB2@ := B; PUTIGENB2l; 








83400 URITELIWDO YOU UANT TO SEE THE MATRIX?' l; 
83500. REPLY := ' •; 
83600 UHILE REPLY = ' ' DO READ <REPLY>; 
83700 IF (REPLY='Y'I THEN 
133800 BEGIN 
83900 URITELNI'THE INPUT HATRIX UAS:'l; 
84000 RESET<HATB>; 
84100 FOR N := 1 TO NOCOL DO URITE (C0L[NJ:5l; 
84200 URITELN; 
84300 FOR N := TO NOCOL DO URITE<···*****···>;UR!TELN; 
84400 FOR G := TO T DO 
84500 BEGIN 
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---·-------·-- -··-· ---·----···- ---
,----====-o~----'"''""''---~=-=-= o.--=----------"----'-~---''-----'-=-'-'-"'-'-----
I 
! -- . 84600-- FOR N : = 1 TO NOCOL- DO 
84700 BEGIN 
84800 CASE CHATB@ HOD 1 0) OF 
84900 0: 8 :~ MATB@ /SD1; 
85000 1: B := <-HATB@ DIV 10) /SD; 
851.00 END; 
85200 URITE C B: 5); 
85300 GET <MATBl; 
1!5400 END; 
85500 URITELN i 
85600 END; 
85700 URITELN; 
!35800 URITELN (·'THE PROCESSED ltATR IX IS:' ) ; 
85900 URITELN;URITELN<'L*U IS:'li 
86000 FOR G := 1 TO IRANK DO 
U-------B6_LO_O __ BEG1N ______ -_-_______________________ - _________ _ 
86200 FOR H := 1 TO lf!AN~ DO 
86300 BEGIN 
86400 CASE (IIATRIXtG,NJ MOD 10) Of 
86500 0: B := f'IATRIXCQ,NJ /SD1; 






87100 URITELN;URITELN('C MATRIX IS:'l; 
87200 FOR N := 1 TO IRANK DO URITE CIROU[NJ:Sli 
87300 URITELN; 
87400 FOR N := 1 TO IRANK DO URITE<'*****'>;URITELN; 
87500 FOR 0 : = <I RANK + 1l TO T DO 
87600 BEGIN 
87700 FOR N := 1 TD !RANK DO 
87800 BEGIN 
87900 CASE <HATRIXtG,NJ HOD 10) OF 
88000 0: B := HATRIXCG,NJ /SD1; 






88600 URITELNI'THE IROU VECTOR Ik'); 
88700 FOR N := 1 TO T DO WRITE <IROUCNJ:5l; 
88800 URITELN;URITELN;WRITELN; 
88900 URITELN <'THE HOMOGENOUS SOLN MATRIX IS:···); 
89000 FOR N := (!RANK + 1) TO NOCOL DO URITEICOLCICOLCNlJ:5l; 
89100 URITELN; 
89200 FOR N :• <IRANK + 1) TO NOCOL DO URITE('**'**'l; URITELN; 
89300 FOR Q := 1 TO !RANK DO 






















FOR N : = (I RANK + 1). TO HOCOL DO 
· BEGIN 
CASE !HATRIX£1l,Nl HOD 10) OF 
0: B := HATRIX£Q,Nl /SDI; 









REURITE!HATBl; (:to DISPOSE OF DISK SPACE *) 
REURITE!RVARl; 
REURITE! IVAR l; 





---------~----- -------~--------- --··· 
App.,ndix II 
1. What is the dimension of the problem? 
2. Do you want to change your theta expansion? 
3. Do you want to enter your own theta expansion? 
4. Enter the theta expansion. 
5. Do you want a "total maximun power" truncation? If not we will 
n----- ---t.runcat-e-on-ccm-ax-inrun-power-o-£·--e-ach-variabl"e-.-- ------- --------- -----------
6. Enter the total maximum power of the truncation. 
7. Do you want to change. your functions ;? 
a. Enter the functions ; • 
9. Do you want to impose a manifold restriction? 
10. How many manifold restrictions are there? 
11. What is the maximum power of Wi? 
12. Do you want UW = 0 with the condition W = 0? 
13. Enter the manifold restriction Wi with the highes·t pc;>wer firsto 
175 
14. What maximum power do you want to truncate the dete:r:mining equations 
on? 




Flow Chart for DETERMININGEQNS 
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